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IVABSTRACT
The reaction kinetics and thermodynamics of the reversible addition of S(IV) and several aldehydes were studied at low pH in order to determine which carbonyl-bisulfite adducts are potential S(IV) reservoirs in atmospheric water droplets. Benzaldehyde, glyoxal, glyoxylic acid, and hydroxyacetaldehyde were chosen as aldehyde substrates.Spectrophotometric methods were employed to study the reaction kinetics. Between pH 1 - 3, the two rate-determining steps for adduct formation were the addition of HSO3· and SO32· to the carbonyl carbon atom. The sulfite ion was a much more effective nucleophile than bisulfite; rate constants for sulfite addition are four to five orders of magnitude higher than for bisulfite. Below pH 1, some specific acid catalysis was also observed.Adduct stability constants were determined by spectrophotometry and from microscopic reversibility relationships. Linear-free-energy relationships between carbonyl-bisulfite adduct stabilities and the Taft σ* parameter were found to hold for a limited set of aldehyde substrates. A relatively high correlation exists between bisulfite adduct stability constants and carbonyl hydration constants.Criteria were formulated, which can be used to predict the potential effectiveness of a carbonyl to significantly stabilize S(IV) in droplets. Modeling calculations for an open atmosphere show that adduct formation rates are much slower than mass transfer and S(IV) oxidation rates under most fog- and cloud- water conditions. Formation rates of hydroxyacetaldehyde-, glyoxal-, and glyoxylic acid - bisulfite addition compounds are comparable to, or faster than, formation rates of hydroxymethanesulfonate, which has been identified in droplets. Equilibrium calculations suggest that these three addition compounds can also stabilize a significant excess of SO2 in the liquid phase.
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XVOVERVIEW
This project was undertaken to determine whether other carbonyl-bisulfite addition compounds, besides cb-hydroxymethanesulfonate (HMS), represent significant reservoirs for S(IV) in atmospheric water droplets. The approach taken involved studying the reaction kinetics and thermodynamics for a selected set of aldehyde substrates. This selected set includes benzaldehyde, glyoxal (CHOCHO), glyoxylic acid (CHOCO2H) and hydroxyacetaldehyde. These aldehydes were chosen because they have been either detected or predicted to form in the atmosphere.Hydroxy alky lsulfonate formation at low pH (< 3) can be described by the following three-term generalized rate expression:■^RCH^H)S°3~1 = (k0[RCHOH+] + kι[RCHO])[HSO3^] + 

k2[RCHO][SO32^] .
The ko term corresponds to the proton-catalyzed addition of bisulfite. The kι and k2 terms correspond to the addition of bisulfite and sulfite, respectively, to the carbonyl carbon. Sulfite is by far the most effective nucleophile; ratios of k2∕kι ranged from 3 × 104 to 105. Only the sulfite addition pathway is rapid enough to result in significant macroscopic adduct formation rates over fog- and cloud-water time scales. The activation entropies associated with the k1 step are substantially more negative than those for the k2 step. To explain these differences, it is postulated that bisulfite addition requires a more ordered, cyclic transition state, whereas sulfite addition does not. The rate constants ki and k2 did not correlate closely with the Taft σ* parameter and hence steric and solvent bonding effects are thought to be as important as electric field effects for some addition compounds. A



XVÎbetter correlation was found between kι and k2.Stability constants of the aldehyde-bisulfite adducts were determined by spectrophotometrically measuring the concentrations of free S(IV) or aldehyde in equilibrated solutions. For the glyoxal and glyoxylic acid adducts, these direct determinations were checked by calculating the equilibrium constant as K = ⅛ormation∕ kdissociatio∏∙ Intrinsic stabilities, defined asκ,ntr = [RιR2 C(OH ) SO3~] intr [RiCOR2 ] [ hso3-] ’
for addition compounds with the same number of <⅛-hydrogen atoms adjacent to the carbonyl carbon atom were found to correlate reasonably well with the Taft σ* parameter. The presence of an α-phenyl substituent or an α-carboxylate group, however, leads to substantially smaller and larger values of Kintr than the Taft correlation would predict. An LFER of high correlation was found to exist between carbonyl-bisulfite adduct stabilities and carbonyl hydration constants. These correlations could be used to predict yet unknown adduct stabilities.Apparent formation constants, defined in terms of the total concentration of hydrated and unhydrated aldehyde, are relatively invariant (2 × 104 - 3.6 × 106 M'1) for predominantly hydrated aldehydes. This result implies that the aldehydes that are the most effective in stabilizing SO2 are those with the greatest solubilities and abundance in the atmosphere.Modeling calculations were performed to compare hydroxyalkylsulfonate formation rates in a foggy, polluted atmosphere with mass transfer and S(IV) oxidation rates. Except in the near neutral pH range or in the case of unusually large droplets, hydroxyalkylsulfonates form much more slowly than the time scales of either of these two processes. Calculated macroscopic removal rates of SO2 from the gas phase because of adduct formation were significant only above pH 5 and



xvnwhen an excess of aldehyde was present in the atmosphere. Assuming equal gas-phase concentrations of aldehyde in an open atmosphere, formation rates of the glyoxal- and glyoxylic acid - bisulfite addition compounds were comparable to HMS rates. Under this same assumption, hydroxyacetaldehyde-bisulfite adducts form faster than HMS.Since kinetic limitations appeared to be absent, the potential of hydroxyalkylsulfonates to serve as S(IV) reservoirs was examined thermodynamically. While HMS was found to be the most effective reservoir, glyoxal, glyoxylic acid and hydroxyacetaldehyde were all predicted to lead to significant S(IV) enrichment. This result is due primarily to the high solubilities of these compounds.
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CHAPTER1

Introduction
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Many developments have led up to and motivated this work, but perhaps the key point of understanding has come with the recognition that fog- and cloudwater droplets play an important role in removing pollutants from the atmosphere. Because they are relatively small in size (with diameters ranging from 1 to 100 

μm), these droplets are effective scavengers of soluble gas-phase pollutants; they are typically much more concentrated with respect to solutes than rainwater droplets. Furthermore, the longer atmospheric residence times of these small droplets (hours to days), enables some chemical reactions to take place that are otherwise too slow to proceed over rain droplet time scales. Once intensive efforts were made to collect and analyze fogwater (Waldman et al., 1982; Jacob and Hoffmann, 1983; Munger et al., 1983; Jacob et al., 1984a,b), investigators quickly discovered that Henry's law solubility relationships alone could not account for the high concentrations of S(IV) and formaldehyde that were observed (Munger et al., 1984). Others also reported that dissolved SO2 and oxidants, such as ¾O2 and O3, were often present simultaneously (Richards et al., 1983; Kok et al., 1986; Hoigne et al., 1985). Based on these observations, Munger et al. (1986) proposed that the elevated concentrations of S(IV) were due to the formation of the formaldehyde-bisulfite addition compound (o^hydroxymethanesulfonate, abbreviated HMS in this work) and successfully identified it in fogwater at concentrations exceeding 200 μM. Later, Ang et al. (1987) identified HMS in rainwater, but at much lower levels.In urban atmospheres, especially photochemically polluted ones, a variety of carbonyls are present. The National Research Council's Committee on Aldehydes (1981) estimated that of the 10 - 50 ppb hourly average concentration range of total aldehyde present in urban environments, 30 - 75% consists of formaldehyde.



3Attempts have been made to identify the composition of the remaining carbonyl fraction (Grosjean, 1982; Snider and Dawson, 1985); acetaldehyde, propanal, butanal, 2-butanone, benzaldehyde, and 2,3-butadione are among those that have been detected. Other evidence suggests that this list is far from complete. Glyoxal (CHOCHO), methylglyoxal (CH3COCHO) (Steinberg and Kaplan, 1984; Igawa et 
al., 1988), glyoxylic acid (CHOCO2H), and pyruvic acid (CH3COCO2H) (Steinberg 
et al., 1985) have been detected in precipitation and fog samples. Theoretical calculations (Calvert and Madronich, 1987) and experimental studies (Tuazon et 
al, 1984, 1986) indicate that α-dicarbonyl and unsaturated '^-dicarbonyl compounds are major gas-phase oxidation products of aromatic hydrocarbon mixtures. Calvert and Madronich have also shown by calculation that 7-hydr0xy-aldehydes and α-hydroxy-carbonyls are significant oxidation products of alkane and alkene mixtures, respectively. Knowing that formaldehyde serves as a reservoir for S(IV) in atmospheric water droplets and that a wide variety of other aldehydes are present, the obvious question became: How important are other 
carbonyls in stabilizing S(IV)?Although the overall addition of S(IV) species with carbonyl compounds, RiCOR2 + HSO3- RiR2CH(OH)SO3- , (1)
is a familiar reaction to organic chemists and a useful tool in organic synthesis, surprisingly few detailed studies of the reaction were available. Formaldehyde-S(IV) addition, also known as the "formaldehyde clock reaction" (Jones and Oldham, 1963), was studied as early as 1929 by Wagner, then later by Skrabal and Skrabal (1936) and S0rensen and Andersen (1970), and most recently by Boyce and Hoffmann (1984); Deister et al. (1986); Kok et al. (1986); and Dong and Dasgupta (1986). The only other detailed studies of S(IV) addition with



4carbonyls had been conducted with benzaldehyde (Stewart and Donnally, 1932a,b) and isobutryaldehyde (Green and Hine, 1974). In order to answer the above question, it was clear that more research was needed.
Objectives. Several objectives were identified at the outset of this work. For the following set of aldehyde substrates: benzaldehyde (Chap. 3), glyoxal (Chap. 4), glyoxylic acid (Chap. 5), and hydroxyacetaldehyde (Chap. 6), thermodynamic and mechanistic details of the bisulfite addition reaction were sought. In conjunction with these studies, Betterton and Hoffmann (1987) also examined the kinetics and thermodynamics of methylglyoxal-bisulfite adduct formation. The information gained in these endeavors was to be used to develop criteria for predicting which hydroxyalkylsulfonates are important reservoirs for S(IV). Finally, we planned to use the results to compare adduct formation rates with mass transfer rates and S(IV) oxidation rates under ambient atmospheric conditions. Chapter 2 contains the results of these modeling calculations and summarizes the implications of this study.
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Abstract

Kinetic and thermodynamic data obtained for the addition of S(IV) species with several aldehydes, including benzaldehyde, glyoxal, methylglyoxal, acetaldehyde, hydroxyacetaldehyde, and glyoxylic acid, were used to predict their effectiveness as reservoirs for S(IV) in atmospheric water droplets. A linear- free-energy relationship between hydroxyalkylsulfonate stabilities and carbonyl hydration constants is presented, which can be used to estimate the stability constants of other unknown carbonyl-bisulfite adducts. Formation rates of at least four of the adducts studied were greater than or comparable to the formation rate of cr-hydroxymethanesulfonate (HMS). Under most fog- and cloudwater conditions, we have shown that these rates are slower than gas transfer processes. Equilibrium calculations in an open atmosphere indicate that hydroxyacetaldehyde, glyoxal, glyoxylic acid, and to a smaller extent, methylglyoxal, lead to potentially significant enrichment of S(IV) in the liquid phase, although HMS is an even better reservoir for S(IV). Scavenging of SO2 from the gas phase that is due to hydroxyalkylsulfonate formation becomes important at high liquid water contents, pH > 5, and when an excess partial pressure of the aldehyde is present. The overall dissolution of RCHO and SO2 into a droplet and the subsequent formation of the hydroxyalkylsulfonate also result in a net increase in acidity which, in a weakly buffered solution, can be more than a unit drop in pH.
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NOMENCLATURE

v Reaction rate (M s^1)
K Equilibrium constant, subscripts and superscriptsdenote the following reactions: 

a Acid dissociation (M)
h Hydration
d Dehydration
1 Hydroxyalkylsulfonate formation (M'1)
app Apparent adduct formation constant (M'1)

k Rate constant, subscripts refer to:
0 proton catalyzed addition of HSO3' andRCHO (M-ι s^1)
1 RCHO + HSO3- (M'1s'1)
2 RCHO + SO32- (M'1s^1)
d spontaneous dehydration (s^1)
H proton catalyzed dehydration (M'1 s^1)
OH hydroxide catalyzed dehydration (M^1 s^1)

a Ionization fraction of S(IV) species
β Distribution fraction of RCHO species
{H+} Hydrogen ion activity (M)
pH -Log({H+})
P Gas-phase partial pressure (atm)
H Intrinsic Henry's Law constant (M atm^1)
H* Effective Henry's Law constant (M atm'1)
R Universal gas constant (1 atm^1 M'1)
T Temperature (0 K)⅛q Aqueous diffusion coefficient (cm2 s^1),≤¾ Gas-phase diffusion coefficient (cm2 s^1)V Average molecular speed (cm s^1)ξ Dimensionless sticking coefficient
a Droplet radius (cm)



10
τ Characteristic times (s), subscripts refer to thefollowing processes:

d.a. aqueous diffusion
d.g. gas-phase diffusion
r.a chemical reaction based on aqueous reagent concentration
r.g. chemical reaction based on gas-phase reagent concentration
phase interfacial phase equilibrium

L Liquid water content (volume fraction)
p Fraction of aqueous and gas-phase S(IV) bound ashydroxyalkylsulfonates Macroscopic removal rate of SO2 (%∕hr)
fe S(IV) enrichment factor in aqueous phase
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IntroductionThe addition reaction of carbonyl compounds with dissolved S(IV) species (H2O∙SO2, HSO3', and SO32·) to form Cb-hydroxyalkylsulfonates has been implicated as a pathway for the stabilization of S(IV) in the aqueous phase. Before the specific identification of these compounds, their presence was suspected on the basis of the large measured excesses of S(IV) and aldehydes, over the amounts expected from Henry's law calculations (Munger et at, 1984; Klippel and Warneck, 1980; Grosjean, 1982). In addition, the coexistence of dissolved SO2 and oxidants, such as H2O2 and O3, were reported (Richards et at, 1983; Kok et at, 1986; Hoigne 
et at, 1985). Analytical techniques to specifically identify the formaldehyde- bisulfite adduct, hydroxymethanesulfonate (HMS) were later developed by Munger 
et at (1986) and Ang et at (1987). They reported HMS concentrations in fog- and rainwater samples that periodically exceeded 100 μM.The effectiveness of formaldehyde as a reservoir for S(IV) can be attributed to four important properties. First, formaldehyde is highly soluble because of its extensive hydration to form methylene glycol (CH2(OH)2) in water. HMS, which has a formation constant, Khms = [CH2(OH)SO3-]∕([HSO3-][HCHO]), of 6.6 × lθ9 M^1, is favored thermodynamically (Deister et at, 1986). A third factor, the rapid kinetics of HMS formation in slightly acidic solution, allows this reaction to proceed at time scales shorter than or comparable to the lifetime of fogs and clouds. Finally, formaldehyde is often an abundant pollutant in urban atmospheres. According to the National Research Council's Committee on Aldehydes (1981), hourly average concentrations of total aldehyde range from 10 - 50 ppb in polluted urban environments with 30 - 75% consisting of formaldehyde.Other carbonyls may represent significant adduct reservoirs for S(IV). In the



12gas phase, acetaldehyde, propanal, butanal, 2-butanone, benzaldehyde (Grosjean, 1982), and 2,3-butadione (Snider and Dawson, 1985) have been detected. Carbonyls such as acetaldehyde, propanal, acetone, acrolein, n-butanal, 2-butanone, n-pentanal, n-hexanal, benzaldehyde (Grosjean and Wright, 1983; Kawamura and Kaplan, 1983); glyoxal, methylglyoxal (Steinberg and Kaplan, 1984; Igawa et ai, 1988); glyoxylic acid and pyruvic acid (Steinberg et ai, 1985), have also been identified in the droplet phase. Theoretical calculations have shown that the major gas-phase oxidation products of alkanes in a NOx-rich atmosphere are ^hydroxy-aldehydes and ^hydroxy-ketones (Calvert and Madronich, 1987). The oxidation of aromatic hydrocarbon mixtures have been shown experimentally to yield α-dicarbonyls and unsaturated ,χ-dicarbonyls (Tuazon et ai, 1984, 1986). Aldehydes that are known to have large apparent Henry's law constants include glyoxal, methylglyoxal, and hydroxy acetaldehyde (Betterton and Hoffmann, 1988). Glyoxylic acid is also expected to be highly soluble since it is extensively hydrated in solution. While the hydration properties of a wide variety of carbonyls have been studied, relatively few studies of the bisulfite addition compounds were available. This led us to select a series of potentially important aldehydes (benzaldehyde, glyoxal, methylglyoxal, acetaldehyde, hydroxy acetaldehyde, and glyoxylic acid) and to determine the stabilities and formation rates of their respective bisulfite adducts. Structures, names, and abbreviations used throughout this paper for each of the addition compounds are listed in Table 1. The mechanisms of each of these reactions have been discussed in detail elsewhere (Olson et ai, 1986, 1988; Betterton and Hoffmann, 1987; Betterton et ai, 1988; Olson and Hoffmann, 1988a,b).In this paper we have used the results of these studies to develop linear- free-energy correlations that can be used to predict yet unknown rate and stability



13constants. Comparisons of the rates of aldehyde-bisulfite formation rates under atmospheric conditions, and of the characteristic reaction time scales with mass transport and S(IV) oxidation rates are also presented. Equilibrium calculations were made to predict which hydroxyalkylsulfonates lead to potential enrichment of S(IV) and to determine under what atmospheric conditions adduct formation leads to the partitioning of SO2 from the gas phase to the droplet phase.
Experimental ProceduresThe procedures used to study the reaction kinetics involved following either the disappearance of free aldehyde or S(IV) spectrophotometrically under pseudo- first-order conditions. Stability constants were determined either by measuring the unbound concentration of S(IV) or aldehyde in equilibrated solutions, or by calculating them from measured forward and reverse rate constants as Keq = kf∕kr. The details of all procedures have been described elsewhere (Olson et al., 1986, 1988; Betterton and Hoffmann, 1987; Betterton et al., 1988; Olson and Hoffmann, 1988a,b).
Results and DiscussionBelow pH ~3, the rate of adduct formation is governed by the nucleophilic attack of bisulfite or sulfite on the carbonyl carbon of the electrophile. As with the addition of other strong nucleophiles to the carbonyl group (Jencks, 1964), sulfite addition is not strongly catalyzed by general acids or bases. Specific acid catalysis is observable at pH < 1. The mechanism for the formation of hydroxyalkylsulfonates in the simplest case is given by Equations 1-8.



14KdRCH(OH)2 ≈=i RCHO + H2O (fast) (1)KaιH2O∙SO2 HSO3- + H+ (fast) (2)κa2HSO32- SO32- + H+ (fast) (3)kιRCHO + HSO3- RCH(OH)SO3-k-ι (slow) (4)
k2RCHO + SO32- ≈=± RCH(O-)SO3- k-2 (slow) (5)

l∕Ka0RCHO + H+ >■ RCHOH+ (fast) (6)koRCHOH+ + HSO3- ≈=± RCH(OH)SO3- + H+ k-o (slow) (Î)
Ka4RCH(OH)SO3- ≈=≥ RCH(O-)SO3- + H+ (fast) (8)

Among the aldehydes studied, this mechanism is appropriate for formaldehyde, benzaldehyde, methylglyoxal, and hydroxyacetaldehyde, and the corresponding three-term rate expression is= d[RCH(0H)S03-'l = ko{H÷}¾ + + k2α2j Kd^) [S(IV)][RCHO]t, (9)
where

[S(iv)] = [h2o∙so2] + [hso3-] + [so32^] (10)

aι = [HSO 3 -1 = Kaι{Ht}______________[S(IV)] {Hψ + Ka,{H∙} + KalKa2
tt2 = Γso32 -1 = κalκa2________________[S(IV)] {Hψ + Kal{H∙} + KalKa2 (12)



15The acid dissociation constants, Kaι and Ka2, are defined by Equations 2 and 3, and {H+} refers to the hydrogen ion activity.The mechanism for glyoxal (CHOCHO), while analogous to the one above, is slightly more complicated, since glyoxal exists predominantly as the dihydrated gem-diol (CH(OH)2CH(OH)2) and since it can react to form mono- and dibisulfite addition compounds. In our experiments, an excess of glyoxal over S(IV) was maintained so that only GMBS (see Table 1) was favored. A mechanism was proposed in which Equations 1, 4, and 5 were replaced by:
Kdi(CH(OH)2)2 CH(OH)2CHO + h2o (fast) (la)Kd2CH(OH)2CHO =± CHOCHO + H2O (fast) (lb)k√CH(OH)2CHO + HSO3- =≥ CH(OH)2CH(OH)SO3- k-ι' (slow) (4a)

kι"CHOCHO + HSO3- =* CHOCH(OH)SO3- k-ι" (slow) (4b)
k2'CH(OH)2CHO + so32- ≈=± CH(OH)2CH(O-)SO3- k√ (slow) (5a)

k2"CHOCHO + SO32- ≈=± CHOCH(O-)SO3- . k-2" (slow) (5b)
Specific acid catalysis was not observed, so consequently the rate expression for the formation of GMBS is

= dÎGM-BSJ = (k1,app a1 + k2,app α2) [S(IV)] [CHOCHO]t, (13)dt
wherekι,app = k√∕¾ + kι"∕⅞ (14)



16 (15)
(16)
(17)

k2,app = k2'∕¾ + k2"∕⅞
Ä = ΓCH(OH)2CHO^∣ = ___________Kdl[CHOCHO] t 1 + Kdi + KdlKd2
ß2 = [CHOCHO] = KdlKd22 [CHOCHO]t 1 + Kdl + KdιKd2
The mechanism for o-keto acids such as glyoxylic acid (CHOCO2H) is also similar to Equations 1 - 8; however, since the unhydrated and hydrated forms of glyoxylic acid have pKa's of 2.0 (Sprensen et al., 1974) and 3.3 (Kuta, 1959) respectively, additional dehydration and acid-base equilibria must be included. Below pH 2.9, the mechanism we proposed is obtained by deleting the specific acid catalysis step (Equation 7) and replacing Equations 1, 6, and 8 with the following:

KdιCH(OH)2CO2H choco2h + h2o (fast) (lc)Kd2CH(OH)2CO2- =i choco2- + h2o (fast) (Id)Ka3choco2h ≈=* choco2- + H+ (fast) (6a)Ka4CH(OH)2CO2H — CH(OH)2CO2- + H+κa5 (fast) (6b)
CH(OH)SO3-CO2H CH(OH)SO3-CO2- + H+ (fast) (Sa)
CH(OH)SO3-CO2- ; Ka6 CH(O-)SO3-CO2- . (fast) (8b)

The reactive carbonyl species in steps 4 and 5 is CHOCO2Hj the addition of CHOCO2^ and HSO3' is too slow to compete with proton transfer rates, and the addition step of CHOCO2^ and SO32∙ would be inconsistent with the



17pH-dependence we observed (pH < 2.9). The rate expression describing the disappearance of S(IV) in the presence of glyoxylic acid is therefore:= (ki<n∕¾ + k2α2∕¾) [CHOCO2H]t [S(IV)] , (18)
where [CHOCO2H] KdlKd2{H+}Ä = ---------------------- = ------------------------------------------------------ (19)[CHOCO2H]t Kd2(l+Kd 1 ){H+} + Ka3Kdl(l+Kd2)

[CHOCO2H]t = [CHOCO2H] + [CHOCO2-] + [CH(OH)2CO2H] + (20)[CH(OH)2CO2-] .
The rate constants in Equations 9, 13, and 18, for each of the substrates we have studied, are presented in Table 2. In comparing those rate constants that are intrinsic with Taft's σ* parameters for the corresponding substituent R, there is an overall increase in the rate constants with increasing σ*. Taft's σ* parameter is a measure of the polarizing strength of the substitutent group with respect to a reference group. Typically, this reference substituent is taken as the methyl group (σ*CH3 = θ)' Compilations of σ* values are available (Perrin et al., 1981). Plots of log kι and log k2 vs σ*, as shown in Fig. 1, however, do not yield linear correlations using the data in Table 2 alone. Consequently, the Taft parameter cannot be used to estimate accurately kι or k2 for other carbonyls. A better correlation exists between kι and k2 as Fig. 2 demonstrates. With this correlation, one of the rate constants could be estimated if the other constant was known.Although the rate-determining steps for adduct formation under the pH conditions of our experiments were the nucleophilic addition steps of Equations 4, 5, and 7, it is possible to show that Equation 1 (dehydration) becomes rate-limiting at sufficiently high pH. The rate of dehydration is catalyzed by H+



18and 0H^, and in the absence of other catalysts, the rate expression isr4 = (kd + kH{H+} + koll{OH-})[RCH(OH)2] , (21)
where kd is the spontaneous first-order rate constant, and kττ and k~ττ are catalytic second-order constants. Dehydration is also catalyzed by HSO3· and SO32·; however, for most liquid-phase concentrations of S(IV) present in the atmosphere, this catalysis is weak compared to the other terms in Equation 21. As we have previously shown for HMS, Equation 21 becomes slower than Equation 9 under neutral pH conditions and in the presence of sufficient S(IV) (Olson and Hoffmann, 1986).The o-hydroxyalkylsulfonates with the highest intrinsic stabilities, Kχ, where [RiR2C(OH)SO3-]Kι = ------------------------------ , (22)[R1COR2] [hso3-]
are HMS, HAMS, GMBS and HSEA. Thermodynamic constants for carbonyl- bisulfite adducts are listed in Table 3 according to the magnitudes of the Taft ∑σ* parameter (∑σ* = σj* ÷ σ^2)∙ Previously, we have shown that linear-free-energy correlations of log Kχ with ∑σ* resemble the LFER for log Kh vs ∑σ* (Olson and Hoffmann, 1988b). From the more extensive data base of hydration constants, it is clear that carbonyl substrates with the same number of o—hydrogens correlate well with the Taft parameter, except when Rχ or R2 is a phenyl ring or carboxylate group. The similarities between these correlations suggests that a linear-free-energy relationship also exists between log K1 and log Kh∙ This relationship is demonstrated in Fig. 3 and the linearity of the plot suggests that it could be used to estimate unknown stabilities of bisulfite-addition compounds if the corresponding hydration constant is available.



19In order to compare the relative effectiveness of the carbonyls listed in Table 3 as reservoirs of S(IV) in droplets, it is necessary to examine the apparent adduct stabilities, aPPKχ, whereappR1 = _______ [R ι R2C(OH ) SO 3 1______________ . (23)
([RicoR2] + [RiR2c(oh)2]) [hso3-]'

Droplet concentrations of hydroxyalkylsulfonates at equilibrium in an open atmosphere are related to aPPKχ, the reagent partial pressures, P, and apparent Henry's law constants, H*, by the expression:[R1R2C(OH)SO3-] = BPPK1 PrchoH⅛choPso H.02o, . (24)
When Kh » 1, aPPKχ 2 Kχ∕Kh and since log Kχ is linearly related to log Kh with slope ~ 1 (see Fig. 3), predominantly hydrated carbonyls should have nearly equal apparent stability constants. For glyoxylic acid, methylglyoxal, and hydroxyacetaldehyde, aPPKχ ranged from 2 × 105 - 4 × 105 M^1 (see Table 3). For other hydrated aldehydes, such as glyoxal and formaldehyde, aPPKχ was an order of magnitude below and above this range, respectively. This result has important implications regarding the expected abundance of bisulfite addition compounds in the atmosphere. Since the apparent stabilities of adducts derived from predominantly hydrated aldehydes are of approximately the same magnitude, the most effective reservoirs for S(IV) will be the most soluble aldehydes that also have significant sources in the environment.



20Atmospheric ImplicationsIt is now possible with the kinetic data we obtained to compare the formation rates of other carbonyl-bisulfite addition compounds with the rate of HMS formation in a polluted open atmosphere. Four potentially important adducts were selected for these calculations: HAMS, GMBS, DHES, and HSEA. Assuming equal gas-phase concentrations of aldehyde and SO2 (10 ppbv), and using Equations 9, 13, 18, and 21, the resulting pH dependence of Fig. 4 was obtained. Values of the kinetic constants in Equation 21 for hydroxyacetaldehyde, methylglyoxal and glyoxylic acid have been determined by Sorensen (1972), Wasa and Musha (1970), and Sorensen et al. (1974), and are given in Table 4. Those for glyoxal, however, are not known so we could calculate only GMBS formation rates at low pH. For each of the adducts considered in Fig. 4, formation rates become pH-independent when dehydration becomes the rate-limiting step. The onset of this change in the mechanism occurs at much lower pH for HSEA than for DHES, HAMS, or HMS.Figure 4 also illustrates that the formation rates of HAMS, GMBS, and DHES are faster than HMS formation rates. At low pH, HSEA also forms faster than HMS, but it forms slightly slower than HMS above pH 5. Since reaction rates of the four selected adducts are faster than or comparable to that of HMS, which is known to form in droplets, it is unlikely that kinetic limitations would prevent their formation either.In the above calculations, it was assumed that mass transport limitations do not exist. This condition is typically met, for example, in the case of S(IV) oxidation by H2O2 at pH < 7 or O3 at pH > 7 (Freiberg and Schwartz, 1981). In order to demonstrate that gas transfer to fog- or cloudwater is rapid with respect to the chemical reaction of hydroxyalkylsulfonate formation, we used the approach



21first developed by Schwartz and Freiberg (1981). This approach involves comparing the characteristic times of diffusion and interfacial phase equilibrium with the characteristic reaction times. The characteristic time corresponding to the establishment of phase equilibrium at the interface has been derived as:
7"phase >⅞c 4H*RT 1 (25)V ξ

where ⅛q is the aqueous diffusion coefficient of the reagent, H* is the effective Henry's Law constant, R is the universal gas constant, v is the average molecular speed, and ξ is a dimensionless sticking coefficient that is commonly set equal to one (Schwartz and Freiberg, 1981). Aqueous- and gas-phase diffusion occurs over characteristic times given, respectively, by:
7^d∙a∙
7^d∙g∙

a2τr2<¾qa2τr2<⅞
(26)
(27)

for a droplet of radius, a. The characteristic reaction times, rr.a∙ and rr.g., for the disappearance of S(IV) relative to the aqueous and gas-phase concentrations are:
7^r∙a∙
7^r∙g∙

[S(I‰-dΓS(!V)l (28)
[S02]ε (29)

Using the example of DHES formation, we have compared these time scales as a function of pH for a 20 μm diameter droplet in a moderately polluted



22
atmosphere (Pgθ2 = 10 ppbv, pch2(0h)CH0 = 1θ ppbv)∙ τiιe expressions for τr.a. and rr.g. were obtained by setting the slowest of v↑, or ι⅛ equal to -d[S(IV)]∕dt. By this approach one can show that if ιq < ι⅛, then

τ∙r.a. = n + κdKd (kiαι + k2α2) pch2(0H)CH0hch2(0H)CH0 (30)
or if (1/4 < zι), then

7"r∙a∙
P ττ SO2SO2ftp(kd + ⅛{H+} + kθ0{OH }) pch2(0h)ch0hch2(0H)CH0 (31)OHland that

rr.g. — T r ∙ a ∙ ? m ax
⅜02rt<⅛0 (32)

Many of the constants required in these calculations were obtained from the literature or were estimated. These values are given in Table 4. Results of the calculations shown in Fig. 5, demonstrate that rτ.a. is much larger than either rd∙a∙ or 7^phase, and that rr∙g∙ > rd.g. over the entire pH range. Based on the previous comparison of adduct formation rates (Fig. 4), we do not expect that mass transfer limitations would exist under these conditions if DHES were replaced by any of the other slower forming aldehyde-bisulfite addition compounds we have studied.To define the domains in which steady-state saturation can be assumed we adopted the following criteria recommended by Schwartz (1984):
7'phase < 0.1 7^r∙a∙7^d∙a∙ <0∙l 7^r∙a∙7-d.g. < 0.1 Γr.g. ∙



23For DHES and HMS formation, the gas-phase concentrations of aldehyde which satisfy these three criteria can be calculated as a function of pH. The resulting boundary lines for two droplet sizes are shown in Figs. 6a and b for HMS and Figs. 6c and d for DHES. Below these lines, chemical reaction rates are much slower than mass transport rates. In the case of HMS, very little of the area denoting conditions observed in fog or clouds lies above these lines. Steady-state saturation assumptions, therefore, are legitimate for HMS except for very large droplets (a > 100 μτa) with pH > 5, in an atmosphere containing high gas-phase concentrations of aldehyde. This situation might occur, for example, if an ammonia-laden cloud were to intercept a source plume containing SO2 and aldehydes. Since DHES forms more rapidly than HMS, the onset of mass transport limitations for DHES occurs at smaller aldehyde concentrations and lower pH. Under most fog- and cloudwater conditions, however, Figs. 6c and d show that DHES formation is still limited by chemical reaction rates.Steady-state saturation assumptions are also inappropriate if the liquid water content, L (volume fraction), is sufficient to scavenge most of the gas-phase SO2 or aldehyde. To illustrate the conditions under which this happens, macroscopic SO2 removal rates due to the formation of HMS, defined as
-A1¾VJ1 ■ L ]

pso2hso2lfto p, SO2+ πurj (%∕hr) (33)
were calculated for a polluted atmosphere at high and low liquid water contents. The solid lines in Fig. 7 imply that within the typical liquid water content range of fogs and clouds, significant scavenging of SO2 can occur above pH 5. Removal rates below pH 4, however, are quite slow, and significant scavenging of SO2 from



24the gas phase would not be expected over the duration of most fog events.It is important to point out that although hydroxyalkylsulfonates are not directly oxidizable by such oxidants as H2O2 and O3, they cannot form if H2O2 or O3 is present. This is because the oxidation of S(IV) species is more rapid than the formation rates of aldehyde-bisulfite addition compounds. A gas-phase concentration of 1 ppbv H2O2, for example, results in the SO2 removal rates shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 7. These oxidation rates were calculated using the rate law recommended by Hoffmann and Calvert (1985):d[S(IV)1 = ⅛1,app{H÷}⅜[H2O21 [S(IV)1 (34)dt 1 + k2,app{H+}
where kι,app = 7.45 × 107 M'1s'1 and k2,app = 13 M'1 at 25° C. Below pH 5, any SO2 dissolving into a droplet would be oxidized by H2O2 rather than bind with HCHO.The adducts we considered in Fig. 4 have formation rates greater than or comparable to HMS; it is therefore necessary to examine whether or not these adducts are thermodynamically favorable reservoirs for S(IV). Thermodynamic calculations of the total concentration of S(IV), which would be present at equilibrium because of the formation of HAMS, GMBS, HSEA, DHES or HMS in an open atmosphere, were made to determine the resultant maximum enrichment of S(IV), which could occur. Enrichment factors, fe, defined as:

fe = iRCH(QH)so3-] +fs(iv)i (35)[S(IV)]
were calculated and plotted in Fig. 8 using the indicated gas-phase concentrations of aldehydes and SO2∙ Other addition compounds were considered, such as HES and HPMS but were not included in Fig. 8 since their values of fe are ≈ 1 at all



25pH. The solubility of most aldehydes, such as HCHO, CH2(OH)CHO, and CH3COCHO, is pH-independent, and the degree of S(IV) enrichment resulting when they react with dissolved SO2 is constant and is a maximum between pH 3 to 5. One exception to this trend is glyoxal. Because it is able to also form GDBS, the equation describing S(IV) enrichment in this case is more complicated, viz.,f = [GMBS] + 2[GDBS] + [S(IV)] ζ3θ)[S(IV)]
The [GDBS] term in Equation 36 becomes significant when SO2 is sufficiently soluble, since the concentration of GDBS is proportional to [S(IV)]2. This explains the increase in excess S(IV) above pH 5 shown for the conditions in Fig. 8. o^-Keto acids, such as glyoxylic acid, are increasingly soluble at pH greater than the pKa of the carboxylic acid group. The increase in fe above pH 4 that is due to the formation of HSEA (see Fig. 8) is therefore primarily the result of the pH-dependent solubility of glyoxylic acid. (The apparent stabilities of CH(OH)SO3'CO2H and CH(OH)SO3'CO2^ are similar, as discussed above.) Hydroxyacetaldehyde is an unusually effective reservoir for S(IV) because of its large intrinsic Henry's law constant (H). For most aldehydes, H ranges between 1 - 10 M atm’1; for hydroxy acetaldehyde, H = 4100 M atm'1 (Betterton and Hoffmann, 1988).The curves in Fig. 8 indicate that three of the compounds we have studied, GMBS, DHES, and HSEA, are potentially important reservoirs for S(IV) by comparison with HMS. Enrichment factors that are due to HAMS formation are greater than one, but are substantially less than the values of fe that are due to HMS formation. These comparisons assume equal gas-phase concentrations of the aldehydes, although formaldehyde is thought to be more abundant. At present, the ambient gas-phase concentrations of glyoxal, hydroxacetaldehyde, and



26glyoxylic acid, and thus their abundance relative to formaldehyde, are unknown. Based on the high fogwater concentrations of glyoxylic acid reported by Steinberg 
et al. (1985), however, gas-phase concentrations comparable to those of formaldehyde would be required if the source of CHOCO2H is indeed from the gas phase.Enrichment calculations based on fixed gas-phase concentrations of SO2 and aldehydes are not realistic when adduct formation results in the depletion of either reagent from the atmosphere. This occurs with high liquid water contents and at pH values where SO2 is sufficiently soluble. To demonstrate the conditions in which scavenging is expected for SO2, we calculated the fraction of total S(IV) bound as hydroxyalkylsulfonates, assuming fixed gas-phase concentrations of the reagents. This fraction, p, can be expressed as

p = ------------≥2--------------- . (37)⅛ jt 1
ao + KT

For moderate liquid water contents (~10^2 g∕m3), and equal gas-phase concentrations of SO2 and RCHO, the results in Fig. 9a indicate that SO2 is not significantly scavenged from the gas phase below pH 5.5 for any of the adducts shown. If the liquid water content is increased to 10'1, SO2 scavenging that is due to adduct formation becomes appreciable above pH ~5, as shown in Fig. 9b. Optimal conditions for the depletion of SO 2 occur in dense fogs when the gas-phase concentration of aldehyde is in excess (see Fig. 9c). The curves in Figs. 9a,b,c consider each adduct separately; a greater change in the distribution of S(IV) would occur if more than one highly stable adduct formed simultaneously. Our calculations demonstrate that for most fogwater conditions, hydroxyalkylsulfonate



27formation does not lead to a large change in the distribution of S(IV). Greater scavenging of SO2 is expected in clouds, which can be supersaturated and have higher liquid water contents.The preceding thermodynamic calculations are simplistic because they are based on a fixed equilibrium pH. However, unless the pH-buffering capacity within the droplet is sufficient, hydroxyalkylsulfonate formation will lead to a net drop in pH. The effect of the dissolution of one equivalent of SO2 and RCHO from the gas phase results in the formation of one equivalent of the addition compound and the liberation of a proton, as given by the overall equilibrium:H2OSO2<g) +RCHOtg) ≈==* RCH(OH)SO3-+ H+. (38)
To illustrate the effect of HMS formation on pH as an example, we calculated the equilibrium droplet pH in an open atmosphere, buffered only by the ambient gas-phase concentration of CO2 (Pcθ2 = 3.2 × 10'4 atm) for different concentrations of HCHO and SO2. The results are presented in Fig. 10. By comparing the calculated pH for atmospheres containing more than 10 ppb HCHO with the y-intercepts of Fig. 9, it is apparent that HMS formation can often lead to at least a unit drop in pH.
ConclusionsKinetic studies of the formation of several aldehyde-bisulfite addition compounds at low pH have allowed us to propose a general mechanism whereby the addition steps of the carbonyl with either HSO3^ or SO32^ are rate-limiting. By calculation, it is possible to show that dehydration of the gem-diol can become rate-limiting at sufficiently high pH. Rate constants corresponding to the addition of HSO3^ and SO32^ at the carbonyl carbon center increase in general as the



28Λ-substituents to the carbonyl group become more electron-withdrawing. They do not, however, correlate closely with the Taft σ* parameter.Calculated formation rates of HAMS, GMBS, HSEA and DHES in an open atmosphere were greater than or comparable to HMS formation rates when the concentrations of aldehydes in the gas phase were equal. Adduct formation rates are also much slower than mass-transfer rates, except under extreme conditions (i.e., large droplets, high pH, and high partial pressures of SO2 and aldehydes). Furthermore, if effective S(IV) oxidants such as H2O2 are present, hydroxyalkylsulfonates will not form, since S(IV) oxidation rates are orders of magnitude faster than adduct formation rates.The intrinsic stability of carbonyl-bisulfite addition compounds having a single hydrogen adjacent to the carbon center, R1R2C(OH)SO3', were found to correlate reasonably well with the Taft σ* parameter. A better correlation is obtained by plotting log Kι vs log Kh∙ From this LFER, unknown carbonyl-bisulfite adduct stabilities can be predicted when hydration constants are available.Of those bisulfite addition compounds other than HMS, which have been studied, GMBS, DHES, and HSEA were determined to be the greatest potential reservoirs for S(IV). Sulfur(IV) enrichment comparisons, however, were based on equal gas-phase concentrations of formaldehyde, hydroxyacetaldehyde, glyoxal, and glyoxylic acid, and so their importance as reservoirs for S(IV) will depend on their relative abundance in the atmosphere. The high solubilities of hydroxyacetaldehyde, glyoxal and glyoxylate were shown to contribute substantially to their effectiveness as reservoirs for S(IV). Other aldehydes that have not yet been studied, but which are also expected to have high solubilities, are ∕3-hydroxyaldehydes (θ∙g∙, CH2(OH)CH2CHO), ∕T-keto acids (e.g.,



29CHOCH2CO2H), and z5-di carbonyls (e.g., CHOCH2CHO).Significant scavenging of SO2 from the gas phase which is due to adduct formation, is not generally expected except in the presence of high liquid water contents, above pH 5, and when there is a large excess of aldehyde in the gas phase. Hydroxyalkylsulfonate formation can have an appreciable effect on droplet pH. Equilibrium calculations indicate that HMS formation can easily account for a unit drop in pH when formaldehyde concentrations exceed 10 ppb.A number of questions remain, especially regarding the fates of these addition compounds, once they form in droplets. Since the dissociation rates of these compounds are quite slow, it is likely that the sulfonate salts are left behind as part of the haze aerosol (as NaHMS, Ca(HMS)2, or NH4HMS, etc.) after the fog evaporates. They might then either be removed through deposition processes or serve as condensation nuclei for the next fog event. Preliminary evidence obtained in this laboratory also suggests that OH' readily oxidizes HMS. The mechanism and importance of this reaction are not known, but further study is warranted.
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TABLE 2. Forward Rate Constants (25’ C) and Activation Energy Parameters 

RCHO + HSO3- ⅛→

RCHO + SO32- ⅛→

M-ι s-JI kJ mol^ι J mol'i deg'1

RCHO kι k2 ΔHt≠ δh2≠ ΔSι≠ δs∕

CH3COCHO<a> 3.44 × 103 3.66 X 102 29.0 18.2 -77.7 -22.6

HCHO<b> 7.90 × 102 2.50 X 102 24.9 20.4 -108. -31.7

ho2ccho<o 4.43 X 102 1.98 X 102 21.4 N.D.<d> -141. N.D.

CH2(OH)CHOte, 1.74 5.02 X 104 29.9 17.7 -156. -117.

C6HsCHO<f> 7.10 X 10-ι 2.15 X 104 36.6 36.0 -142. -58.1

(CH3)2CHCHO<g> N.D. 1.4 X 104 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D.

CHOCHO* (b) (c) (d) * * * (h) 1.30 X 10-κ 2.08 X lQ3(i) N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D.

(a! Betterton and Hoffmann (19S7).
(b) Boyce and Hoffmann (19S4).
(c) Olson and Hoffmann (1988o).
(d) Not determined.
<e) Olson et al. (1988).
<f) Olson et al. (19S6).
‘g’ Green and Hine (1974).
(h) Olson and Hoffmann (1988a).
<i, Rate constants are kι,app and k2,app as defined in Equations 14 and 15.
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TABLE 3. Hydroxyalkylsulfonate Stability Constants (25° C)

Ri r2 ∑σ* * * * §t Kx‡M-ι ΔHf
kJ/mol

appRi§M-ι Ref.
AldehydesH coo- -0.57 5.3 × IO« 3.3 X 105 aH (CH3)2CH 0.30 4.8 × 104 2.9 X 104 bH ch3 0.49 6.8 × 105 1.2 X 105 cH H 0.98 6.6 × 109 -21.1 3.6 X 106 dH CH2(OH) 1.11 2.0 × 106 2.0 X 105 cH c6h5 1.24 4.8 × 103 -64.6 4.8 X 103 eH CH(OH)SO3- N.A.* 1.4 X 104 fH CH(OH)2 1.86 1.4 × IO» 2.8 X 104 fH ch3co 2.30 8.1 × 108 -54.5 3.1 × 105 9H co2h 2.57 7.1 X 107 2.4 X 105 a

Ketonesch3 coo- -1.06 4.8 X 103 5.0 X 103 hch3 ch3 0.00 2.9 X 102 2.9 X 102 ich3 co2h 2.08 4.6 X 104 7.4 X 104 h

Refs.: (o) Olson and Hoffmann (1988b); (δ) Green and Hine (1974); (c) Betterton 
et al. (19881; (<Z) Deister et al. (1986); (e) Oison et al. (1986); (fi Oison and Hoffmann (1988a); (g) Betterton and Hoffmann (1987); (ti) calculated in Oison (1988) from Burroughs and Sparks (1973); («) Gubareva (1947).*N.A. = Not availablet∑σ* = σ * + σ*Ri R-2‡Defined in Equation 22.§ Defined in Equation 23.



37TABLE 4. Dehydration Constants, Diffusion Coefficients, Henry's Law Constants, and Acid Dissociation Constants at 25° C.
Process Constant Ref.RCHO (g, + H2O RCH(OH)2R = H H* = 2.97 × 103 M atm-i aR = CH3CO H* = 3.71 X 103 M atm-i aR = CHO H* = 3 X 105 M atm^1 aR = CH2(OH) H* = 4.14 X 104 M atm^1 aR = CO2H H* ≈ 3 X 102 M atm^1 bSC>2(g) —- SO2( aq) H = 1.26 M atπr1 cH2O∙SO2^HSO3- + h+ Kal = 1.45 X ΙΟ’2 M dHSO3- SO32- + H+ Ka2 = 6.31 X 10-8 m eRCH(OH)2 → RCHO + H2OR = H k0 = 5.1 X 10-3 s^1 fR = CH3CO k0 = 9 X 10-3 s'4 gR = CH(OH)2 ko = 9.6 X IO'3 s^1 hR = CO2H k0 = 2.5 X ΙΟ’2 s’1 iR = CO2- k0 = 5.5 X 10-3 g-ι iRCH(OH)2 + H+ → RCHO + H2O + H+R = H kH = 2.7 M-i s-i fR = CH3CO k0 = 28 M-i s'4 gR = CH2(OH) kH = 8.3 M'4 s-i hR = CO2H kH = 7.6 X ΙΟ'2 M-i s^1 iRCH(OH)2 + OH- -→ RCHO + H2O + OH*R = H kQH = 1.58 X 103 M^1s^1 fR = CH3CO kOH = 3'1 x lθ4 m^1s^1 gR = CH2(OH) kQH = 6 X 103 M’4 s'1 hR = CO2- k = 9 × 103 M-⅛-ιUH iRCH(OH)2 RCHO + H2OR = H Kd = 5.5 X i0-4 3R = CH3CO Kd = 3.7 X ΙΟ'4 kR = CH2(OH) Kd = 0.11 hR = CO2H Kd = 3.3 X 10-3 iR = CO2- Kd = 6.6 X ΙΟ’2 iAqueous DiffusionSO2 ¾= 1.8 X 10-5 cm2 s’1 lRCHO ¾q ≈ 1 × 10'5 cm2 s^1 m



38TABLE 4. (Continued)
Process Constant___________ Ref.

Gas-phase Diffusion SO2RCHO = 0.126 cm2 s^1 n⅛ ≈ 0.1 cm2 s^1 m

Refs, (d) Betterton and Hoffmann (1988); (&) H* estimated by assuming intrinsic Henry's law constant, H ≈ 1 M atm-1; (c) Johnstone and Leppla (1934); (<∕) Deveez and Rumpf (1964); (e) Hayon et al. (1972); (ħ Bell and Evans (1966); (g) Betterton and Hoffmann (1987); (⅛) Sorensen (1972); (?) Sorensen et al. (1974); (j) Bell (1966) 
(k) Wasa and Musha (1970); (Z) Himmelblau (1964); (m) Assumed; (n) Andrew (1955).



39Figure Captions
Figure 1. Correlation of rate constants, ki (∙) and k2 (o), with Taft's σ* parameter, ∑¾colfa = ¾ ♦ σ^.

Figure 2. Correlation between the second-order rate constants, kι and k2 (M'1s^1), corresponding to the addition of HSO3^ and SO32^ with RCHO.The solid line is a linear least-squares fit to the data.
Figure 3. Linear-free-energy correlation between hydroxyalkylsulfonatestability constants, Kι, and hydration constants, Kh, of thealdehyde. The solid line is a linear-least-squares fit to the data.
Figure 4. Adduct formation rates in an open atmosphere as a function of pH.Steady-state saturation was assumed with respect to the the reagentgases, SO2 and RCHO. Adduct abbreviations are defined in Table 1.
Figure 5. Comparison of the characteristic times for gas transfer and thechemical formation rate of hydroxyacetaldehyde-bisulfite additioncompounds (DHES). The time scales, r, are defined in Equations25-29.



40Figure 6. Boundary lines between the regions where hydroxyalkylsulfonateformation is governed by chemical reaction rates and by masstransport limitations for (a) HMS, a = 10 μ∙, (b) HMS, a = 100 μ ;(c) DHES, a = 10 μ; and (d) DHES, a = 100 μ. Steady-statesaturation assumptions are valid below the curves. Typical fog- andcloudwater conditions are shown by the crosshatched area.
Figure 7. Solid lines: Macroscopic removal rates, dp∕dt, of SO2 from theatmosphere due to HMS formation for two liquid water contents, L(volume fraction). Removal rates become dependent on thegas-phase concentration of SO2 above pH 5, since the rate ofdehydration of CH2(OH)2 becomes rate-limiting. Dashed lines:Macroscopic removal rates of SO2 that are due to oxidation by H2O2.
Figure 8. Sulfur(IV) enrichment factors at equilibrium due to hydroxyalkylsulfonate formation in an open atmosphere. The factor fe is definedin Equation 35.
Figure 9. Fraction of total S(IV) bound as the aldehyde-bisulfite adduct as a function of pH for Pgθ2 = 1 ppbv, (a) Prch0 = 1 PPhv, LWC = .01 g/m3; (b) Prcho = 1 ppbv, LWC = 0.1 g/m3; and (c) Prcho = 10 ppbv, LWC = 0.1 g∕m3. An equation for p is given in Equation 37.
Figure 10. Calculated equilibrium pH after hydroxymethanesulfonate (HMS)formation in an open atmosphere containing 3.2 × 10^4 atm CO2 andvarying concentrations of SO2 and HCHO.
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Kinetics, Thermodynamics, and Mechanism of the Formation of Benzaldehyde-S(IV) 
Adducts

Terese M. Olson, Scott D. Boyce, and Michael R. Hoffmann*
Department of Environmental Engineering Science, W. M. Keck Laboratories, California Institute of 
Technology, Pasadena, California 91125 (Received: October 11, 1985; In Final Form: January 8, 1986)

The kinetics and mechanism of the formation of α-hydroxyphenylmethanesulfonate (HPMS) by the addition of bisulfite 
to benzaldehyde were studied at low pH. A three-term rate law was observed as d[HPMS]∕dr = {fclα2 + (k2 ÷ ⅛3ΛΓh- 
{H*})α1}[S(IV)],[C6H5CHO] where α, = [HSO3-]∕[S(IV)], a2 = [SO32-]∕[S(IV)], and Kli is the proton association constant 
of benzaldehyde. The rate-limiting steps of each term appeared to be the nucleophilic attack of SO31 2^ on the carbonyl carbon 
of benzaldehyde, the attack of HSO3^ on the carbonyl carbon, and the attack by HSO3- on the protonated carbon of the 
carbocation, C6H5C+H(OH), respectively. Over the pH range of most natural systems, only the kl and k2 steps contribute 
to adduct formation while the k3 term becomes important for pH < 1. At 25 oC and μ≈ 1.0 M, the intrinsic rate constants 
were determined to be ki ≈ (2.15 ± 0.09) X 104 M^1 s'1, k2 = (0.71 ± 0.03) M-1 s^1, k3 s 2.5 × 107 M^1 s-1. Para-substitution 
on the benzaldehyde ring resulted in a slight increase in reactivity for p-NO2- and p-Cl-, and a decrease for p-OH-, p-OCH3-, 
and p-CH3-C6H5CHO. The equilibrium association constant, K = [C6H5CH(OH)SO3-]∕[HSO3-][C6H5CHO], at 25 oC 
was determined to be 4.8 (±0.8) × 103 at μ ≈ 0.1 M and 0.98 (±0.11) × 103 M"1 at μ = 1.0 M. ΔHo and ΔS,° were determined 
to be -64.6 kJ moΓ, and -146 J moΓ, deg"1, respectively.

Sss⅛wdωctionBenzaldehyde has been found to be present in fogs, clouds, and rain at substantial levels.1-3 In aqueous solution, benzaldehyde reacts with SO2 to form α-hydroxyphenylmethanesulfonate (HPMS). Formation of S(IV)-carbonyl adducts such as HPMS leads to the apparent stabilization and enhancement of S(IV) in atmospheric water droplets. Previously, we established that hy- droxymethanesulfonate (HMS, the formaldehyde-bisulfite adduct) is often present in fogwater in appreciable concentrations.4*-*The kinetics5-7 and thermodynamics5,7-11 of bisulfite addition to benzaldehyde have been studied previously. Stewart and Donnally5a,b proposed a three-term rate law for the dissociation of HPMS over the pH range 0-13. In their proposed mechanism, three discrete forms of the diprotic hydroxyphenylmethanesulfonic acid dissociate to give benzaldehyde and SO32-, HSO3-, or H2- O∙SO2, respectively. Blackadder and Hinshelwood6 reported overall dissociation rate constants for the release of HSO3- at pH 3 (1.55 × 10-4 s-1) and pH 5 (7.76 X 10r3 s-1); their values were consistent with those reported by Stewart and Donnally,5 which were ~1.7 X 10~4 and ~ 1 X 10-2 s-1 for pH 3 and 5, respectively. Iodometric titration was used as an analytical method by both groups. However, a rate constant of 1.7 × 10r2 s'1 (13 °C), which appears to be at least an order of magnitude higher than that reported by Stewart and Donnally5 at pH ~ 4.1 for the dissociation of HPMS- to HSO3- and C6H5CHO, was reported by Sousa and Margerum,7 based on spectroscopic measurements.Values for the formation constant of the bisulfite-benzaldehyde adduct are compiled in Table I. In some cases, pH was not reported; therefore some of the cited values, which vary by more than an order of magnitude, may be apparent constants. In addition, iodometric titration as used by Kerp,8 Gubareva,9 10 and Stewart and Donnally5*,b may have led to errors in that rapid
(1) Grosjean, D.; Wright, B. Atmos. Environ. 1983, 17, 2093-96.(2) Kawamura, K.; Kaplan, I. R. Environ. Sei. Technol. 1983, 17, 497-501.(3) Lunde, G.; Gether, J.; Gjos, N.; Lunde, M. B. S. Atmos. Environ. 1977, 

11, 1007-14.
(4) (a) Munger, J. W.; Jacob, D. J.; Waldman, J. M.; Hoffmann, M. R. 

J. Geophys. Res. 1983, 88, 5109-21. (b) Munger, J. W.; Jacob, D. J.; Hoffmann, M. R. J. Atmos. Chem. 1984, 11, 335-50. (c) Munger, J. W.; Tiller, C.; Hoffmann, M. R. Science 1986, 231, 247-249.(5) (a) Stewart, T. D.; Donnally, L. H. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1932, 54, 2333-40. (b) Stewart, T. D.; Donnally, L. H. Ibid. 1932, 54, 3555-69.(6) Blackadder, D. A.; Hinshelwood, C. J. Chem. Soc. 1958, 2720-27.
(7) Sousa, J. A.; Margerum, J. D. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1960,82, 3013-16.(8) Kerp, W. Chem. Zentralbl. 1904, 75/11, 56-59.(9) Gubareva, M. A. J. Gen. Chem. 1947, 17, 2259-64.(10) Arai, K. Nippon Kagaku Zasshi 1962, 83, 765-767.(11) Kokesh, F. C.; Hall, R. E. J. Org. Chem. 1975, 40, 1632-36.0022-3654/86/2090-2482$01.50/0

TABLE I: literature Values fer the Equilibria· Assedatw»
Constant of HSO3~ a®d Benzaldehyde10^3K,M-»M^, conditions method ref

11.3 20.9 0C, 
pH 5.21

iodometric titration 5b

4.7 23 oC UV spectrophotometry 7
10.0 15-17 oC, 

μ≈ 0.1 M
iodometric titration 8

0.44 30 oC iodometric titration 9
1.27 20 oC, pH 4.3 UV spectrophotometry 10
6.4 21 oC,μ≈ 1.0 M, 

pH 3.5-5.3
UV spectrophotometry 11

4.8 25 oC, μ = 0.1 M UV spectrophotometry this workdissociation of the complex most likely occurred during titration. Kokesh and Hall11 * examined this possibility by measuring Kobsd vs. pH spectrophotometrically and found that the titration method yielded inaccurate equilibrium constants above pH 8.In view of the above uncertainties, a thorough investigation of the kinetics, mechanism, and thermodynamics of bisulfite-benzaldehyde was conducted by using spectrophotometric methods. The rate of adduct formation was studied over the pH range 0-4.4, which is typical of acidic fogs, clouds, and haze aerosols.12,13 The formation constant for HSO3- and benzaldehyde was determined as a function of ionic strength and temperature.
Experimental Procedures

Materials. Reagent grade sodium sulfite (Mallinkrodt), sodium bisulfite (Mallinkrodt), hydrochloric acid (Mallinkrodt), sodium hydroxide (Mallinkrodt), chloroacetic acid (MCB), dichloroacetic acid (MCB), glacial acetic acid (Dupont), formic acid (Mallinkrodt), and phosphoric acid (Spectrum) were utilized without further purification. Benzaldehyde (MCB) was redistilled periodically. Stock solutions of para-substituted benzaldehydes (p-Cl, NO2, OH, CH3, and CH3O) were prepared by dissolving analytical grade Aldrich reagents in 60% (v∕v) methanol∕H20. The sodium salt of the benzaldehyde-bisulfite addition compound, which was used in equilibrium constant determinations, was prepared according to Blackadder and Hinshelwood.6 Elemental analysis of the salt (Galbraith Laboratories) suggested a stoichiometry of Na∙C6H5CH(OH)SO3∙,∕2(H2O). Ionic strength was maintained (μ “ 1.0 M) with sodium chloride (Mallinkrodt). All water used
(12) Jacob, D. J.; Waldman, J. M.; Munger, J. W.; Hoffmann, M. R. 

Environ. Sei. Technol. 1985, 19, 730-36.(13) Waldman, J. M.; Munger, J. W.; Hoffmann, M. R. Tellus 1985,37B, 91-108.© 1986 American Chemical Society
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Figure 1. Dependence of the pseudo-first-order rate constant on [S(IV)] over the pH (-log {H+}) range 1.3-4.4. The solid line denotes the linear least-squares fit to the data. Reaction conditions: [C6H5CHO], = 0.05-0.1 m.Mi [S(IV)], = 0.5-10 mM, T = 25 oC, μ = Î.0 M.to prepare the solutions was deionized (18 MΩ cm resistivity; Milli RO-4∕Milli Q) and deoxygenated by purging with N2. Reagent solutions were prepared daily in a glovebox under a N2 atmosphere. Hydrogen ion activities were measured with a Beckman Altex Model Φ71 pH meter and Radiometer glass electrode.
Methods. Reaction rates were determined by monitoring the disappearance of benzaldehyde with a Hewlett-Packard Model 8450A UV/visible spectrophotometer at 249 nm (λmax). These measurements were made in a 1-cm quartz cell. Temperature was held constant (25 oC unless otherwise stated) with a Haake Model FK-2 water recirculation bath and temperature controller. Between 15 and 200 absorbance measurements were collected for each kinetic analysis and an average of four determinations for each pseudo-first-order rate constant was obtained. Sulfur(IV) concentrations ranged from 0.5 to 10 mM, while total benzaldehyde concentrations in the samples varied from 0.05 to 0.1 mM.The equilibrium constant was determined by dissolving the sodium salt of the addition compound in solution and measuring the absorbance of the equilibrated solution at 250 nm in a 1 -cm cell. Published values of the extinction coefficients of the complex (e = 152 L∕(mol cm)) and benzaldehyde (e = 1.26 × 103 L∕(mol cm)) at this wavelength were then used to calculate the equilibrium constant. Our independent determination of ∈ for benzaldehyde did not differ significantly from the literature value; the absorptivity of benzaldehyde varied by less than 1.5% over the temperature range 15-35 oC. The pH of each solution was adjusted to 3.9 ± 0.1 with HC1. Thermodynamic parameters were determined by varying the cell temperature with a Hewlett- Packard Model 89100A temperature controller. The averages of four absorbance measurements at three different concentrations of the addition compound were used to calculate the equilibrium constant. Total sulfonate concentrations ranged from 41.0 to 92.0 μM.Results

Kinetic Studies. Pseudo-first-order conditions were maintained throughout the kinetic study whereby [S(IV)]i » [C6H5CHO],,

Figure 2. Dependence of pseudo-first-order rate constant on [S(IV)] over the pH range 0-1. Reaction conditions are same as given in Figure 1.
TABLE Π: Kinetic Data for ti⅛s Reaction of S(IV) and Benzaldehyde 
in Aqueous Solution

pH 103[S(IV>],M 104[C6H5CHO],M 10‰i (±σ)," s-' 103*>ω,s^10.0 5.0 1.0 1.60 ± 0.03 1.870.3 5.0 1.0 1.17 + 0.02 1.170.6 5.0 1.0 1.06 ± 0.02 0.911.0 5.0 1.0 1.08 ± 0.02 1.031.3 5.0 1.0 1.29 ±0.01 1.461.51 5.0 1.0 1.63 ± 0.03 1.971.87 5.0 1.0 3.16 ±0.03 3.452.12 5.0 1.0 4.69 ± 0.06 5.202.55 2.5 1.0 5.38 ± 0.07 5.662.84 2.5 1.0 10.1 ± 0.10 10.13.10 2.5 1.0 18.0 ± 0.20 17.53.42 1.0 1.0 15.5 ± 0.20 14.24.43 0.5 0.5 70.0 ± 2.1 70.0
βσ = ∏(*o⅛d - ‰ted)2∕MKιz2 where N — 4.with a minimum tenfold excess of S(IV). Plots of In ∣(∕1 - √4oo)∕(y40 

- ∕400)l vs. time were linear {r2 ≥ 0.99) for better than 90% of the reaction, confirming that the reaction is first-order in benzaldehyde. At constant pH the observed pseudo-first-order rate constant was also a linear function of the total S(IV) concentration, as Figures 1 and 2 illustrate. Above pH 1.0 (see Figure 1), fcobβd increased with increasing pH, a phenomenon also characteristic of the formation of hydroxymethanesulfonate14 and other car- bony 1-S (IV) adducts.15 For pH greater than 2.5, the pH dependence of reaction rate can be made linear by plotting kob50∕ [S(IV)], vs. the reciprocal of the hydrogen ion activity. A least-squares fit (Figure 3) of data from Table II demonstrates this pH dependence.Below pH 1.0, however, ⅛oted increases with decreasing pH (see Figure 2) and the y intercept steadily increases above zero. A similar dissociation rate minimum near pH 1.0 was found by Stewart and Donnally.5b Between pH 0.0 and 1.0 there is no
(14) Boyce, S.; Hoffmann, M. R. J. Phys. Chem. 1984, 88, 4740-46.(15) Jencks, W. P. Prog. Phys. Org. Chem. 1964, 2, 63-118.
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Figure 3. Dependence of ⅞ted∕[S(IV)], vs. 1 ∕[H+] for pH > 2.5. Solid line denotes linear least-squares fit to the data taken from Table ∏.simple dependence on the hydrogen ion activity. Instead Figure 2 suggests that the slope of ⅛0tad vs. [S(ΓV)], approaches a constant value as the pH approaches zero. The intercepts, when divided by ∣H+), yield a constant value (1.08 (±0.06) X 10"3 M^1 s^1) at very low pH. A decrease of [C6H5CHO] at pH ≤ 1, that could be attributed to either a slow decarbonylation or a specific acid-catalyzed hydration, in the absence of S(ΓV), was not observed over 2 h. Sulfur(IV) solutions at pH 0 (without benzaldehyde) were also stable over the same time period.The possibility of general acid catalysis by the various buffers used herein was examined by measuring the reaction rate over a tenfold range of buffer concentrations. To correct for small variations in the pH of the sample solutions, the observed pseudo-first-order rate constant was normalized as ⅛0tβd∣H+∣∕[S(IV)]f. No buffer dependence was found for formate, acetate, chloro- acetate, or dichloroacetate. However, the reaction was catalyzed slightly by phosphoric acid. In this case, general acid catalysis may occur in the presence of relatively strong acids. General base catalysis of the dissociation of ketone bisulfite compounds has been demonstrated and the mechanism is said to involve the formation of an encounter complex with the oxocarbonium ion, >C==O+H, bisulfite and buffer, and subsequent removal of a proton from bisulfite.16 At the phosphate concentration used in these studies (0.1 M), less than a 7-8% change in the pseudo-first-order rate constant was attributed to phosphate catalysis and consequently *0ted values were not corrected.Based on the preceding kinetic data, the following reaction mechanism is proposed for the pH range of 0-4:H2O∙SO2 H+ ÷ HSO3- (fast) ( 1 )HSO3- H+ + SO32^ (fast) (2)C6H5CHO + SO32^ C6H5CH(O-)SO3- (slow) (3)
C6H5CHO + HSO3- ≈i C6H5CH(OH)SO3- (slow) (4)

k-2

(16) Young, P. R.; Jencks, W. P. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1978,100, 1228-35.

Olson et al.^a!(HPSβ)C6H5CH(OH)SO3H ........C6H5CH(OH)SO3- +H+ (fast) (5)C6H5CH(OH)SO3- ∕i2,h,w∙ C6H5CH(O-)SO3- +H+ (fast) (6∙)C6H5CHO + H+ ;=? C6HsC+H(OH) (fast) (7) C6H5C+H(OH) + HSO3-t=7 C6HjCH(OH)SO3- +
*-3 H+ (slow) (8)C6H5C+H(OH) + H2O ≈± C6H5CH(OH)O+H2 (slow)«-Α (9)C6H5CH(OH)O÷H2 ≠ H÷ ÷ C6H5CH(OH)2 (fast) (10)Steps 3 and 4 involve the rate-limiting nucleophilic attack by bisulfite and sulfite on the carbonyl carbon of benzaldehyde to form the sulfonate. A specific acid-catalyzed pathway for bisulfite addition is also proposed in steps 7 and 8 to account for the increased reactivity of S(IV) at low pH. Reaction 7 leads to the rapid formation of a carbocation and the enhanced positive character of its carbon center facilitates the rate-limiting nucleophilic attack of bisulfite in eq 8. Analogous acid-catalyzed pathways have been proposed for the dissociation of acetophenone bisulfites.16 Specific acid catalysis has not been observed in the formation of formaldehyde-S(IV) adducts,14 but since formaldehyde is present primarily as the gem-diol, CH2(OH)2, very little of the probable intermediate, C+H2(OH), will form.The nonzero y intercepts of Figure 2 suggest a loss of benzaldehyde by a pathway that does not involve S(IV) in the rate- determining step. Even though we were not able to detect any loss of benzaldehyde at pH 0 in the absence of S(IV), we believe these intercepts are due to the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of the aldehyde as shown in steps 9 and 10. Between pH 0 and 1 the apparent equilibrium constant for adduct formation is quite small. At pH 0 with the lowest concentration of S(IV) which was used (1 mM), the overall change in absorbance was approximately 5%. By these techniques alone, therefore, it probably was not possible to detect hydrolysis of benzaldehyde in the absence of S(IV).The predominant sulfonic acid species between pH ~ 1-10 will be C6H5CH(OH)SO3^. Some confusion exists regarding the value of Kal(HPMS), however. Stewart and Donnally’s initial estimate, based on titration data, was 3.7 × 10"2 M.5b They later found that their proposed mechanism was inconsistent with this value and it was then assumed that the sulfonic acid was a much stronger acid. A new £al(HpMS) value was estimated as ca. 1 × 103 M by fitting this constant to their kinetic data. Based on a fit of our own titration data which was analyzed with the computer code 

MINEQL,17 p^ai(HPMS) *s approximately 0.7.From the above mechanism, the rate of disappearance of benzaldehyde over the pH range 0-4 is written as 
v = -d[C6H5CHO]∕d∕ =MSO32-][C6H5CHO] + ⅛2(HSO3-][C6H5CHO] ÷ *3⅛H+)[HSO3-][C6H5CHO] + M⅛H+)[C6H5CHO] (11)while the rate expression for the rate of formation of the sulfonic acid is√ = d∑[HPMS]∕d∕ =

(⅛1[SO32^] + fc2[HSO3^] + *3*h(H÷}[HSO3-])[C6H5CHO] (12)Terms that describe the decomposition of HPMS were not included in the theoretical rate expression of eq 11 since the equilibrium for the reaction is displaced far to the right Equation
(17) Westall, J. C.; Zachary, J. L.; Morel, F. M. Technical Note No. 18, Ralph M. Parsons Laboratory for Water Resources and Environmental Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1976.
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Figure 4. Dependence of k0tad∕[H+] vs. [HSO3^] for pH 0-0.6. Solid line represents linear least-squares fit to the data.11 may be rewritten in terms of total S(IV) and benzaldehyde to yield» = ((*,α2 + (*i + *ΛH∣H+∣)α,)[S(IV)] + M⅛H+∣) ×[C6H5CHO] (13)where [S(IV)] ≈ [H2O∙SO2] + [HSO3^] + [SO?’] (14)[HSOj^] ≈ α1[S(IV)] (15)[SO32^] = α2[S(IV)] (16)α, = Xal(H+∣∕D (17)α2 = Xa,Ka2∕D (18)
D = ∣H+)2 + Xal(H+) + XalXa2 (19)The activity scale is retained in the above equations for the hydrogen ion since only H+ activities were measured and because activity coefficients are difficult to estimate at μ = 1.0 M. If S(ΓV) is in sufficient excess and pH is held constant, then ⅛ = l*ι*2 + (⅛ + M⅛H÷))α1)[S(IV)], + ½∣H÷) (20)The intrinsic rate constants, ki and k2, and the apparent constant, k3∕Γ∏, were estimated initially from analysis of rate data at low and high pH. In the pH region of 2.5-4.4, ^al{H+∣ » (H+j2 and tfa,tfa2. Furthermore, if k3⅛H÷j and M⅛∣H+)∕(S(IV)], 

« k2, then ≈ (⅛2∕(H÷∣ + *2)[S(IV)], (21)and a plot of k0ted∕[S(IV)], vs. (H+}^, will be linear, the slope and intercept of this plot provides an estimate of kx and k2. This linearity was previously demonstrated in Figure 3. These estimates of kλ and k2 were refined by a nonlinear least-squares fitting of the data in Table II (for pH > 1.3) with a routine described by Moore and Pearson.18 Each data point was weighted in accordance with its statistical variance and values of Λal (1.45 X 10~2 M),9 and Kλ2 (6.31 × 10^8 M)2θ were held constant. The intrinsic constants, ki and k2, were determined to be kl =2.15 (±0.09) × 104 M^1 s'1 and k2 ≈ 0.71 (±0.03) M^1 s'1.For pH ≤ 1.0, (H+j2 » ^al(H+) and Xal^a2; and if ⅞A⅛ » ⅛ι∕iH÷) and kiKaljTa2∕∣H+j2, iobsd becomes⅛oted = M⅛H+)[S(IV)], ÷ ½∣H÷) (22)Initial estimates of k3Kti and kftKii were obtained from the slope 
(k3Ktt s 8.52 M^1 s^1) and intercept∕∣H+) (kftKii s 9.2 X 10~4 M^, s^1) of Figure 4. These two constants were then refined by

(18) Moore, J. W.; Pearson, R. G. Kinetics and Mechanism, A Study of 
Homogeneous Chemical Reactions, 3rd ed.; Wiley-Intersience: New York, 1981; pp 69-70.(19) Deveze, D.; Rumpf, P. C. R. Acad. Sei. Paris 1964, 258, 6135-38.(20) Hayon, E.; Treinin, A.; Wilf, J. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1972, 94, 47-57.
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TABLE ΙΠ: Rate Comtorate43 Activities Paraβetm0 for Bisulfite Sulfite lea Addition Reactiesss witia Bsazaldebyfe aεd Para-Sαfestitiιted Benzaldehydes

X κr‰ M^, s~1 k2,M', s~, ΔHJ, kJ moΓ1 ΔS,∙ J moΓl deg"1 ∆ff2∖ kJ mol^1 Δ52*, J moΓl deg"l
och3 0.777 N∕Arf 41.5 -50.2 N/A N/A
ch3 1.56 0.68 43.0 -39.5 42.0 -126H 2.15 0.71 36.0 -58.1 36.6 -142Cl 5.53 1.05 37.4 -47.9 32.7 -154OHe 0.582 N/Â 30.4 -89.9 N/A N/ANO2f 5.66 5.31 37.4 -12.8 29.0 -153βRate constants ki and k2 correspond to the following reactions at 25 oC and μ - 1.0 M:

X-C6H5CHO + SO?- → X-C6H5CH(O-)SO3-

X-C6H5CHO + HSOj- -½∙ X-C4HsCH(OH)SO3-where X refers to the para-substituted functional group, b Activation parameters based on reaction rate temperature dependence over the range 15-40 βC unless otherwise stated, e Activation parameters based on temperature dependence between 15-33 βC. rfN∕A ≈ not applicable; measured activation parameters indicate a change in mechanism.using eq 20, the initial estimates of k↑ and k2, and the data from Table II (pH 0-1.3). The refined values of ⅛3Xh and khKii are 2.5 (±1.5) M^1 s', and 1.54 (±0.47) X 1(Γ3 M~1 s',, respectively. From our estimate of k3Kli and a reported value of Kli ~ 10^7,21 the intrinsic constant k3 is ~2.5 X 107 s~1 M^1. The source of error in the value k3ÆH is unknown. A possible source of error is in the uncertainties of the molar absorptivities of C6H5CH(O- H)SO3H and C6H5CH(OH)SOf at 249 nm.Since the above rate constants have been determined for the mixed conccntration/activity scales used in eq 13, literature values of tfal and xa2 (at μ = 0) were corrected to μ = 1.0 M in computing the intrinsic rate constants. Activity coefficients, 7sθ32- and 7hso3^* were computed by using the Davies approximation for conditions of μ ≈ 0.5 M, as recommended by Butler.22 The corrected acidity constants were cÆal = ^aι7H7σso2∕ΥHso3- = θ∙θ21 M and cÆa2 = ⅜i27hso3√7so32- β 2.43 X 10~7 M. A sensitivity analysis to test the effect of using the Davies approximation for conditions outside its limits of applicability indicated that the maximum introduced errors for kl and k2 would be 12% and 8%, respectively.The temperature dependence of k2 and kl over the range 15-40 oC was determined at pH 1.3 (Figure 5a) and at pH 2.5 (Figure 5b), respectively. From these experiments, ∆∕f1* = 36.0, ∆∕f2* = 36.6 kJ∕mol, ΔSl* = -58.1, and Δ5,∕ = -142 J∕mol∕°C at 
μ ≈ 1.0 M.Substituent effects for para-substituted benzaldehydes were determined for k2 at pH 1.3 and kl at pH 2.5; results are presented in Table III. For each substituted benzaldehyde, plots of fcobβd vs. [S(IV)], were linear. The magnitude of ki increased in the order -OH < -OCH3 < -CH3 < -Η < -CI < -NO2, while for fc2, the order was -CH3 < -H < -Cl < -NO2. A change in the mechanism of HSO3~ addition was suspected for p-OH- and p-OCH3-C6H5CHO (vide infra). Activation parameters are summarized in Table III.

Formation Constant. Over the pH region of 3-5, the predominant S(IV) species are C6H5CH(OH)SO3^ and HSO3~. Stewart and Donnally showed that(∑HPMS)jζ —_________ —_________ __________ (23)∙pp (∑H2SO3)(∑C6H5CHO)was pH-independent over the same pH range, and therefore K can be approximated by[C6H5CH(OH)SO3-]= ----- ------ -—— (24)
[HSO3-] [C6HsCHO]

(21) Yates, K.; Stewart, R. Can. J. Chem. 1959, 37, 664-7.(22) Butler, J. Ionic Equilibrium, A Mathematical Approach’, Addison- Wesley: Reading, MA, 1964; pp 431-39.
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1∕T X 10sCK^')Figure 5. Temperature dependencies of (a) the intrinsic rate constant, 
k2, for the nucleophilic addition of bisulfite ion to benzaldehyde, and (b) the intrinsic rate constant, Jfc1, for the addition of sulfite ion to benzaldehyde. Solid lines denote least-squares fit to the data. Reaction conditions: μ ≈ 1.0 M, T ≈ 25 °C; (a) [S(IV)] = 5.0 mM, [C6H5CHOJ = 0.1 mM, pH 1.3, and (b) [S(IV)] = 1.0 mM, [C6H5CHO] = 0.1 mM, pH 3.41.at pH 4. Dissolution of the sodium sulfonate salt results in [HSO3'] = [C6H5CHO] at equilibrium; and consequently eq 24 can be reduced to

cκ = [HPMS3q-[C6H5CHO]c[C6H5CHO]e2 ( }where [HPMS]0 is the initial concentration of the dissolved sulfonate salt and [C6H5CHO]e is the equilibrium concentration

Olson et al.
TABLE IV: Thermodynamic Data for the Reacdoas C6H5CHO ÷ HSO3- — C⅜CH(OH)SO3- Γ, oc μ, M 10^s Λfe, (±σ), M-'15 0.1 11.6 ± 0.620 0.1 7.6 + 0.725 0.1 4.81 + 0.830 0.1 3.21 + 0.835 0.1 1.99 + 0.725 1.0 0.98 ±0.11βDeterminations were made at pH 3.9 ± 0.1 with [NaC6H5CH- (OH)SO3], = 41.0-92.0 μM.

VT X 10s (∙κ*')Figure 6. Temperature dependence of the equilibrium association constant, Ki for the bisulfite-benzaldehyde addition complex. Solid line represents least-squares fit to the data. Reaction conditions: [NaC6H5CH(OH)SO3], = 0.043-0.095 mM, μ = 0.1 M.of benzaldehyde. The absorbance at 250 nm is given by the following relationship ^25O s5∈c6H5CHθ[C6H5CHO]e + ¾pms([HPMS]0 - [C6H5CHO]e) (26)since « of H2O∙SO2, HSO3^, and SO32" at pH ~ 4.0 is negligible. At equilibrium, [C6H5CHO]e was calculated from eq 26 and substituted into eq 25 to yield the values of cK reported in Table IV. At μ, ≈ 0.1 M (25 °C), cK was determined to 4810 (±770) M^1, which is in close agreement with Sousa and Margerum,s7 value of K = 4700 M', (dilute solution conditions, 23 °C). Values of ∆tfo and ΔS,° were calculated to be -64.6 kJ/mol and -146 J/mol/deg, respectively (Figure 6). If the activity coefficients of the ionic species are determined by the Davies equation, and 7c⅛h5cho s 1» then the formation constant7hso3^7c6hjcho 7hpms-should be relative insensitive to ionic strength. However, when 
μ was increased to 1 M, cK decreased to 980 (±110) M~,. This suggests that 7c6hjcho is considerably less than one.
Discussion

4
cK

The intrinsic rate constants, kλ and k2, obtained for the steps leading to the production of HPMS are in fair agreement with
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ία) ib) (c)Figure 7. Possible structures for the activated complexes formed by the nucleophilic addition of (a) SO32^ and (b) HSO3^ to benzaldehyde, and (c) HSO3" to C6H5C+H(OH).
TABLE V: Comparison of Intrinsic Rate Constants with Literature 
Valκes for the Formation of S(IV)-Benzaldehyfc A<Mitioa 
Compoundsreaction rate constant, M"1 s^l source/refC6H5CHO + 1.25 × 104 (21 oC) 5bSO?- (*,) 2.15 X 104(∕js 1 M, 25 oC) this workC6H5CHO ÷ 0.43 (21 βC) 5bHSO3- (k2) 245 (13 oC) 70.71 (μ = 1 M, 25 0C) this work

c6h5cho + 0.097 (21 oC) 5bH2O∙SO2 (k,}C6H5C+H(OH) + 2.5 × 107 (μ ≈ 1 M, 25 βC) this workHSO3- (k3)the corresponding constants determined by Stewart and Donnally5b (see Table V). Our higher values of ki and k2 may be due to the higher temperature used in our study. Based on our ∆∕f* and ΔS* values, however, the 4 oC difference is too small to account for the entire difference in the rate constants. The effect of the higher ionic strength used in our experiments on ki and k2 is not known and activity corrections would be difficult to apply since ionic strength was apparently not held constant in their study. The larger disagreement in k{ suggests that a portion of the difference may be due to kinetic limitations of their iodometric method at neutral and high pH.An alternative reaction mechanism for the formation of HPMS in which eq 8 is replaced with the following rate-limiting reaction H2O∙SO2 + C6H5CHO Z=± C6H5CH(OH)SO3H (28)
k-3as Stewart and Donnally have proposed,sb leads to the kinetically equivalent rate law d[∑HPMS]∕dr ≈

(kia2 + A2α1 + fc3'α0)[S(IV)],[C6H5CHO] (29)where α0 = [H2O∙SO2]∕[S(ΓV)]. (The third term in the sum can also be expressed in the form fc1H+}α∣.) Their mechanistic interpretation of the kinetics at very low pH appears improbable particularly because the species, H2O∙SO2, has not been observed to react with other aldehydes such as HCHO.14 Since the difference between our mechanism and Stewart and Donnally,s is evident only at extremely low pH, the discrepancy is of negligible importance in virtually all natural systems of interest.Sulfite ion is predicted to be the strongest nucleophile among the S(IV) species for a wide variety of reactions with organic and inorganic substrates.23-25 The observed order of increasing reactivity among the species, SO32" » HSO3^ » H2OSO2, was also demonstrated in our previous study of the formation of hydrox-
(23) Schroeter, L. C. Sulfur Dioxide, Applications in Foods, Beverages, 

and Pharmaceuticals', Pergamon: New York, 1966, pp 105-67.(24) Edwards, J. O. Inorganic Reaction Mechanisms', Benjamin: New York, 1965; pp 51-71.(25) Hoffmann, M. R.; Edwards, J. O. ∕norg. Chem. 1977, 16, 3333-8.

ymethanesulfonate.14 The ratio, kx∕k2, was ~3 × 104 for the formation of HPMS and HMS. Rate constants for the reaction of SO32- and HSO3- with formaldehyde were 2.48 X 107 and 790 M^, s-1, respectively, and are roughly 3 orders of magnitude greater than the corresponding constants for benzaldehyde. The greater reactivity of formaldehyde is probably due to (1) the greater ordering required to form the benzaldehyde-S(IV) activated complexes and (2), the increased steric hindrance to the formation of the transition-state complex by the phenyl group. Clearly the ΔS* values for both the benzaldehyde-sulfite and -bisulfite adducts were more negative than those for the corresponding formaldehyde adducts (∆5j* ≈ -40.2 J mol-1 K", and ΔS2* = -121.3 J moΓ1 K-1 for HMS).From our estimate of the rate constant for the addition of HSO3- and the carbocation, C6H5C+H(OH), the latter is at least 7 orders of magnitude more reactive than the unprotonated benzaldehyde. A possible activated complex for the addition of HSO3- to the carbonyl group is the cyclic structure shown in Figure 7b. Bisulfite addition to the electron deficient carbon atom of the carbocation most likely occurs without this structural constraint. Instead, the activated state (Figure 7c) is postulated to resemble the complex formed by benzaldehyde and SO32- (Figure 7a).Substituent effects resulted in less than an order of magnitude change in the rate constants, k2 and k3, relative to benzaldehyde. Blackadder and Hinshelwood have also demonstrated that para-substituent effects on the dissociation rate are slight? Substantial differences in Δ∕∕2* and ΔS2* for the p-OH and p-OCH3 substituents suggest that there may be a change in mechanism.26 These substituents may induce substitution of HSO3" directly on the phenyl ring. The p-NO2 group exhibited the greatest reactivity, followed by the p-Cl group. The combined effect of electron withdrawal from the carbonyl center and a favorable dipole moment will result in enhanced nucleophilic addition.27 The decreased reactivity of p-CH3, p-OH, and p- OCH3 in the kl step may be attributed to increased electron density on the carbonyl carbon due to inductive effects.Substitution of a phenyl group for the proton of HCHO should lead to a less stable bisulfite-aldehyde adduct due to steric hindrance. Comparison of the HMS and HPMS equilibrium constants supports this notion. Deister et al.28 have reported that the association constant for HSO3" and HCHO (25 oC) is 3.78 × 106 M-1; this is nearly a factor of 103 larger than the value for 
-^HPMS∙

Conclusions for Atmospheric Systems. Based on the above kinetic and thermodynamic results, certain conclusions can be drawn regarding the importance of these reactions in atmospheric water droplets. A rough estimate of the maximum concentration
(26) Geissman, T. A. Principles of Organic Chemistry, 3rd ed.; W. H. Freeman: San Francisco, 1968; pp 547-59.(27) Brown, R. F. Organic Chemistry, Wadsworth: Belmont, CA, 1975; pp 445-51.(28) Deister, U.; Neeb, R.; Helas, G.; Warneck, P. J. Phys. Chem., in press.
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2488of aqueous HPMS which might be formed in a polluted open atmosphere was calculated by assuming a concentration of 0.2 μM free benzaldehyde, a SO2 partial pressure, Pso2, °f 20 ppb, and a pH of 4.0. A Psq2- of 20 ppb is common in some urban areas. The benzaldehyde concentration was chosen from the highest values cited for Los Angeles rainwater by Kawamura and Kaplan,2 although it is not clear whether their analytical meth<xi measures free or total benzaldehyde. Our estimate would over- predict potential HPMS concentrations if complexed benzaldehyde was also detected by their analysis. A free aqueous benzaldehyde concentration calculated on the basis of a gas-phase-liquid equilibrium assumption leads to comparable concentrations. Solving the following equations for [HPMS][HSO3-] = ^3SO2^SθAal(H7) (30)

[HPMS] = ^Ms[C6H5CHO]free[HSO3-] (31)

where Hsq2 (1.26 M atm^, at 25 oC) is the Henry’s law constant for SO2, yields [HPMS] = 5.8 nM. This calculation indicates that only a small fraction of the benzaldehyde and S(IV) would be present as the adduct. The contribution of benzaldehyde to the speciation of S(IV) in atmospheric water droplets will be less important than that due to formaldehyde since benzaldehyde is less abundant and its adduct is less stable. Further research on other carbonyl-S(IV) systems is under way.
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AbstractThe reversible addition of glyoxal (ethanedial) and S(IV) to form glyoxal- monobisulfite (GMBS) was studied spectrophotometrically over the pH range of 0.7 to 3.3. Far from equilibrium, the rate of GMBS formation is given by: d[GMBS]∕dt = (kι,appαι + k2,appU2)[C2H2O2][S(IV)], where [C2H2O2] = [(CH(OH)2)2] + [CH(OH)2CHO] + [CHOCHO], [S(IV)] = [H2O∙SO2] + [HSO3'] + [SO32-], αι = [HSO3']∕[S(IV)] and a2 = [SO32-]∕[S(IV)]. The apparent rate constants, kι,app = 0.13 M^1 s^1 and k2,app = 2.08 × 103 M'1 s^1, are pH- independent functions of the dehydration equilibrium constants of (CH(OH)2)2 and CHOCH(OH)2, and intrinsic rate constants for the reaction of HSO3^ and SO32^ with unhydrated and singly hydrated glyoxal. Glyoxal-dibisulfite (GDBS) andGMBS were shown to dissociate with a rate given by: d[S(IV)] _ dt+ k-2'Ka2, + k-2"Ka2KD3
k-ι' + k-1nKD31k.3 4—;---- —|[GDBS]t; where k-ι and k.2k-4Ka3∣[GMBS]t + {H + } Jcorrespond to the release of bisulfite and sulfite, respectively, from unhydrated and hydrated GMBS species; k.3 and k-4 correspond to the release of bisulfite and sulfite from GDBS; Kd3 is the dehydration constant for GMBS; and Ka2', Ka2" and Ka3 are acid-dissociation constants. Stability constants for the formation of GMBS and GDBS were determined to be cK1 = [CH(OH)2CH(OH)SO3^]∕ ([CH(OH)2)2][HSO3-]) = 2.81 × 104 M-ι and ¾ = [(CH(OH)SO3-)2]∕ ([CH(OH)2CH(OH)SO3-][HSO3-]) = 1.45 × 104 M^ι at 25° C and μ = 0.2 M.

{H+}
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IntroductionAldehyde-bisulfite adducts are believed to form at appreciable concentrations in atmospheric water droplets of polluted environments and are thought to play an important role in stabilizing SO2 in the aqueous phase (1,2). To predict which aldehydes represent significant S(IV) reservoirs, we have previously examined the formation kinetics and stability of formaldehyde-, benzaldehyde-, methylglyoxal-, acetaldehyde-, and hydroxyacetaldehyde-S(IV) adducts (3-5). Formaldehyde and methylglyoxal (CH3COCHO), both of which have large effective Henry's Law constants, were found to form highly stable S(IV) addition compounds and are likely to be important when they are present in the environment. Conversely, hydroxyphenylmethanesulfonate, the benzaldehyde adduct, will be much less important since it is less stable and since benzaldehyde is predominantly unhydrated (hence, it is unlikely to have a large Henry's Law constant).The objective of this work has been to investigate the reaction of S(IV) with another predominantly hydrated <⅛-di carbonyl, glyoxal (ethanedial, CHOCHO). Recent experimental evidence has shown that dicarbonyls, such as glyoxal and methylglyoxal, are primary gas-phase oxidation products of aromatic hydrocarbons after free radical attack (6a,b). Theoretical calculations by Calvert and Madronich (7) suggest that o—di carbonyls account for a substantial mole fraction of the initial oxidation product distribution of an aromatic hydrocarbon mixture. Dicarbonyls, including glyoxal, have also been identified in fog- and rainwater samples (8).Only one determination of the stability constants for the glyoxal - mono- and dibisulfite adducts, l-hydroxy-2,2-diol-ethanesulfonate and 1,2-dihydroxy- 1,2-ethanedisulfonate, (hereafter respectively denoted with the acronyms GMBS



67and GDBS) is known. Salomaa reported a value of the apparent stability constant of GDBS as 3.7 × 103 M'1 at pH 7.3 and an unspecified ionic strength, and that the formation constant for GMBS must be greater than 3.7 × 103 M^1 (9). He also described the kinetics of the addition of sulfite to the first glyoxal carbonyl group as being comparable to the rate of addition of formaldehyde and sulfite.Since the pH conditions of fogs, clouds and haze aerosols are typically acidic, the kinetic and thermodynamic parameters obtained in this work were determined at pH < 4.0. Conventional and stopped-flow spectrophotometric methods were employed to obtain the rate constants for adduct formation (GMBS only) and dissociation (GMBS and GDBS). Spectrophotometry was also used to determine the successive adduct stability constants. An independent calculation of the stability constant for GMBS was possible from the ratio of forward/reverse rate constants.
Experimental Procedures

Materials. Stock solutions of glyoxal were prepared from a 40% reagent grade glyoxal-in-water solution (Aldrich), which was periodically filtered and standardized by an alkalimetric titration technique described by Salomaa (9). The filtering step was necessary to remove the solid polymer that formed slowly at room temperature. Since the depolymerization process was apparently quite slow, buffered or acidified glyoxal stock solutions (at approximately twice the sample concentration) were heated to 35° C for 30 minutes and allowed to stand for several days in a N2 atmosphere glovebox before use. Buffer solutions were prepared with reagent-grade sodium hydroxide (Baker), hydrochloric acid (Baker), chloroacetic acid (Kodak), di chloroacetic acid (MCB), phosphoric acid (Spectrum), sodium acetate (Baker), glacial acetic acid (Mallinckrodt) and monobasic potassium



68phosphate (Baker). Small amounts of disodium-EDTA were added to the buffers to inhibit possible metal-catalyzed oxidation of S(IV).The disodium salt of the glyoxal-bisulfite addition compound was synthesized and recrystallized using a method adapted from Ronzio and Waugh (10). Based on an elemental analysis of the salt (Galbraith Laboratories), its stoichiometry was (NaCH(OH)SO3)2∙H2O.Stock S(IV) solutions were prepared fresh before use from A.R. grade disodium sulfite (Baker). All solutions were prepared in a glovebox with deoxygenated, 18 MΩ∙cm resistivity water (Millipore). Oxygen was purged by degassing with high purity N2 gas. Ionic strength was held constant at μ = 0.2 M with sodium chloride.
Methods. The kinetics of adduct formation was studied by monitoring the disappearance of free S(IV) (i.e., H2O∙SO2, HSO3· and SO32·) at 280 nm ^maxΗ2O∙SO2^ a Hewlett-Packard Model 8450A UV/Vis spectrophotometer linked to an IBM Model XT computer. The quartz, 10 cm reaction cell was water-jacketed and a Haake water recirculation bath was used to maintain a constant temperature of 25° C. Usually four replications were performed at each pH with a minimum of 200 absorbance measurements being collected in each data set. Adduct dissociation was studied indirectly by dissolving the salt of the addition compound, mixing this fresh solution with a pH-buffered iodine solution (containing excess KI), and monitoring the disappearance of triiodide at 351 nm (Λmax for I3^). Since the oxidation reaction of S(IV) to S(VI) by iodine is extremely rapid, the rate of disappearance of iodine therefore is equal to the rate of liberation of free S(IV). At pH 1.3 and 1.8, absorbance measurements of aliquots were taken manually in a 1 cm cell over several days. Between pH 1.8 and 5.0, the



69reaction was conducted directly in a 1 cm mixing cell, and continuous absorbance measurements were made. Cell temperature (25° C) was maintained with a Hewlett-Packard Model 89100A Temperature Controller. Above pH 5.0, the reaction was studied using a stopped-flow spectrophotometer (Dionex). In these experiments, buffered I2∕KI solutions were placed in one syringe, while freshly prepared GDBS solutions (acidified to approximately pH 2) were placed in another. Acidification of the adduct reagent was necessary to quench the dissociation rate of the adduct. The pH of the reaction mixture was determined by analyzing samples of the stopped-flow effluent stream. No loss of iodine was evident in the absence of S(IV).The apparent stability constant for GMBS, Kι, was determined by three independent methods. An estimate was first calculated from the previously determined forward and reverse rate constants (Method "A"). A second, direct determination (Method "B") involved measuring the concentration of unbound S(IV) in equilibrated solutions containing a tenfold excess of glyoxal; the formation of GDBS was thereby minimized. Free S(IV) concentrations were determined by mixing the equilibrated mixture with an acidified I2∕KI solution and spectrophotometrically measuring the residual I3' concentration. The change in absorbance at 351 nm relative to light absorption by I3· in the absence of S(IV) was used to calculate the amount of I3· consumed (i.e., amount of free S(IV) present). Beer's Law calibration curves were used to relate light absorption to I3^ concentrations. Although the pH of the resulting I2∕KI∕adduct mixture was approximately 1.7, even slight extents of adduct dissociation that occurred over the initial ~30 seconds seriously interfered with the measurement. Stopped-flow mixing of the two reagents was therefore employed. During these experiments the stopped-flow apparatus was housed in a N2-atm0sphere glovebox. Stock I2



70solutions were protected from light and analyzed with a primary standard As2O3 solution after each experiment.The third method (Method "C") involved measuring the concentration of unbound S(IV) in equilibrated solutions of the disodium dibisulfite salt and fitting the single and double association constants to the data with a nonlinear least- squares fitting routine. The technique for determining [S(IV)]unbound was similar to the second method above except that the reagents were mixed in a 1 cm mixing cell and the absorbance that was due to residual I3' was measured by conventional spectrophotometry. Adduct dissociation under these conditions ([CHOCHO]tot> [(S(IV)]tot — 1:2) was insignificant even several minutes after mixing.
Results

GMBS Formation Kinetics. Under the imposed condition, [CHOCHO]t > [S(ΓV)]t, pseudo-first-order plots of ln{(A-Aoo)∕(A0-Aco)} vs time were linear (r2 > 0.99) for reaction extents up to 90%. The formation of GMBS is therefore first-order with respect to [S(IV)]free (which shall hereafter be denoted simply as [S(IV)]) below pH 3.2. This pseudo-first-order behavior further implies that the amount of GDBS formed was indeed insignificant. The reaction order with respect to glyoxal was examined by varying the aldehyde concentration at constant pH. The pseudo-first-order rate constant, k0bs<b exhibited a linear dependence on [C2H2O2]t∙ Slope values close to unity obtained from logarithmic plots of the data (see Fig. 1) demonstrate this relationship.The pseudo-first-order rate constants obtained as a function of pH are tabulated in Table 1. Over the pH range studied, the overall pH dependence of k0bsd closely resembled earlier trends established for formaldehyde- and benzaldehyde-S(IV) addition compounds (3,4). In these studies, the reaction rate



71increase with increasing pH was explained by two rate-determining steps for adduct formation: the nucleophilic attack by HSO3' and SO32· on the carbonyl carbon atom. To test whether or not the data in Table 1 obeyed such a mechanism, k0bsd∕(θι[CHOCHO]t) = p∕[HSO3^][CHOCHO]t, where oi = [HSO3^]∕[S(IV)], was first plotted against pH (Fig. 2). This pseudo-second-order rate constant became invariant below pH 2, suggesting that bisulfite addition is the dominant rate-determining pathway over this pH range. Between pH 2.5 and 3.2, the pseudo-second-order rate constant, kobsd∕[CHOCHO]t, was inversely dependent on the hydrogen ion activity as shown in Fig. 3. Since the concentration of SO32^ also varies inversely with {H+} over this pH range, a second pathway involving SO32' addition is implied. The following reaction mechanism for GMBS formation is therefore proposed for the pH range of 0.7 to 3.2:
h2o∙so2 —— H+ + HSO3- (fast) (la)

Ka2hso3- H+ + SO32- (fast) (lb)
(CH(OH)2)2 ? Kni—qk CH(OH)2CHO + h2o (fast) (2a)
CH(OH)2CHO κD2 CHOCHO + H2O (fast) (2b)

k'lCH(OH)2CHO + hso3- CH(OH)2CH(OH)SO3- (slow) (3a)k'-1
CHOCHO + HSO3^ k"ι=± CHOCH(OH)SO3- (slow) (3b)k"-ι



72k'2CH(OH)2CHO + SO32^ CH(OH)2CH(O-)SO3^ (slow) (4a)k'.2
k"2CHOCHO + SO32- CHOCH(O-)SO3- (slow) (4b)k"-2
K'a2,GMBSCH(OH)2CH(OH)SO3- ' — H+ + CH(OH)2CH(O-)SO3- (fast) (5a)

K"a2,GMBSCHOCH(OH)SO3∙ " " H+ + CHOCH(O')SO3-. (fast) (5b)
Although glyoxal is assumed to be present primarily as the dihydrate, (CH(OH)2)2, values of Kβl and Kd2 are not well known. Wasa and Musha (11) obtained a value of the product, KdiKd2 = [CHOCHO]∕ [(CH(OH)2)2], as 4.6 × 10'θ at 25° C, using polarography and 2.52 M glyoxal solutions. They admitted, however, that their results may have been affected by the presence of polymers. Such interference seems likely in view of what is now known about other β-hydroxyaldehydes such as hydroxy acetaldehyde (CH2(OH)CHO). Proton NMR studies have revealed that at least two dimer forms of hydroxyacetaldehyde,

are present in 0.1 M aldehyde-in-D2O solutions at concentrations of 9 and 17%, respectively, at 35° C (12,13).Estimates of Kβl and Kd2 can be calculated from linear-free-energy relationships, such as the Taft equation:



73pK0= p¾ + p*σ*, (6)
where is the dehydration constant for acetaldehyde, σ* are the Taft polar substituent constants for group R in RCH(OH)2, and p* is the characteristic slope for the reaction. Using literature values of Kd (14-18) and σ* (19) for carbonyl compounds with a single α-hydrogen, the correlation in Fig. 4 was developed. Estimates of Kβl and Kd2 are 2.0 × 10'4 and 4.2 × 10^3, respectively, and the product, KdiKd2, is more than an order of magnitude smaller than Wasa and Musha's experimental value. The correlation estimates support the assumption that (CH(OH)2)2 is the predominant glyoxal species. Further supporting evidence is the absence of the characteristic carbonyl n —> τr* absorption band near 280 nm (20) in glyoxal's absorbance spectrum.The acid-dissociation constants, K'a2 and K"a2, for GMBS are also not well known. However, pKa2 values for other aldehyde-S(IV) addition compounds are typically in the range of 9 - 12 (5b) so that under our pH conditions, the adducts are expected to exist primarily as the singly protonated species.Under conditions that lie far to the left of equilibrium, Eqs. 1-5 give the following rate expression for GMBS formation:

d[GMBSl= (kl∙[CH(OH)2CHO]+ k1"[CHOCHO])[HSO3-] +
(k2'[CH(OH)2CHO] + k2"[CHOCHO])[SO32'] , (7)

which may be further simplified as
v = {(k1'β + kι"∕⅛)αι + (k2'∕¾ + k2"∕½)α2} [S(IV)][C2H2O2] , (8)

wherea [CH(OH)2CHO1 = κDl______________ (9)[C2H2O2] i+kdi + kdikd2



74[CHOCHO][C2H2O2] (10)
[S(IV)] = [H2O∙SO2] + [HSO3-] + [SO32-] (Ha)
[C2H2O2] = [CHOCHO] + [CHOCH(OH)2] + [(CH(OH)2)2] (lib)
ai = lHSOrl = _______ Ka1{H÷j__________________  1[S(IV)] {H+}2 + Kaι{H+} + KalKa2
α2 = iSO1M = ________ Kaχ⅛____________________ (13)[S(IV)] {H }2 + Kal{H+} + KalKa2

When a large excess of glyoxal is present, [C2H2O2] ≈ [C2H2O2]t and the observed rate constant becomes:
kobsd — kι'∕⅛ + k1"∕⅛)α1 + (k2'∕¾ + k2"∕⅜)α2f [C2H2O2]t∙ (14)

In aqueous solutions alone it is not possible to determine the intrinsic rate constants, k√, kι", k2' and k2". Consequently, the following substitution in Eq. 14 will be made to simplify the notation:
kι,app — kχ, βι + kι"∕% k2,app = k2'∕¾ + k2"∕⅜

giving:
kobsd — (kι,app αi + k2,app α2)[C2H2O2]t ∙

(15a)(15b)
(16)

Dividing k0bsd by <⅛[C2H2O2]t gives:
Λι[C2H2O2]t (17)



75and an estimate of kι,app ≈ 0.15 M^1 s^1 therefore can be obtained from the intercept of Fig. 2. Since the magnitudes of Kaι and Ka2 (25° C, μ = 0) are 1.45 × 10'2 M (21) and 6.31 × 10^8 M (22), respectively, the approximations that Kaι{H+}, » {H+}2 and Kaχ{H+} » Ka1Ka2 can be made in the pH region of 2.5 - 3.2. Equation (16) then can be approximated as
kobsd ≈ I kι,app ÷ k2,app Kg2j j [C2H2O2]t ∙ (18)

An estimate of k2,app ≈ 2.21 × 103 M^1s^1 was obtained by plotting kobsd∕[C2H2O2]t vs l∕{H+} as shown in Fig. 3 and dividing the slope by Ka2.Refined estimates of kι,app and k2,app were obtained by fitting all of the data in Table 1 to Eq. 16 with a nonlinear least-squares regression routine (23a). Our rough estimates of the rate constants were supplied as initial guesses to the fitting program. The values of Kaι and Ka2 were held fixed in the regression analysis but were corrected for an ionic strength of 0.2 M. The corrected acidity constants were cKaι — ^ai7H2Q.SQ2/7HSQ3- — 1∙99 × 10 2 M and cKa2 = Ka27HSQ3-/7SQ32- = 1.63 × 10*7 M, where Kaι and Ka2 refer to acidity constants at infinite dilution. Activity coefficients, 7, were computed with the Davies equation (24):
log 7 = —Az2 ____ √~7~-

. V^"μ"^ + 1
0.2μ

i

(19)
where A = 0.509 (for water at 25°C), z is the ionic charge, and μ is the ionic strength. From the regression analysis, the refined estimates are kι,app = 0.130 (÷ 0.014) M^1s^1 and k2,app = 2.08 (± 0.05) × 103 M^1s^1. A comparison of observed and calculated pseudo-first-order rate constants (based on the fitted values of kι,app and k2,app) is presented in Table 1.The ionic strength dependence of kι,app and k2,app between μ = 0.2 and



761.0 M was expected to be slight since both constants correspond to the addition of an anion or dianion with a neutral molecule. This assumption was experimentally tested and as Fig. 5 demonstrates, kι,app and k2,app are nearly independent of μ between μ = 0.2 and 1.0 M.Although the possibility of general acid catalysis by the buffers used herein was not tested, such catalysis has not been found for the addition of bisulfite and sulfite with other aldehydes (3,4). In addition, an absence of general acid or base catalysis is a well-known characteristic for the reaction of strong nucleophilic reagents with the carbonyl group (25). Buffer effects in the glyoxal-S(IV) system are therefore expected to be minimal over the pH range used here.
Adduct Dissociation Kinetics. By monitoring the dissociation of GDBS and GMBS in the presence of I2, the reaction proceeded irreversibly as follows:
GDBS k^1,°bsd > GMBS + S(IV) (slow) (20)
GMBS k^2>obsd > Glyoxal + S(IV) (slow) (21)
I2 + S(IV) --------- > 2T + S(VI) , (fast) (22)

and hence the kinetic analysis was greatly simplified. At constant pH, thecorresponding rate equation is
iz= z¾1 = k-bobsd[GDBS]t + k.2,0bsd[GMBS]t, (23)

where [GMBS]t = [CH(OH)2CH(OH)SO3-] + [CH(OH)2CH(O-)SO3-] + [CHOCH(OH)SO3-] + [CHOCH(O-)SO3-] (24a)



77[GDBS]t = [(CH(OH)SO3-)2] + [CH(OH)SO3-CH(O-)SO3-], (24b)
and is subject to the initial conditions:

[GDBS]0 = Co [GMBS]0 = 0 [S(IV)]0 = 0 .
Equation (23) is readily integrable and the solution satisfying the initial conditions can be written in the form:

A - A k-2?obsd(k-2,obsd “ k-i,0bsd) -(k-t5obsd t) e
k-ι 5obsd(k-25obsd ~ k-i,θbsd) ~(k-2,obsd t)e (25)

The two first-order rate constants were fit to each data set with a nonlinear least- squares regression routine (23a). Results of this analysis as a function of pH are tabulated in Table 2. Plots of log k-ι,0bδd and log k-2,obsd vs pH have slopes of approximately unity above pH 4 and are nearly pH-independent near pH 1 as shown in Fig. 6. This pH dependence was also observed for the dissociation of benzaldehyde- and methylglyoxal-S(IV) addition compounds (5,26) and can be explained with the following mechanism and Eqs. (5a,b):
(CH(OH)SO3-)2 CHOCH(OH)SO3- + HSO3- (slow) (26)
CH(OH)SO3-CH(O-)SO3- CH(OH)SO3-CHO + SO32- (slow) (27)
CH(OH)2CH(OH)SO3- ---1- ' ■> CH(OH)2CHO + HSO3- (slow) (28a)



78CHOCH(OH)SO3- chocho + hso3- (slow) (28b)
CH(OH)2CH(O-)SO3- ■— ^2 '→ CH(OH)2CHO + SO32- (slow) (29a)
CHOCH(OjSO3- k-2→ CHOCHO + SO32- (slow) (29b)
CH(OH)2CH(OH)SO3- Km≈=⅛ CHOCH(OH)SO3- + H2O (fast) (30)
(CH(OH)SO3-)2 ⅛⅛ H+ + CH(OH)SO3-CH(O-)SO3∙ ∙ (fast) (31)

The rate expression governing the rate of release of S(IV),
V = k-ι'[CH(OH)2CH(OH)SO3-] + k-ι"[CHOCH(OH)SO3'] +k.2,[CH(OH)2CH(O')SO3^] + k.2"[CHOCH(O-)SO3∙] + k,3[(CH(OH)SO3-)2] + k-4[CH(OH)SO3-CH(O-)SO3-] (32)

can be rewritten in terms of [GMBS]t and [GDBS]t to give:( k^2lκa2*GMBS + k^2'lκa2l'GMBSκD3 ) 1k-ι' + kï'Kp,, +V =
a2,GMBS D3j I [GMBg]t{H + } I

+ k.3 + k-4 K a3,GDBS{H+} I
[GDBS]t (33)

In deriving Eq. (33) , it was assumed that [CH(OH)2CH(OH)SO3^] ≈ [GMBS]t and [(CH(OH)SO3')2] ≈ [GDBS]t, Although the former assumption depends on the magnitude of KD3, an unknown, GMBS is likely to have a relatively large σ* value and hence to be predominantly hydrated. The proposed mechanism leads to the following representations for the observed rate constants:
k λ κ4 a3,GDBS{H÷} (34a)k-bobsd — k-3 +



79k-2,obsd = (k-ι' + k-1"Kθ3) + (k.2'IC +a2,GMBSk'2" Ka2,GMBSKD3)/{H+} ’ (34b)
and these are consistent with the data in Fig. 6. Plots of k-ι,0bsd and k-2,0bsd vs l∕{H+} over the entire pH range were linear (R2 > 0.9999), and the slopes were used to estimate the apparent constants k.2'K'o + k-2" K'' ..πc,K-lo and k-4Ka3 GDBS5 given in Table 3. The values of k-3 and k.√ + k-ι" K^2 GMBg in Table 3 were obtained from the intercepts, using only the data below pH 4.

Adduct Stability Constants. The predominant adduct, S(IV), and glyoxal species remain the same between pH 3 to 5 and hence measurements of Kι,app and K2,app, whereκ,,app =---------- L≤∙.w<s!-------- (35a)∣c2h2o2 ] [S(IV)]K2,app = ----------t≤22≤J------- (35b)[GMBS] [S(IV)]
should be pH-independent over this pH range and approximately given by[CH(OH)2CH(OH)SO3-]Kι,app ≈ cκ1 = [(ch(0H)2)2] [HSO3-][ (CH(OH)SO3-)2]K2,app ≈ cK2 = [CH(OH) 2CH(OH)SO3-][HSO3-] ∙

(36a)
(36b)

Furthermore, when [C2H2O2]t is sufficiently greater than [S(IV)]t, [GDBS] is negligible and hence, ([S(IV)) t- [S(IV)]eq)cK] ft! η----------------------------------------------------1--------------  .∣[C2H2O2]t -([S(IV)],- [S( I V)]eq)j [S(IV)]eq (37)



80With a tenfold excess of glyoxal, measurements of [S(IV)]eq at three different pH's were used in Eq. 37 to obtain an average cKι = 2.81 × 104 M'1 at 25° C and μ = 0.2 M. In solutions of the disodium glyoxal dibisulfite salt (i.e., [S(IV)]t = 2[C2H2O2]t), both GMBS and GDBS species may be present. Mass balance and mass action relationships can be shown to yield the following expression for <¾ under these conditions:'K1[S(IV)]2 + [S(ΓV) ] (1 - cK∣[C2H2O2]t) - 2[C2H2O2],«K2 =-------------- a----------------- a------------------------------------------------- . (38)- ≈K1[S(IV)]3q
The concentration of free S(IV) at equilibrium is therefore a root of the cubic equation:cK1¾[S(IV)]3q + <=K1[S(IV)]2q + (1 -¾[C2H2O2]1)[S(IV)]eq-

2(C2H2O2]t = 0 . (39)
The magnitudes of cKι and cK2 were obtained by fitting the data in Table 4 to Eq. 39. Since it was not possible to write an analytic expression for [S(IV)]eq in terms of cKι, cK2 and [C2H2O2]t, the nonlinear least-squares regression routine had to be coupled to an algorithm that could solve for the zeroes of Eq. 39 (23a,b). Estimates for cKι and cK2 at 25° C and μ = 0.2 M were 3.57 × 104 M'1 and 1.45 × 104 M^1, respectively. Measured free S(IV) concentrations are compared with the calculated function in Fig. 7.Formation constants at infinite dilution, aK, can be computed using Eqs. 40a,b and the Davies equation to estimate the activity coefficients of the ionic species.
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aKj, = cKχ 7GMBS' (40a)7(CH(OH)2)2 7HSO3∙

(40b)
7gmbs ∙ 7HSO3'

}

relatively insensitive to ionic strength, and hence aKι ≈ 3.57 × 104 M^1. A separate determination of cKι (see Table 5) at μ = 1.0 M suggests that this hypothesis is approximately correct since cKι increased by only 30% over a fivefold increase in μ. Based on Eq. 40b and our estimate of cK2 at μ = 0.2 M, aK2 = 7.70 × 103 M^1 at 25° C. Standard enthalpy (ΔHι° = -29.0 and ΔH2o = -40.0 kJ∕mol) and entropy (ΔSf = -10.1 and ΔS20 = -60.0 J/mol/deg) changes were calculated from the results of temperature studies and the Vant Hoff plot shown in Fig. 8.
DiscussionThe mechanism outlined in Eqs. 1-5 is similar to those we have proposed for the formation of other aldehyde-S(IV) adducts (3-5) over the same pH range (0.7 - 3.2). Outside this pH domain, however, other rate-determining steps are possible and have been observed with other aldehydes. Above pH 4.0, for example, dehydration of the methylglyoxal diol species becomes the rate-limiting step for adduct formation (5), and similar predictions have been made for formaldehyde (27). We are unable to make the analogous prediction for GMBS formation since reliable values of the necessary dehydration rate constants are not available. Below pH 0.7, other adduct formation pathways may be important. Specific acid catalysis was observed at very low pH for both benzaldehyde and methylglyoxal. This catalysis was attributed to the protonation of the carbonyl carbon, which



82thereby provides a more electrophilic site for attack by bisulfite.The magnitudes of kι,app and k2,app reported in this study reflect the large difference in reactivity between HSO3' and SO32· with aldehydes. The ratio of k2,app∕¼,app for GMBS is 1.6 × 104, which is slightly lower than the corresponding ratios of other aldehydes (CH3COCHO: 1.14 × 10®, C6H5CH0i 3.02 × 104, HCHO: 3.14 × 104). Our lower value for glyoxal may be due to the fact that the rate constants were not intrinsic. Other investigators have also found SO32^ to be the strongest nucleophile among S(IV) species in reactions with a wide variety of inorganic and organic substrates (28,29). Besides the expected difference in nucleophilicity of SO32· and HSO3', the greater reactivity of sulfite may involve structural differences in the transition state complexes. In our previous studies with formaldehyde, benzaldehyde and methylglyoxal, we proposed that bisulfite addition requires the formation of a cyclic, activated complex, whereas sulfite addition does not. Measured activation parameters in these studies supported this hypothesis since a much larger activation entropy was found for HSO3^ addition than the ΔS≠ for SO32^.Above pH 3, the decomposition of RCH(O^)SO3' species governs the dissociation kinetics of GMBS and GDBS. This behavior reflects the large difference in rate constants for the release of HSO3' and SO32'. A minimum value of the ratio, k-4∕k-3 > 106, can be estimated, for example, using the data in Table 3 and assuming a conservative limit of Ka3GDBS < 10'9. The more rapid dissociation of RCH(O')SO3^ species may be attributed to the inductive effect of its electron-donating O^ group. The release of bisulfite would be less favorable since the hydroxy group withdraws electrons from the carbon center.Applying the principle of microscopic reversibility, a third independent estimate of the stability constant for GMBS is cKι = ki,app∕(k'-1 + k"-iKD3) =



832.81 × 104 M'1 (25° C, μ = 0.2 M). This value of ¾ agrees closely with the one determined by Method "B" but is slightly less than the stability constant obtained by Method "C" (see Table 5). Since the standard error associated with the Method "C" value of cKι is also quite large, we believe the more reliable estimate of cKι to be 2.81 × 104 MTReasonable agreement was also found between our value of the second association constant, aK2 = 7.70 × 103 M^1 (25°C, μ = 0), and Salomaa's data (9). The apparent constant cited by Salomaa at pH 7.3 (equivalent to K2,app defined in Eq. 35b) gives a value of cK2 = 8.61 × 103 M'1 at 20° C. Temperature corrections based on our reported values of ΔH2° and ΔS2° increase aK2 to 1.00 × 104 M'1 at 20° C; however, direct comparison of this number with Salomaa's is still not exact since the ionic strength in his study is not known.In Fig. 9 a linear-free-energy plot relates S(IV)-aldehyde adduct stability constants (now expressed in terms of the unhydrated aldehyde concentration) and Taft polar substituent constants. In order to include the formation constant for glyoxal monobisulfite in this correlation, values of Kβl ≈ 2.0 × 10'4 and KD2 ≈ 4.2 × 10'3 were assumed (vide supra). The stability constant for GDBS was not compared in the correlation since the σ* parameter for the substituent, -CH(OH)SO3^, has not been established. Taft correlations for Kβ (Fig. 4) and Kι (Fig. 9) are strikingly similar in that aliphatic carbonyl substrates with a single α-hydrogen are linear in σ*. Formaldehyde, which has two o-hydrogen atoms, forms more stable adducts (CH2(OH)2 and CH2(OH)SO3') than the lines in Figs. 4 and 9 would predict. The enhanced stability observed when methyl groups are replaced by hydrogen atoms may be due to an increase in hydrogen bonding with the solvent water and the subsequent increased polarization of the carbonyl group.
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Similar hydrogen bonding arguments have been invoked to explain Taft correlations for acidity constants of primary, secondary, and tertiary amines (19). Benzaldehyde-water and -bisulfite addition compounds are substantially less stable than the lines in Figs. 4 and 9 would predict. The lack of correlation in this case may be due to resonance stabilization of free benzaldehyde and/or to steric hindrance by the phenyl group.

Conclusions for Atmospheric Systems. With the above thermodynamic data it is now possible to examine the importance of glyoxal-S(IV) adducts as reservoirs for S(IV) and glyoxal. Maximum concentrations of aqueous GMBS and GDBS, which could form in a polluted open atmosphere, were calculated with the following mass balances and Henry's Law relationships:[S(IV)]t = [H2O∙SO2] + [HSO3-] + [SO32-] ÷ [GMBS]t + 2[GDBS]t (41a)
[C2H2O2]t = [(CH(OH)2)2] + [GMBS]t + [GDBS]t (41b)
[¾O.SO2]=Psθ2⅞o2
[HSO3-] = Psθ2⅞o Kal∕{H∙}
ι¾i^∣ = 1⅛ΛoΛΛl√iιr∣
[(CH(OH)2)2] = pchochohchocho

(42a)
(42b)
(42c)
(42d)



85[GMBS]t [CH(OH)2CH(OH)SO3-]=CKlPCHOCHOHCHOCHOPSO2HSO2Kal^H+^
[GDBS]t~[(CH(OH)SO3-)2]=cKiCK2PchochoHchocho [PSO2Hso2Kal/{H+}] 2 ’ (42f)

where Pchocho an^ Pgθ2 are the partial pressures of gas-phase species, and * *PCHOCHO arχd hso2 are aPParθnt P∙enry's P,aw constants.Since ambient SO2 levels in polluted atmospheres generally range from 0 to 50 ppbv (1), a typical SO2 partial pressure of 20 ppbv was selected. Typical gas- phase concentrations of glyoxal have not been established; however, a value of 0.1 ppbv leads to an aqueous concentration of 30 ∕zM glyoxal if the apparent Henry's Law constant is approximately 3 × 105 M atπr1 (32). Although glyoxal photolyzes quite rapidly in the gas phase, with predicted atmospheric lifetimes of a few hours (33), the above aqueous glyoxal concentration is comparable to those reported in mist and fogwater (8).Adduct concentrations and S(IV) and glyoxal enrichment factors (i.e., [S(IV)]t∕[S(IV)]free and [C2H2O2]t∕[(CH(OH)2)2] ) corresponding to the above conditions are tabulated in Table 6 for four pH conditions. Below pH 5, GDBS concentrations are negligible and GMBS formation leads to nearly twice the total S(IV) concentration, which would be present in the absence of glyoxal. Above pH 5, GDBS formation leads to even larger S(IV) enrichment factors. In this pH range glyoxal-S(IV) adducts are also a significant reservoir for glyoxal.Although a rather simplistic set of conditions was chosen, our calculations suggest that glyoxal-S(IV) adduct formation potentially leads to greater scavenging of glyoxal and S(IV) by atmospheric water droplets. Scavenging of SO2



86is particularly enhanced under slightly acidic conditions because of the unique ability of glyoxal to form the dibisulfite adduct.
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TABLE 1. Kinetic Data for the Formation of Glyoxal-Monobisulfite.
pH 102[CHOCHΘ],M 103[S(IV)],M 10¾obsd(÷σ), s^1 103kcaιcS'1
0.74 2.0 0.15 0.280 (0.005) 0.2620.87 2.0 0.20 0.331 (0.013) 0.3370.98 2.0 0.20 0.448 (0.010) 0.4201.31 2.0 0.20 0.769 (0.042) 0.7901.55 2.0 0.25 1.25 (0.05) 1.161.79 2.0 0.50 1.79 (0.05) 1.652.00 2.0 0.50 2.26 (0.12) 2.182.29 2.0 1.0 3.21 (0.10) 3.112.59 2.0 1.0 4.68 (0.14) 4.632.92 2.0 1.0 6.78 (0.15) 7.723.06 1.5 1.5 8.26 (0.18) 7.443.26 1.5 1.5 10.8 (0.4) 10.8
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TABLE 2. Kinetic Data for the Dissociation of Glyoxal-Monobisulfite and Glyoxal-Dibisulfite Addition Compounds.
pH k-ι,0bsd(±σ) (s^1) k-2,obsd(=fc0") (s"1)
1.26 1.24 (0.03) × 10-5 4.01 (0.01) × 10-61.80 1.49 (0.13) × 10^5 4.22 (0.04) × 10-63.00 8.37 (0.37) × 10-5 1.85 (0.21) × 10-53.88 5.65 (0.18) × 10'4 9.27 (0.12) × 10-54.53 2.16 (0.16) × 10-3 4.25 (0.10) × 10'44.87 5.85 (0.23) × 10-3 9.08 (0.03) × 10-45.09 1.05 (0.07) × 10-2 1.38 (0.03) × 10-35.92 7.58 (0.30) × 10-2 8.22 (0.11) × 10-26.49 0.278 (0.004) 3.00 (0.12) × 10-26.99 0.858 (0.001) 9.53 (0.35) × 10-2
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TABLE 3. Dissociation Rate Constant Estimates at 25° C, μ = 0.2 Μ.
Constant Term Value

k√+ k.x”KD3 4.62 × 10^θ s-i
k'^2 Ka2 + k"^2 Ka2,GMBSKD3 9.74 X 10-9 s^1 M
k-3 1.07 X 10-5 g-ιk 4Ka3,GDBS 8.80 X 10-8 s-i M
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TABLE 4. S(IV) Concentrations in Equilibrated Disodium Glyoxal-Dibisulfite Solutions at 25° C, μ = 0.2 M, pH 3.4 - 3.6.
lO5[(NaCH(OH)SO3)2],(M) 105[S(IV)]eq,mβas(M) 105[S(IV)]⅛alc(M)

1.0 1.59 1.532.0 2.60 2.583.0 3.37 3.424.0 4.18 4.145.0 4.70 4.776.0 5.33 5.347.0 5.89 5.878.0 6.39 6.36(a) Based on ¾ = 3.57 × 104 M^ι and ¾ = 1.45 × 104 M^1.
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TABLE 5. Apparent Stability Constants for Glyoxal Mono- and Dibisulfite Addition Compounds.
Method3, T(0C) ∕*(M) 10-< cKι(÷σ)(M-i) 10"4 cK2(÷<τ)(M-l)

A 25 0.2 2.81 N/AB 25 0.2 2.81 (0.14) N/AC 25 0.2 3.57 (0.42) 1.45 (0.15)
C 25 1.0 4.66 (0.89) 2.44 (0.34)
C 30 0.2 2.95 (0.46) 1.08 (0.16)c 35 0.2 2.44 (0.51) 0.87 (0.22)

iMethod "A": cKι calculated from forward and reverse rate constants.eq measured with a tenfold excess of glyoxal, eq measured in dissolved Na2(CH(OH)SO3)2Method "B": Method "C": solutions.
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TABLE 6. Potential Aqueous Glyoxal-S(IV) Adduct Concentrations in an Open Atmosphere (Psc,2= 20 ppbv, Pchocho = 0.1 ppbv, T = 250C).
pH

(μM) [C2H2O2]t[(CH(OH)2)2] [S(IV))t[GMBS] [GDBS] [S(IV)]ia> [C2H2O2}ib> ^[S(IV)] frβe
3 0.308 0.0009 0.70 30.3 1.01 1.794 3.08 0.087 6.93 33.2 1.11 1.895 30.9 8.67 84.7 69.5 2.32 2.326 308 867 2430 1200 40.0 6.26

(a) [S(IV)]t = [H2O∙SO2] + [HSO3-] + [SO32-] + [GMBS]t + 2[GDBS]t(b) [C2H2O2]t = [(CH(OH)2)2] + [GMBS] + [GDBS]
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Dependence of pseudo-first-order rate constants for glyoxalmonobisulfite formation on [CHOCHO]t∙ Solid lines are linearleast-square fits to the data. Reaction conditions: [S(IV)]t = 0.1 -2.5 mM, T = 25° C, μ = 0.2 M.
Figure 2. Dependence of kobsd∕(αι[CHOCHO]t) = √([HSO3-][CHOCHO]t) onpH. Data are taken from Table 1.
Figure 3. Dependence of kobsd∕[CHOCHO] on l∕{H+} between pH 2.6 - 3.2.Solid line represents a linear least-squares fit to the data taken fromTable 1.
Figure 4. Linear-free-energy relationship between pKβ and the Taft σ* parameter. Key: 1 = (CH3)2CHCHO (Ref. 14); 2 = CH3CH2CHO(15); 3 = CH3CHO (15); 4 = CH2(OH)CHO (16); 5 = C1CH2CHO(17); 6 = CH3COCHO (11); 7 = C13CCHO (18). Formaldehyde(σjjc∩o = θ'4θ’ P^DHCHO = 3∙2θ (Rθf∙ W) ^es wθ∏ above the least-squares regression line and was not included.
Figure 5. Ionic strength dependence of the apparent rate constants for bisulfiteand sulfite addition with glyoxal species, kι,app and k2,app (25°C).



96Figure 6. Dissociation rate constants for glyoxal - di- and monobisulfite,k-bobsd and k.2,0bsd, respectively, as a function of pH. Solid linesare linear least-squares regression fits to the data in Table 2.
Figure 7. Measured free [S(IV)] at equilibrium as a function of total[Na2(CH(OH)SO3)2]. Conditions: T = 25° C, μ = 0.2 M, pH = 3.6.Solid line represents nonlinear least-squares regression fit of ¾ andcK2 to the data in Table 4 using Eq. 39.
Figure 8. Temperature dependence of glyoxal - mono- and dibisulfite stabilityconstants (aKι and aK2, respectively). Stability constants in Table 5have been corrected from μ = 0.2 to μ = 0 with Eq. 19.
Figure 9. Linear-free-energy plot of aldehyde-S(IV) stability constants (Ki =[RCH(OH)SO3-]∕([RCHO][HSO3-])) vs the Taft σ* parameter at25° C. Key: 1 = CH3COCHO (Ref. 5a); 2 = CH(OH)2CHO (Thiswork); 3 = C6H5CHO (4); 4 = CH2(OH)CHO (5b); 5 = HCHO (5b);6 = (CH3)2CHCHO (31); 7 = CH3CHO (30). The solid line wascalculated from a least-squares fit of data for points 1,2,4,6 and 7only.
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AbstractA spectrophotometric study of the reversible addition of glyoxylic acid and S(IV) was conducted over the pH range of 0.7 to 2.9. Formation rates of the adduct, 2-hydroxy-2-sulfo-ethanoic acid (HSEA), and its conjugate base were consistent with the following rate expression: -d[S(IV)]∕dt = (kι<¾∕¾ + k3<⅛∕¾)[C2H2O3][S(IV)], where [C2H2O3] = [CHOCO2H] + [CHOCO2'] + [CH(OH)2CO2H] + [CH(OH)2CO2-], [S(IV)] = [H2O∙SO2] + [HSO3-] + [SO32'], a1 = [HSO3-]∕[S(IV)], a2 = [SO32*]∕[S(IV)], and ∕¾ = [CHOCO2H]∕[C2H2O3]. The rate constants kι and k3 correspond to the respective addition steps of HSO3' and SO32' with CHOCO2H. A study of the pH dependence gave kι = 443 (÷21.2) M^1 s^1 and k3 = 1.98 × 107 M^1 s^1. Temperature studies of the reaction showed that the ∆SΦ for the addition of bisulfite and glyoxylic acid is significantly more negative than activation entropies for other low molecular weight aldehydes. A transition state was proposed that involves intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Adduct stability constants were determined as cKι = [HO2CCH(OH)SO3']∕ ([CHOCO2H][HSO3-]) = 7.09 × 107 M^* and ¾ = [O2CCH(OH)SO3*]∕ ([CHOCO2-][HSO3-]) = 5.27 × 106 M^1 at 25° C and μ = 0.2 M. Correlations of these and other cb-hydroxyalkylsulfonate stability constants with the Taft σ* parameter and with carbonyl hydration constants are presented. The acid dissociation constant for the HSEA carboxyl group was estimated by potentiometric titration to be pcKas = 2.99. The importance of glyoxylic acid as a reservoir for S(IV) in atmospheric water droplets was evaluated based on these thermodynamic constants.
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IntroductionThe reaction of aldehydes, especially formaldehyde, with S(IV) to form hydroxyalkylsulfonate salts has recently gained recognition as a pathway for stabilizing sulfur dioxide in fog and rainwater (la-c). Previously we have studied the formation kinetics and stability of several aldehyde-bisulfite adducts, including those derived from formaldehyde (2), benzaldehyde (3), methylglyoxal (CH3COCHO) (4), glyoxal (CHOCHO) (5), acetaldehyde (6), and hydroxyacetaldehyde (6). Since the primary pool of carbonyl compounds in polluted environments is the gas phase (la,7), aldehydes with large effective Henry's law constants ( H* = ({RCHO}+{RCH(OH)2})∕ PDr,un ) are the most abundant in the droplet phase. Aldehyde substrates that meet this criterion and that also form highly stable aldehyde-bisulfite adducts represent potentially important S(IV) reservoirs. Based on these criteria, formaldehyde-, glyoxal-, and methylglyoxal-bisulfite adducts have been found to be important species in clouds and fogs. The contribution of hydroxyacetaldehyde-bisulfite adduct formation is expected to be smaller but perhaps not negligible. Benzaldehyde and acetaldehyde, however, do not satisfy either constraint and hence do not significantly affect the distribution of S(IV).The presence of o-keto acids such as glyoxylic (CHOCO2H) and pyruvic acid (CH3COCO2H) in fog and cloudwater has recently been hypothesized since significant concentrations of oxalate (COO^)2 have been measured (8) and since these acids have been observed as oxidation products of aromatic hydrocarbons in aqueous solution (9). In addition, at least one set of fog and rain samples was reported to contain glyoxylic and pyruvic acid in the range of 4 - 40 μM (10).Alternately, if the primary source of α-keto acids in droplets is from the gas



109phase, glyoxylic acid and glyoxylate are predominantly hydrated (see Table 1) and are therefore expected to have large effective Henry's law constants. The apparent solubility of an α-keto acid such as glyoxylic acid will also be pH-dependent at pH > pKa of the gem-diol form (CH(OH)2CO2H). Published values of this acid dissociation constant (see Table 1) range from 10'2∙98 to 10^3∙46 M at 25° C.Very little is known about the stability, formation kinetics or acid/base characteristics of glyoxylic acid - bisulfite, HO2CCH(OH)SO3' (2-hydroxy-2-sulfo- ethanoic acid, which will hereafter be referred to as HSEA), although this keto acid has been used in a patented process to remove SO2 from flue gases (11). Glyoxylic acid's expected solubility and affinity to bind SO2, imply that it is a potentially important S(IV) reservoir, and with this motivation we undertook a kinetic and thermodynamic study of the reaction. Ultimately, our objective was to use these data to predict its importance under atmospheric conditions.The approach employed was to study the association and dissociation kinetics as well as to determine directly the stability and acid dissociation constants of the adduct. Although these efforts lead to a redundant set of constants, i.e., equilibrium, forward and reverse rate constants, this duplication was believed to be necessary in view of the difficulty in measuring formation constants of highly stable adducts. The formation kinetic studies were conducted at pH < 3, a pH range, which overlaps with the acidic pH range frequently observed in fogs, clouds and haze aerosols.
Experimental Procedures

Materials. All solutions were prepared from A.R. grade reagents and deoxygenated, high purity water (18 MΩ∙cm), which was de-ionized with a Millipore MilliR0-4 MilliQ system. Oxygen was purged either by degassing under



110vacuum or by bubbling with high purity N2 gas. Stock solutions of glyoxylic acid were prepared from a 50% aqueous solution (Aldrich) and stored under an N2 atmosphere, protected from light. Stock S(IV) solutions were prepared fresh before use from disodium sulfite (Baker) under an N2 atmosphere. An ionic strength of 0.2 M was maintained in all experiments by adding appropriate electrolyte (NaCl, Baker). Studies of the forward reaction rates were buffered in the pH range of 1.6 - 3 with sufficient NaOH (Baker) and 0.1 M concentrations of C12CHCOOH (MCB) or C1CH2COOH (Kodak). Hydrochloric acid (Baker) was used to acidify solutions below pH 1.6. Dissociation kinetic experiments were buffered above pH 4.0 with mixtures of glacial acetic acid (Mallinckrodt)∕NaOH, NaCH3COO (Baker)∕HCl or KH2PO4 (Baker)/NaOH; below pH 4, only HC1 was added. All buffer and electrolyte solutions were filtered before use through a 0.2 μm Millipore filter.The disodium salt of the glyoxylate-bisulfite addition compound was synthesized by mixing 0.16 mole NaHSO3 from a 25% w/w filtered solution with a slight excess of glyoxylic acid. Approximately 0.15 mole NaOH (from a concentrated solution) was then slowly added while the mixture was stirred. Sufficient ethanol was added to obtain a 40% EtOH solution, which was then stirred for three hours in a glovebox. The precipitate was filtered and washed with two 30 ml volumes of anhydrous ethanol and 30 ml of anhydrous ether. The solid was dried for three days in a vacuum desiccator containing P2O5. Results of the elemental analyses (Galbraith Laboratories), C: 11.88%, H: 1.24%, S: 16.34%, Na: 22.82%, indicated that the stoichiometry of the salt was NaO2CCH(OH)SO3Na, where oxygen was assumed to make up the balance (47.72%). This stoichiometry corresponds to a theoretical composition of C: 12.00%, H: 1.08%, S: 16.01%, Na: 22.96%, O: 47.95%, and agrees well with the experimental results.
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Methods. The forward reaction kinetics was studied by spectrophoto- metrically monitoring the disappearance of unbound S(IV) at 280 nm (λmax for H2O∙SO2). Reactions were conducted in a 10 cm quartz, water-jacketed cell, and a Haake water recirculation bath was used to maintain a constant temperature. A conventional Hewlett-Packard Model 8450A UV/Vis spectrophotometer was used throughout the entire pH range. Above pH 2.6, however, the rates were quite fast and hence it was not possible to observe a substantial initial portion of the reaction by conventional spectrophotometry. Two stopped-flow experiments at pH 2.68 and 2.79 were therefore conducted in order to monitor the entire reaction. The optical path length of the stopped-flow spectrophotometer (Dionex) was 2 cm., and reactant concentrations were increased because of the shorter cell dimensions. These reactions could also be monitored under anoxic conditions since the stopped-flow apparatus was housed in an N2-atm0sphere glovebox. Usually four replications were performed at each pH and a minimum of 200 absorbance measurements were collected in each data set. The raw data were transferred directly from the spectrophotometer to a computer.Above pH 2, adduct dissociation was monitored by scavenging techniques. Acidified solutions containing HSEA were mixed with pH-buffered iodine solutions (containing excess KI) in a 1 cm mixing cell, and the disappearance of triiodide at 351 nm (λmax for I3, e = 2.5 × 104 M*1 cm*1) was recorded. The rate of disappearance of I3 was assumed equal to the rate of liberation of free S(IV) since the oxidation of S(IV) to S(VI) by I2 and I3 is extremely rapid (12). Below pH 2, the rate of oxidation of I- to I2 was no longer negligible compared to the slow rate of adduct dissociation. Experiments in this pH range were conducted in the absence of KI to eliminate this interference, and the disappearance of I2 was followed at 460 nm (e = 7 × 102 M*1 cm*1). Absorbance measurements of aliquots



112were recorded manually in a 10-cm cell over the course of several days.Apparent stability constants of HSEA were calculated as a function of pH by measuring the concentration of unbound S(IV) at equilibrium. The addition compound was dissolved in deoxygenated water in which the pH was adjusted with appropriate amounts of HC1 and equilibrated in an N2-atm0sphere glovebox. Free S(IV) concentrations were determined by mixing the equilibrated mixture with an acidified I2∕KI solution, and by spectrophotometrically measuring the residual I3 concentration. Beer's Law calibration curves were used to relate light absorption at 351 nm to I3 concentrations. Stock I2 solutions were protected from light and analyzed with a primary standard As2O3 solution after each experiment.The acid dissociation constants, Ka5 and Kaβ of Eqs. 11-12, were determined by potentiometric titration of a 0.01 M NaO2CCH(OH)SO3Na, 0.2 M NaCl solution with 0.2 M NaOH (CO2-free) and HC1 standards. The titration vessel was water-jacketed for temperature control and a stream of N2, pretreated to remove residual oxygen and CO2, was continually blown through the head space. pH measurements were obtained with a Radiometer PHM 80 portable pH meter.
Results

Formation Kinetics. Since adduct formation was monitored with an imposed large excess of glyoxylic acid, a first-order dependence in free S(IV) was tested by plotting In [( A-Aoo)∕( Ao-Aoo)] vs time. These plots were linear (r2 > 0.999) for reaction extents up to 90%, and the pseudo-first-order rate constants, k0bsd, are tabulated in Table 2. Above pH 2.9, the reaction became too fast to study by conventional spectrophotometry, and the absorbance signal was too weak to monitor in the shorter (2 cm) stopped-flow cell. The reaction order with respect to glyoxylic acid was determined by varying the total aldehyde concentration at



113constant pH. Values of k0bsd varied linearly with the concentration of glyoxylic acid, as shown in Figure 1, thus demonstrating a first-order reaction dependence with respect to glyoxylic acid.In our previous studies with formaldehyde and glyoxal, the pH dependence of adduct formation at pH < 3 was governed by two rate-determining steps: the addition of HSO3· and SO32^ at the carbonyl carbon atom (2,5). The formation kinetics of benzaldehyde- and methylglyoxal-bisulfite addition compounds were also governed by these two addition steps, but some specific acid catalysis was observed below pH 1 (3,4). For glyoxylic acid, we initially proposed the following mechanism: KaιH2O∙SO2 ≈=i H+ + HSO3- (fast) (1)
Ka2HSO3- H+ + SO32^ (fast) (2)

KdiCH(OH)2CO2H ≈=± choco2h + h2o (fast) (3)
Kd2CH(OH)2CO2- ≈=i CHOCO2- + h2o (fast) (4)

Ka3choco2h ≈=± H+ + CHOCO2- (fast) (5)
Ka4CH(OH)2CO2H ≈=± H+ + CH(OH)2CO2- (fast) (6)

kιCHOCO2H + HSO3- HO2CCH(OH)SO3- (slow) (7)
k2CHOCO2- + HSO3- -O2CCH(OH)SO3- k-2 (slow) (8)
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CHOCO2H + SO32- HO2CCH(O-)SO3- (slow) (9)k-3

k4CHOCO2- + SO32- ≈=i -O2CCH(O-)SO3- (slow) (10)k-4
K 5HO2CCH(OH)SO3- Ä H+ + O2CCH(OH)SO3- (fast) (11)

ks.6 z- . z XO2CCH(OH)SO3- ⅛ H+ + -O2CCH(O-)SO3- . (fast) (12)
When Eqs. 7-10 are displaced far to the left of equilibrium, the corresponding rate expression for HSEA formation is

z∕ = ffiSEA]t = (k1[CHOCO2H] + k2[CHOCO2-])[HSO3'] +(k3[CHOCO2H] + k4[CHOCO2-])[SO32-], (13)
where[HSEA]t = [HO2CCH(OH)SO3-] + [O2CCH(OH)SO3-] +[O2CCH(O-)SO3-] + [HO2CCH(O-)SO3-] . (14)
Equation 13 may be rewritten as

r,= (kι<rι^ι + k2c⅛∕⅛ + k3α2∕¾ + k4α2∕⅞) [C2H2O3] [S(IV)], (15)
where

[S(IV)] = [H2O∙SO2] + [hso3-] + [SO32-] (16)
[C2H2O3] = [CHOCO2H] + [CHOCO2] + [CH(OH)2CO2H]+ [CH(OH)2CO2] (17)
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(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)

[HSO3-] cKai{H÷}α1 = -------------- ----------------------------------------------------[S( IV)] {H+}2 + cKaι{H + } + cKalcKa2
[SO32-] cκaicκa2ft2 = ----------- = ------------------------------------------------[S ( IV)] {H+}2 + cκ a ι{H+ } + cκalcκa2

[CHOCO2H] cKdιcKd2{H+}
βι = ---------------- = ------------- ------------------------------------------[C2H2O3] cKd2(l+cKdι) { H+} + cKa3cKdι(l+cKd2)

[CHOCO2-] ‰cKd2cKa3
β2 = --------------- — —-------- --------------------------------------------.[C2H2O3] cKd2(l+cKdι) {H+} + cKa3cKdι(l+cKd2)

The notation "cK" in the above expressions denotes thermodynamic constants that have been corrected for ionic strength effects. Since a large excess of glyoxylic acid was present, [C2H2O3] ≈ [C2H2O3]t, where [C2H2O3]t is the total concentration of bound and unbound glyoxylic acid and glyoxylate. The observed rate constant is thereforek0bsd = (kι<⅛∕⅞ + k2<¾∕⅞ + k3α2∕¾ + k4α2∕⅛)[C2H2O3]t.
Dividing Eq. 22 by αι∕¾[C2H2O3]t gives

k0bsd _ k1 + k2Ka3 + k3Ka2 + k4Ka3Ka2 αι∕¾[C2H2O3]t {H+} {H÷}2 '
At sufficiently low pH, therefore, kθbsd∕(ftιA[C2H2O3]t) should be inversely proportional to {H+}. The corresponding plot of data from Table 2 (see Figure 2) yielded a straight line for the entire pH range studied. Our kinetic data are therefore consistent with the mechanism of Eqs. 1-12, although Eq. 10 does not contribute at pH < 2.9. Estimates of the intrinsic constant, kι, and the apparent constant, k2Ka3 + k3Ka2, were obtained from the intercept and slope of this line,

(22)

(23)



116respectively. From a linear least-squares regression fit of the data, k1 = 443 (÷ 21.2) s-ι M^1 and k2Ka3 + k3Ka2 = 3.22 (÷ 0.06) s'1 at 25° C with μ = 0.2 M. The thermodynamic constants, Kaι = 1.45 × 10^2 M (22), Ka2 = 6.31 × 10'8 M (23), Ka3 = 1 × IO'2 M (19), Kdi = 3.33 × 10^8 (19), and Kd2 = 6.61 × 10'2 (19) were corrected to an ionic strength of 0.2 M such that cKaι = Kai7H2Q.gQ2/7HSQ3- = 1.99 × 10'2 M, cKa27HSO3-/7SO32- — 1.63 × 10'7 M, cKa3 = Ka37CHOCO2H/7CHOCO2- ~ 1∙4 x lθ 2, CKdl = κdl⅛(OH)2CO2H∕7CHOCO2H “ 3'3 x 1θ 3, and cKd2 = Kd27CH(OH)2Co2-/7CHOCO2- = 6∙θ x lθ'2∙ A mixed cθncentration∕activity scale was chosen since hydrogen ion activities were measured in the experiments. Activity coefficients were calculated with the Davies equation (24).In order to estimate activation energy parameters, the temperature dependence of kι was studied between 15 and 35° C at pH 0.7, since kι ≈ kobsd∕<¾∕¾[C2H2O3]t under these conditions. The ionization fraction, <⅛, was computed with temperature-corrected values of cKaι and cKa2; standard state enthalpies from the literature are ΔH°aι = -16.2 kJ/mol (22) and ΔH°a2 = -11.7 kJ/mol (23). To calculate β↑,, Eq. 20 was first rewritten as
∕¾ =-------------c κdi { H*}-------------- , (24)(l+cKdι){H + } + cκa4(l+cκd2)

with the substitution, cKa3 = cKa4cKd2∕cKd1. Furthermore, since cKd2 « 1, βι is approximately
β1 =-----------⅛dU--------- . (25)(l+cKdι){H+} + <=Ka4

cKa4 can be corrected for temperature since ΔH°a4 is known (2.22 kJ/mol (14)); however, the temperature dependence of K<∩ has not been studied. It was assumed that ΔH°dι ≈ 30 kJ/mol, since standard dehydration enthalpies for formaldehyde



117and pyruvic acid (CH3COCO2H) are 33.5 (25) and 32.6 (26) kJ∕mol, respectively. The measured values of kι as a function of temperature are given in Table 3. Activation energy parameters for this reaction step were obtained by plotting In (kι∕T) vs 1∕T. This plot was linear (r2 = 0.9955), with ΔHι^ = (-slope∙R) = 21.4 kJ/mol and ΔSι^ = (intercept - In kβ∕h)R = -141 J moT1 deg^1, where kβ is Boltzmann's constant, ħ is Planck's constant and R is the gas constant.
HSEA Acid Dissociation Constants. The acid dissociation constants, Ka5 and Kaβ, were calculated from titration data by methods adapted from Albert and Serjeant (13). Mass and charge balance relationships governing the titration of HSEA by HC1 yield the following equation for cKa5 (μ = 0.2 M):Log cKa5 = Log 0ι - pH , (26)

where
0ι [H+] + [Na+]- Ci - [Cl“] 2Cι - [H+] -[Na + ] - [CT]
Cl = [HO2CCH(OH)SO3-] + [-O2CC(OH)SO3-]

(27)
(28)

Based on Eq. 26, a plot of pH vs Log 0ι should be linear with unit slope and y-intercept = pcKa5. The resulting plots of duplicate titration data sets were linear (r2 > 0.99), with average slopes of 1.001 (÷ 0.006) and y-intercepts equal to 2.988 (÷ 0.004). The quotient, 0ι, was calculated using H+ concentrations estimated with the Davies approximation. At an ionic strength of 0.2 M, our estimate of cKa5, defined as{H+} [-O2CCH(OH)SO3-] (29)cKa5 = [HO2CCH(OH) SO3-]
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(30)
(31)
(32)

is therefore 1.03 × ΙΟ'θ M (250C). Correction to infinite dilution gives Ka5 = 3.98 × IO’4 M.Similar analysis of the HSEA titration by NaOH leads to the following equation for cKaβ÷Log cKa6 = Log 02 - pH ,
where [Na+] - 2C2 - [C1-] - [OH-]02 —----------------------------------------------[C1'] + [OH-] + 3C2 - [Na+]

C2 = [O2CCH(OH)SO3-] + [O2CCH(O-)SO3-] ∙
A plot of pH vs Log 02 was linear between pH 7.7 and 10.0 with y-intercept = 10.05 (÷ 0.01); however, the average slope was 1.83 (÷ 0.01). The deviation of the slope from the expected value of one is probably due to some dissociation of HSEA; the conjugate base, -O2CCH(O*)SO3∙, is expected to be much less stable than O2CCH(OH)SO3∖ Because of these complications, the true error in our estimate of pcKaθ ≈ 10.05 is probably greater than the standard error cited above.

HSEA Dissociation Kinetics. In the presence of iodine, the dissociation of HSEA proceeds irreversibly as follows:
HO2CCH(OH)SO3- ½j→ CHOCO2H + HSO3- (slow) (33)
-O2CCH(OH)SO3- ⅛∙ choco2- + hso3- (slow) (34)
HO2CCH(O-)SO3∙ ½=2÷ choco2h + SO32- (slow) (35)
-O2CCH(O-)SO3- choco2- + so32^ (slow) (36)



119 (fast) (37)I2 + S(IV) ----- > 21- + S(VI) ,
where the rate of disappearance of I2 (or I3') is equal to the dissociation HSEA„ _ -dri3"l _ ~d[HSEA]t v ~ dt ~ dt= k-ι[HO2CCH(OH)SO3∙] + k.2[-02CCH(0H)S03^] + k.3[HO2CC(O-)SO3-] + k-4[∙02CCH(0-)S03'] ∙
Equation 38 may be rewritten as

V = (k-ι<∕>ι + k.2ς⅛ + k.3^3 + k-4<^4)[HSEA]t,
where

[HSEA]t = [HO2CC(OH)SO3-] + [O2CCH(OH)SO3-] + [ho2cch(o-)so3-] + [-o2cch(o-)so3-]
φi = [HO2CCH(OH)SO3-]∕[HSEA]t == ___________________{Ht}2_____________________{H+}2 + (Ka5+Ka7){H+} + Ka5Ka6
φ2 = [-O2CCH(OH)SO3-]∕[HSEA]t= ________________Ka5{H÷}_____________________{H+}2 + (Ka5+Ka7){H+} + Ka5Ka6
φ3 = [HO2CCH(O-)SO3-]∕[HSEA]t= ________________Ka7{H÷)_____________________{H÷}2 + (Ka5+Ka7){H÷} + Ka5Ka6

rate of

(38)
(39)

(40)
(41)

(42)

(43)
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(44)
(45)

(46)

φ4 = [O2CCH(O-)SO3-]∕[HSEA]t_ __________________ Ka5Ka6___________________{H+}2 + (Ka5+Ka7 ){H+} + Ka5Ka6
cKa7 = ∣h+} iho2cch(o^ )so3^1 a7 [HO2CCH(OH)SO3 -]

At constant pH, pseudo-first-order conditions are established such that
k'obsd = (k-ιφι + k.2<^2 + k-3^3 + k-4^4) .

Least-squares regression plots of In (A-A00) ∕ (A0-A00) vs time were linear over the pH range 0.7 - 7.0, confirming a pseudo-first-order reaction. The observed rate constants are tabulated in Table 4. Since Eq. 46 can be rewritten as
⅞m = ¾f1 + k'2 + k-3κa√κ>5 + , (47)

k'0bsd∕^,2 must be directly and inversely proportional to {H+} at low pH and high pH, respectively. Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate that the data are consistent with both of these predicted pH trends. Estimates of the intrinsic constants, k_i and k-4, were obtained from the slopes of linear least-squares fits to the data in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. An estimate of the lumped constant, k-2 + k-3Ka7∕Ka5, was obtained by averaging the intercepts of the two fitted lines. A Taylor's method (27), nonlinear least-squares regression routine was used to fit the entire set of data to Eq. 46 and the above preliminary estimates of the rate constants were supplied as initial guesses in the program. The thermodynamic constants, Ka5 and Kaθ, were held fixed in this analysis to the values we experimentally determined 
(vide infra). Although the magnitude of Ka7 is not known, we assumed that Ka7 ≪ Ka5, and hence φ2 ≈ Ka5{H+}∕({H+}2+Ka5{H+}+Ka5Ka6). Refined estimates were



121obtained as k.i = 6.32 (÷ 0.32) × 10'6 s→, k.2 +k-3Ka7∕Ka5 = 5.68 (± 0.30) × ÎO'S s^1, and k-4 = 63.0 (÷ 1.8) s^1. Pseudo-first-order rate constants, which were calculated using the results of the regression analysis, are compared to the experimentally measured values of k'0bsd in Figure 5.
HSEA Stability Constants. Apparent stability constants for simple hydroxy- alkylsulfonates, such as hydroxymethanesulfonate, are pH-independent over the pH range of 3 to 5 since the predominant adduct, aldehyde, and S(IV) species do not change under these conditions. The speciation of keto acids and their bisulfite adducts, such as HSEA, however, changes over this pH range, and hence it cannot be assumed that the apparent stability constant of HSEA,
Kapp — [HSEA1t[C2H2O3] [s(iv)], (48)

is pH-independent. Direct determinations of Kapp were obtained as a function of pH by measuring the concentration of unbound S(IV) at equilibrium. Dissolution of the disodium HSEA salt leads to the constraint, [S(IV)]unb0und,eq = [C2H2O3]unbound,eq! so that Kapp can be calculated asκapp = [Naθ2CCH(θH)sθ3Na]o - [s(iv)ipnb0∣lnd,eq , ,49,( [ 8( IV) ]unbound?eqP
where [NaO2CCH(OH)SO3Na]o is the initial concentration of the salt. Measured values of Kapp are given in Table 5 and plotted in Figure 6.The apparent formation constant can be re-expressed in terms of a pH-independent equilibrium constant, cKι, as

Kapp = f HO2CCH(OH)SO3^ ) ∕<⅛([CHOCO2H] ∣β 1 ) ([HSO3-]∕αι) (50)



122= «1 [^l] , (51)
where

cKi = [HO2CCH(OH)SO3-1 (52)[CHOCO2H] [HSO3-]
The magnitude of cKχ was estimated as 7.09 (÷ 0.17) × 107 M^1 by fitting the data in Table 5 to Eq. 51 with a nonlinear least-squares regression routine. A second estimate of cKχ was calculated from the previously determined forward and reverse rate constants, kχ and k.χ. By this method, cKχ = 7.01 × 107 M^1 (μ = 0.2 M) and is within the standard error of the first estimate.
DiscussionAlthough the pH dependence of HSEA formation at pH < 2.9 appears to yield only the intrinsic constant kχ and the apparent constant, k2Ka3 + k3Ka2, it is possible to show that the k2 term can be dropped. Based on our estimated value of the sum, k2Ka3 + k3Ka2, and published values of Ka2 and Ka3, upper limits can be calculated as k2 < 2 × 102 and k3 < 2 × 107 M^1 s^1. Rate constants for the proton transferCHOCO2- + HSO3- =i CHOCO2H + SO32-, (53)
however, would be much larger than k2,max, and thus Eq. 8 is not a competitive pathway. By setting k3cKa2 equal to our estimate of the apparent constant, a value of k3 = 1.98 × 107 M^1 s^1 is obtained. Since neither the k2 or k⅛ steps of our originally proposed mechanism are important below 2.9, the rate expression of Eq. 15 may be simplified as

V = (k1o⅛∕¾ + k3α2∕¾) [C2H2O3] [S(IV)] . (54)



123The magnitudes of kι and k3 are comparable to the rate constants given in Table 6 for methylglyoxal and formaldehyde. With all other previous aldehyde substrates, SO32^ was observed to react much more rapidly than IISO3^. Where rate constants for both addition steps are available, the data in Table 6 indicate that the ratio, kπ∕kj (defined in Table 6), ranges between 3 × 104 to 1 × 105. These large ratios are consistent with the known greater nucleophilicity of SO32' relative to HSO3^.A comparison of the activation energy parameters, ΔH^ and ΔS^, for glyoxylic acid with those of other aldehyde substrates (see Table 7) suggests that there may be some difference in the HSEA transition state structure. The ΔSj^ value for HSEA formation is significantly more negative than the ΔS^ for methylglyoxal and formaldehyde and is comparable to the ΔS^ for aldehydes with bulky o-substituents such as benzaldehyde. In previous studies we have demonstrated that the activation entropy of HSO3· addition is typically more negative than the ΔS* of SO32* addition for the aldehydes listed in Table 7. To explain this difference, we postulated that bisulfite addition requires a cyclic activated complex, whereas sulfite addition does not. The large ΔS^ for HSEA suggests that its transition state may be further constrained. Additional steric restrictions perhaps arise as a result of intramolecular hydrogen bonding with the carboxylic acid group, as shown here.
‡. 002S HB >C — 00 = C H∖ 0 ∕x
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The possibility of general acid catalysis by the buffers used in this study was not tested; however, addition reactions involving a strong nucleophile, such as SO32', at a carbonyl center are not generally subject to this type of catalysis (28). In the case of benzaldehyde and formaldehyde, for example, adduct formation rates were independent of the buffer concentration (2,3).Another mechanism giving an equivalent rate law for adduct formation can be hypothesized. For example, it is impossible to distinguish kinetically between our proposed mechanism and one in which the following catalyzed dehydration steps are rate-determining:

HSO-S0,2-CH(OH)2CO2H CHOCO2H + H2O
HSO q-,S0q2-CH(OH)2CO2- 1 j j - choco2- + h2o .

(55)
(56)

Sorensen et al. (19) have reported that the dehydration of CH(OH)2CO2' is catalyzed by SO32· but not by HSO3'. Spontaneous dehydration or catalysis by H+ or OH^ was found to be faster. Using their rate constants, the rate of dehydration at pH < 3 is much faster than the adduct formation rates we observed. Reactions 55 and 56 can be ruled out on this basis. At pH » 3, however, we expect that the dehydration of CH(OH)2CO2" will become rate-determining. Similar changes in the mechanism have been predicted for hydroxymethanesulfonate (28) and demonstrated for methylglyoxal-S(IV) adduct formation (4).The rapid dissociation of HSEA in slightly acidic or neutral pH solution is due to the large difference in rate constants for the release of SO32^ over HSO3'. Although k.2 and k-3 were not calculable, it is expected that k.2 is greater than k-ι (6.32 × 10'2 s^1) and that k-3 is less than k-4 (63 s^1), since electronic effects would



125favor dissociation when the carboxyl group is deprotonated. Our estimate of k-2 + k-3Ka7∕Ka5 also provides an upper limit for k-2, so that 6.32 × 10^6 < k-2 < 5.68 × 10'5 s^1. The ratio, k-4∕k-2 is therefore greater than or equal to 106 and the dissociation rate of O2CCH(OH)SO3^ is at least six orders of magnitude slower than the dissociation of its conjugate base, 'O2CCH(O^)SO3^. Deprotonation of the hydroxy group increases the electron density at the tetrahedral carbon; thus, electronic effects may partially account for its facile dissociation. The large difference in rate constants may also reflect the different degrees of structural complexity between the two transition states as we proposed above.The carboxylic acid strength of HO2CCH(OH)SO3^ (pKa5 = 3.4, μ = 0) was found here to be similar to that of HO2CCH(OH)2 (pKa4 ≈ 3.3). Formation of the bisulfite addition compound, therefore, should not significantly change the pH, even in unbuffered solutions.Contrary to our expectations, the apparent stability of HSEA increased slightly (see Figure 6) at pH greater than pKa5, and attained a maximum between pH 4 - 5. Based on the greater positive inductive effect of the -CO2H substituent compared to -Cθ2^, we expected the carboxylic acid form of the adduct to be more stable. There is some scatter to the data in Figure 6, particularly at higher pH. We believe it is due to the difficulty of measuring low concentrations of free S(IV) at pH conditions where the adduct dissociates rapidly. Despite the scatter, the fitted formation constant, Kχ, was in close agreement with the independent calculation of Kι derived from the forward and reverse rate constants.Linear-free-energy correlations relating carbonyl hydration constants with the Taft polar substituent parameter, σ*, have been developed, wherein carbonyl compounds with the same number of o—hydrogen atoms were found to correlate with σ* (30-32). Although these correlations do not contain hydration data for



126any o-keto acids, constants for at least seven, including glyoxylic (19), pyruvic (26), oxo-malonic (20), o—keto glutaric (33), phenylpyruvic (33), 2-oxo-butanoic(34), and 3-methyl-2-oxo-butanoic acid (34), are available. When these carbonyls are included in a log K0 vs ∑σ* plot, the deprotonated keto acids consistently form more stable <7era-di0ls than the correlation would predict, as Figure 7a demonstrates. Therefore, factors other than the simple electronic field effects considered by this Taft plot must influence the hydration of RCOCO2'.The stability constants of carbonyl-bisulfite addition compounds expressedas κ = [R1CR2 (OH)SO 3 ^) (57)[R1COR2] [hso3-]
were also correlated with ∑σ* in our earlier studies (5,6). A pattern similar to hydration correlations was observed in that aldehydes with a single a-hydrogen atom were linear with respect to ∑σ*. However, the formaldehyde-bisulfite adduct was found to be substantially more stable than predicted from the LFER.In addition to Kι ( HO2CCH(OH)SO3^), we can obtain an estimate for K2 (O2CCH(OH)SO3-), as follows:

cκ, = [ - 0 2CCH(OH ) SO3-1 = cκ ⅛s. (58)[-o2ccho] [hso3-] <=κa3,

thus, cK2 is 5.27 × 106 M'1 at 25° C, with μ = 0.2 M. When Kι and K2 are included in the Taft plot of Figure 7b, they appear to deviate from the line correlating other aldehydes having a single α-hydrogen atom, in a manner resembling the hydration data in Figure 7a. The magnitude of log Kι falls slightly below the line, while log K2 lies well above it.From the raw data reported by Burroughs and Sparks (34), we were also able



127to calculate the stability constant for the pyruvate-bisulfite addition compound(35). Since pyruvate forms a more stable adduct than acetone (see Figure 7b), pyruvate appears to be another example of a keto acid adduct whose stability can not be solely explained in terms of inductive effects.Glyoxylate-bisulfite and other deprotonated α-keto acid — S(IV) adducts may be stabilized by intramolecular hydrogen bonding between the hydroxy and car boxy late group as shown here.
H∕∕ C—S03-

a- A

Being nearly symmetrical, this hydrogen bond should be quite strong (36), and in order to form our proposed activated complex prior to dissociation, it must be broken. Intramolecular hydrogen bonding is also possible when the carboxyl group is protonated; however, these unsymmetrical bonds would be weaker.The similarities between Figures 7a and 7b suggest that a linear-free-energy relationship exists between hydration and bisulfite addition. A log-log plot of hydroxyalkylsulfonate stabilities vs K⅛ was indeed linear (see Figure 8), with a slope of 1.15 and y-intercept of 5.32. This relationship suggests that the steric, inductive, solvent bonding and hydrogen bonding characteristics of the substituent have similar effects on the degree of hydration of a carbonyl or its tendency to form stable bisulfite adducts.
Atmospheric Implications. The importance of glyoxylic acid as a reservoir for S(IV) can be assessed by estimating the maximum aqueous concentrations of HSEA that would form in an open polluted atmosphere. Typical gas-phase



128concentrations of glyoxylic acid have not been established, however, so we have assumed a partial pressure of 1 ppbv in our calculations. This concentration is still an order of magnitude less than the typical partial pressure range reported for formaldehyde in photochemically polluted environments (7). Another assumption must be made regarding the value of the unknown intrinsic Henry's law constant of CHOCO2H. We have assumed that its magnitude is approximately 1 M atm'1, since Betterton and Hoffmann (37) have found that the intrinsic Henry's law constants for several short chain aldehydes are close to this value. A gas-phase SO2 concentration of 20 ppbv was used, since SO2 levels in polluted atmospheres range from 0-50 ppbv (lb). From mass balance and Henry's law relationships, the equilibrium concentrations of unbound S(IV), glyoxylic acid and total HSEA are
[S(IV)] = psθ21Wttθ (59)
[C2H2O3] = pchoco2hhCHOCO2h∕^1 (6θ)

[HSEA]t = pcH0C02HhCH0C02hpS02hS02 ’ (61)
where no is the ionization fraction of H2O∙SO2, pc∏qqq2jj, an^ ps02 are t^e partial pressures of gas-phase species, and pch0c02h and Hgθ2 are the intrinsic Henry's law constants.Sulfur(IV) enrichment factors, defined as ([S(IV)] + [HSEA]t)∕[S(IV)], were tabulated for five pH conditions in Table 8. This ratio compares the total amount of sulfur dioxide incorporated into the liquid phase when both substrates are present to the amount dissolved when glyoxylic acid is absent. Our calculations indicate that HSEA formation does not lead to significant S(IV) enrichment below pH 4. At pH greater than 4, the solubility of glyoxylic acid increases, and



129consequently, HSEA becomes a potential S(IV) reservoir in cloud-, fog-, or rainwater. By comparison, the S(IV) enrichment factor that is due to a 1 ppbv concentration of formaldehyde is approximately 23 and is pH-independent between pH 3 - 5.5. Glyoxylic acid is therefore at least as effective as formaldehyde in stabilizing S(IV) at pH ≥ 5.4 when the gas-phase aldehyde concentrations are the same. These studies have shown that glyoxylic acid may be a significant S(IV) reservoir in weakly acidic droplets, primarily because of the unusually high stability of the g⅞∕02^∕αZe-bisulfite adduct and because of the expected greater solubility of CHOCO2H at pH greater than its pKa. Predictions of the importance of other carbonyl-bisulfite addition compounds with unknown stabilities are now possible with the linear-free-energy correlations we have developed.
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TABLE 1. Acid Dissociation Constants and Hydration Constants for Glyoxylic Acid (25° C, μ — 0).

KaRCO2H =≥ RCO2- + H+KhRCHO + H2O RCH(OH)2
R pKa ,,κh Ref.CH(OH)2 3.46 143.18+ 153.30 162.98 17-CHO 1.89 182.00+ 19-co2h 300. 19-co2- 15.1 1916.7 2019.2 21

†20° C++Calculated.
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TABLE 3. Temperature Dependence of the RateConstant for the Addition of HSO3' and CHOCO2H (μ = 0.2 M).
τ oc ki† s'115 33820 39625 46330 56535 635

† Estimated as kι ≈ average of at least kθbsd∕ft1∕MC2H2O3] where k0bsd is the two determinations.
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TABLE 4. Kinetic Data for the Dissociation of 2-Hydroxy- 2-sulfo-ethanoic acid (25° C, μ = 0.2 M).
pH k,∩hsd (⅛ff) s^1 klpair s^10.66 7.06 × 10'61.00 7.00 × IO'61.60 7.76 × IO'62.01 1.05 × 10-52.99 3.32 × IO'53.62 6.58 × 10-54.48 2.34(÷0.04) × IO'44.95 6.26(÷0.06) × IO’45.39 1.39(÷0.01 ) × 10^36.11 6.98(±0.07) × 10-36.54 1.84(±0.07) × 10-26.97 4.81(÷0.05 ) × 10-2

6.55 × 10-6 6.83 × 10-θ 8.32 × 10-6 1.12 × 10-53.44 × 10-5 6.63 × 10-5 2.18 × 10^4 5.53 × IO’41.44 × 10-3 7.22 × 10^3 1.96 × IO'2 5.20 × IO’2
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TABLE 5. Apparent HSEA Stability Constants.
eEL KjLrRx.M-i1.06 5.51 × 1041.63 1.26 X 1052.05 1.90 X 1052.31 2.13 X 1052.67 2.33 X 1053.20 2.70 X 1053.63 2.86 X 1054.36 3.09 X 1054.62 3.17 X 1055.48 3.57 X 1055.49 2.91 X 105

[HSEA]t[C2H2O3] [S(IV)]
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TABLE 6. Comparison of Forward Rate Constants for Hydroxyalkyl- sulfonate Formation (25° C):

RCHO + HSO3- —→ RCH(OH)SO3^ kπRCHO + SO32- -⅛ RCH(O-)SO3- .
R μ, M kI,M^1 s-ι kIΓM-ι s-ι Ref.-co2h 0.2 4.43 × 102 1.98 × 107 This work-coch3 0.2 3.44 × 103 3.66 X 107 4-H 1.0 7.90 × 102 2.50 X 107 2-c6h5 1.0 7.1 × 10'1 2.15 X 104 3
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TABLE 7. Comparison of Activation Parameters for Hydroxyalkylsulfonate Formation: klRCHO + HSO3- —→ RCH(OH)SO3- k∏RCHO + SO32- -⅛ RCH(O-)SO3-.
R ΔH÷kJ/mol ΔS}kJ ∕ (mol ∙ deεi δi⅜kJ/mol ΔS+ιkj∕(mol∙deε) Ref.-co2h 21.4 -141. N.D.† N.D. This work-coch3 29.0 -77.7 18.2 -22.6 4-H 24.9 -108. 20.4 -31.7 2-c6h5 36.6 -142 36.0 -58.1 3

†N.D. = Not determined.
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TABLE 8. Potential S(IV) Enrichment Due to HSEAFormation in an Open Atmosphere (Pgθ2 = 20 PPbγ, pcn0∞2H = 1 ppbv, τ = 25 C).

.piL iHSEAlt† M ( ΓSfIV)l + fHSEAh)∕fSfIV)l2 3.95 × 10-9 1.053 7.53 × IO’« 1.144 4.34 × 10-6 1.865 4.02 × 10^4 8.886 3.98 × 10-2 69.3
t[HSEA]t = [HO2CCH(OH)SO3'] + [O2CCH(OH)SO3-] + [ho2cch(o-)so3-] + [-o2cch(o-)so3-].



141Figure Captions
Figure 1. Dependence of pseudo-first-order rate constant for HSEA formationon [CHOCO2H]t. Solid lines are linear least-squares fits to the data.Reaction conditions: [S(IV)]t = 0.15 - 1 mM, T = 25° C, μ — 0.2 M.Correlation coefficients are R2 = 0.9987 (pH 0.7), 0.9987 (pH 1.4),and 0.9968 (pH 2.2).
Figure 2. Dependence of kobsd∕(<*1∕¾[CHOCO2H]t) on l∕{H+}. Solid line is alinear least-squares fit to the data in Table 2.
Figure 3. Dependence of k'0bsd∕^2 on {H+}. Data were obtained from the fivelowest pH entries in Table 4. Least-squares slope and interceptparameters correspond to initial estimates of k-ι∕Ka5 and k-2 +k-3Ka7∕Ka5, respectively.
Figure 4. Dependence of k'0bsd∕<∕,2 on l∕{H+}. Data were taken from the fiveentries in Table 4 between pH 3.6 - 5.4. Least-squares slope andintercept parameters correspond to initial estimates of k-4Ka,6 andk_2 + k-3Ka7∕Ka5, respectively.
Figure 5. Comparison of measured and calculated pseudo-first-orderdissociation rate constants. Solid line represents a nonlinearleast-squares regression fit to the data by Taylor's method (Ref. 27).



142Figure 6. Comparison of measured and calculated apparent adduct stability constants as a function of pH. Solid line represents a nonlinear least-squares fit to the data by Taylor's method (Ref. 27). Reaction conditions: [NaO2CCH(OH)SO3Na] = 0.033 mM, T = 25° C, μ = 0.2 M.
Figure 7. Correlations of stability constants for (a) carbonyl hydration and (b) bisulfite addition with Taft's σ* parameter. K⅛ = [R1C(OH)2R2]∕([R1COR2] [HSO3-]) and K = [R1R2C(OH)SO3-]∕ ([R1COR2][HSO3-]). Key: 1 - HCHO (Refs. 38,39); 2 - CHOCO2- (19, this work); 3 - (CH3)3CCHO (40); 4 - (CH3)2CHCHO (41,42); 5- CH3CH2CHO (43); 6 - CH3CHO (44,6); 7- CH2(OH)CHO (45,6); 8 - CH2C1CHO (46); 9 - CHOCO2H (19, this work); 10 - CH3COCHO (47,4); 11 - C6H5COCHO (32); 12 - C13CCHO (43); 13- CH3COCO2- (26,34); 14 - C6H5COCO2- (21); 15 - HO2CCOCO2^ (20); 16 - CH3COCH3 (48,49); 17 - CH3COCH2C1 (44); 18 - CH3COCH2F (44); 19 - CH2C1COCH2C12 (50); 20 - CH3COCO2H (26); 21 - CH3COCHC12 (44); 22 - CH3COCOCH3 (47); 23 - HO2CCOCH(CH3)2 (33); 24 - HO2CCOCH2CH3 (33); 25 - CH3COC2H5CO2 (26); 26 - HO2CCO(CH2)2CO2H (21); 27 - C6H5COCO2H (21); 28 - CH3COCF3 (31); 29 - C6H5COCF3 (51); 30 - CF3COCF3 (51); 31 - CH(OH)2CHO (5); 32 - C6H5CHO (3). Solid lines in (a) are least-squares fits to the data as follows: "RCHO" = (a), slope = 1.58, intercept = -0.759; "RιCOR2" = (∙), slope = 1.53, intercept = -2.72. Dashed line in (a) was drawn through point 1 with slope = 1.5. Dashed line in (b) is a



143least-squares fit of points 4,6,7,9,10, and 31, with slope = 1.57 and intercept = 4.70. Open symbols correspond to compounds with a -CO2^ substituent.
Figure 8. Linear-free-energy correlation of carbonyl-bisulfite adduct stabilities, K, with carbonyl hydration constants, Kh∙ Solid line is a least-squares regression fit.
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Abstract

The kinetics of the addition of hydroxyacetaldehyde and S(IV) was studied spectrophotometrically over the pH range of 0.7 to 3.3. Formation rates of the adduct, 1,2 dihydroxy-l-ethanesulfonate (DHES), were consistent with the following three-term rate expression: d[DHES]∕dt = (ko{H+}i⅛∕Kao + kι<⅛ι + k2α2)[C2H3O2]t[S(IV)], where [C2H3O2]t = [CH2(OH)CHO] +[CH2(OH)CH(OH)2], [S(IV)] = [H2O∙SO2] + [HSO3-] + [SO32'], αι = [HSO3']∕ [S(IV)], α2 = [SO32']∕[S(IV)], and Kao is the acid dissociation constant for CH2(OH)CΗOH. The rate constant ko corresponds to a proton-catalyzed pathway in which bisulfite reacts with the carbocation, CH2(OH)C+HOH. A value for the constant ko∕Kao was determined as 5.4 (÷ 2.0) M'2 s^1 (25° C, μ = 0.2 M). The intrinsic constants, kι and k2, are the respective rate constants for the reactions of HSO3^ and SO32' with unhydrated hydroxyacetaldehyde, where it was determined that kι = 1.74 (÷ 0.16) M'1 s^1 and k2 = 5.02 (÷ 0.12) × 104 M'1 s^1. From temperature-dependence studies, activation energy parameters for the kι and k2 steps were calculated. For kχ, Δh∕ = 29 kJ mol·1 and ΔSι^ = -156 J mol'1 deg'1; for k2, ΔH2^ = 17.7 kJ moT1 and ΔS2≠ = -117 J mol'1 deg'1. Both values of ΔS≠ were significantly more negative than the previously determined activation entropies of other hydroxyalkylsulfonates. Transition state structures were proposed to explain these differences. A correlation between kι and k2 is also presented. Because of the high intrinsic solubility of CH2(OH)CHO, calculated DHES formation rates in fog- and cloudwater are faster than the addition rate of formaldehyde and S(IV). DHES is shown to satisfy the criteria of a significant S(IV) reservoir in atmospheric droplets.
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IntroductionAs part of a continuing study of the addition of S(IV) species (H2O∙SO2, HSO3', and SO32·) with carbonyl compounds, we have investigated the kinetics of hydroxyacetaldehyde-S(IV) adduct formation at low pH. This study was motivated by the identification of hydroxymethanesulfonate (CH2(OH)SO3^, HMS) in fog- and rainwater at concentrations exceeding 100 ∕zM (1,2). The formation of hydroxy alky lsulfonates in atmospheric droplets leads to an enrichment of S(IV) and aldehydes relative to the concentrations predicted by simple Henry's law equilibria. These adducts are also stable in the presence of compounds that readily oxidize S(IV), such as H2O2 and O3 (3-5). Carbonyl-bisulfite addition compounds are therefore potential reservoirs for S(IV) in atmospheric water droplets.Based on our previous studies with formaldehyde (6), benzaldehyde (7), acetaldehyde (8), glyoxal (CHOCHO) (9), methylglyoxal (CH3COCHO) (10), and glyoxylic acid (CHOCO2H) (11), criteria were formulated for predicting which hydroxyalkylsulfonates are potentially important S(IV) reservoirs. Carbonyls that effectively stabilize S(IV) are those with high solubilities (z.e., large apparent Henry's law constants) and significant sources in the environment. The bisulfite addition compounds derived from these carbonyls must also be highly stable. Finally, bisulfite adduct formation rates must be rapid relative to the lifetime of a fog event.Already, there is sufficient data to show that hydroxyacetaldehyde satisfies two of the above criteria. Betterton and Hoffmann (12) have reported that its apparent Henry's law constant, H* = ([CH2(OH)CHO]aq + [CH2(OH)CH(OH)2]aq) ∕[CH2(OH)CHO]g), is 4.14 × 104 m atπrh Since H*chq = 2.97 × 103 M atm^ι (12), hydroxyacetaldehyde is an order of magnitude more soluble than



156formaldehyde. Betterton et al. also determined the stability constant for the hydroxyacetaldehyde-bisulfite adduct (1,2-dihydroxy-l-ethanesulfonate, hereafter referred to as DHES) as Ki = [CH2(OH)CH(OH)SO3-]∕ [CH2(OH)CHO][HSO3-] = 2.0 × 106 M^1 (8). Since hydroxy acetaldehyde is approximately 90% hydrated in solution (13), the apparent adduct stability constant, aPPKι = [CH2(OH)CH(OH)SO3-]∕([CH2(OH)CHO] + [CH2(OH)CH(OH)2])[HSO3-], is 2 × 105 M'1. Compared with the apparent formation constant of hydroxy methane- sulfonate, 3.6 × 106 M'1 (14), the hydroxyacetaldehyde-bisulfite adduct is an order of magnitude less stable. Although the apparent Henry's law constants and bisulfite adduct stabilities are similar, it is not known how their ambient gas-phase concentrations compare. Hydroxyacetaldehyde is, however, a predicted important component of the gas-phase product mixtures resulting from alkene oxidation (15).Thermodynamic calculations therefore suggest that hydroxy acetaldehyde is a potentially important reservoir for S(IV). With this motivation, we undertook a study of the kinetics and mechanism of the reaction. These experiments were conducted at pH < 3.3; a pH range, which overlaps with the acidic pH range frequently observed in fogs, clouds and haze aerosols (16 a-c).
Experimental Procedures

Materials. Unless otherwise specified, all solutions were prepared from A.R. grade reagents and deoxygenated, high purity water (18 ΜΩ-cm; Millipore). Oxygen was purged by bubbling with high purity N2 gas. Stock solutions of hydroxyacetaldehyde (0.1 M) were prepared from the anhydrous solid (glycolaldéhyde; Sigma, laboratory grade) in an N2 atmosphere glovebox and stored there protected from light. Since hydroxyacetaldehyde exists in concentrated solution as a dimer (17a,b), we allowed the stock solution to



157equilibrate at least 24 hours before use. In a 0.1 M solution, 74% of the aldehyde exists as either the unhydrated or <∕era-diol monomers; the remaining 26% are dimer species (17a). The most concentrated aldehyde solutions in our experiments were 0.02 M and the dimer fraction at this concentration is estimated as < 5%.Stock S(IV) solutions were prepared fresh before use from disodium sulfite (Baker) under an N2 atmosphere. The ionic strength in all experiments was maintained as 0.2 M by adding sufficient sodium chloride (Baker). Reactant mixtures were buffered in the pH range of 1.6 - 3.3 with sufficient NaOH (Baker) and 0.1 M concentrations of C12CHCO2H (MCB) or C1CH2CO2H (Kodak). Hydrochloric acid (Baker) was used to adjust the acidity below pH 1.6. All buffer and electrolyte solutions were filtered before use through a 0.2 μm Millipore filter.
Methods. The forward reaction kinetics were studied by monitoring the disappearance of unbound S(IV) at 280 nm (λmaχ for H2O∙SO2) with a Hewlett-Packard Model 8450A UV/Vis spectrophotometer. In all experiments, pseudo-first-order conditions were imposed by maintaining at least a tenfold excess of hydroxyacetaldehyde. Reactions were conducted in a 10 cm quartz, water-jacketed cell and a Haake water recirculation bath was used to maintain a constant temperature. For each of the kinetic runs at least 200 data points were collected. Above pH 3.3, the reaction became too fast to study by conventional spectrophotometry and the concentration of H2O ∙ SO2 was too small to monitor by stopped-flow techniques. Hydrogen ion activities were measured with a Radiometer Model PHM85 pH meter and a combination glass electrode.

Results
Formation Kinetics. Under the pseudo-first-order conditions of our experiments, [CH2(OH)CHO]t » [S(IV)], a first-order dependence in free S(IV) was



158tested by plotting In [(A-A00)∕(A0-A00)] vs time. These plots were linear (r2 > 0.999) for reaction extents up to 90%. The pseudo-first-order rate constants, kobsd, which correspond to the slopes of these lines averaged from at least four replications, are tabulated in Table 1. At pH 1.4 and 2.1, k0bsd was measured as a function of [CH2(OH)CHO]t to test the reaction order dependence on hydroxyacetaldehyde. Plots of the data, shown in Fig. 1, are linear and the y-intercepts are not significantly different from zero. The reaction is first-order, therefore, with respect to [CH2(OH)CHO].Our previous studies with other aldehyde substrates have shown that hydroxyalkylsulfonate formation rates below pH 3 are governed by the two addition steps of HSO3^ and SO32' at the carbonyl carbon atom (6,7,9-11). Specific acid catalysis was also observed below pH 1 for the formation of benzaldehyde- and methylglyoxal-bisulfite addition compounds (7,10). Using the data in Table 1, we initially tested the simpler, two-step mechanism which did not contain a proton-catalyzed pathway. This mechanism did not fit the data at lowpH, so the following mechanism, which considers specific acid catalysis, wasproposed:
KaιH2O∙SO2 HSO3- + H+ (fast) (1)

Ka2HSO3- =± SO32^ + H+ (fast) (2)
KdCH2(OH)CH(OH)2 =± CH2(OH)CHO + h2oH+ (fast) (3)

kιCH2(OH)CHO + HSO3- CH2(OH)CH(OH)SO3- (slow) (4)k-ι



159k2CH2(OH)CHO + SO32- ,------  CH2(OH)CH(O-)SO3-k-2 (slow) (5)
I/KaoCH2(OH)CHO + H+ ' CH2(OH)CHOH+ (fast) (6)

koCH2(OH)CHOH+ + HSO3- CH2(OH)CH(OH)SO3Hk-o (slow) (7)
Ka3CH2(OH)CH(OH)SO3H =i CH2(OH)CH(OH)SO3- + H+ (fast) (8)

Ka4CH2(OH)CH(OH)SO3- CH2(OH)CH(O-)SO3- + H+ . (fast) (9)
The above scheme leads to a three—term rate expression for the formation of DHES:

v = d[DHES]t =kθ[CH2(0H)CH0H+][HS03-]+k1[CH2(0H)CH0][HS03-] + k2[CH2(OH)CHO][SO32*] , (10)
where

[DHES]t = [CH2(OH)CH(OH)SO3H] + [CH2(OH)CH(OH)SO3-]+ [CH2(OH)CH(O-)SO3-] ∙ (11)
An equivalent expression for Eq. 10 in terms of the ionization fractions of S(IV) species may be written as

V = {k0αι[CH2(OH)CHOH+] + (kie⅛ + k2α2)[CH2(OH)CHO]} [S(IV)] , (12)
where [S(IV)] = [¾0∙S02] + [HSO3-] + [SO32'] (13)



160= [SO32-1 = Kal{H÷}_______________[S(IV)] {H+}2 + Kaι{H+} + KalKa2
= [hso3^i = Kalκa2_______[S(IV)] {H÷}2+ Kal{H÷} + KalKa2

(14)
(15)

Based on the typical acid strengths of other sulfonic acids, we expect that pKa3 < -1 (18). The second acid dissociation constant of DHES has also been determined as pKa4 = 10.3 (8), so consequently the dominant adduct species over the pH range of this study is CH2(OH)CH(OH)SO3'. The magnitude of Kao is not known, however, the carbonyl species is expected to be a very weak base. Oxygen bases such as acetone and benzaldehyde, for example, have pKao's of -7.5 and -6.9, respectively (19). The total aldehyde concentration therefore, may be approximated as
[C2H3O2]t ≈ [CH2(OH)CHO] + [CH2(OH)CH(OH)2] , (16)

since the concentration of CH2(OH)CHOH+ is negligible. When Eq. 12 is rewritten in terms of [C2H3O2]t, rates are given as
⅛n,)V = κa 0 α1 + k1α1 + k2α2j j [C2H3O2]t[S(IV)] , (17)

and the observed rate constant is, therefore,
kobsd = αι + k1α1 + k2α2l i Kd ∣ [C2H3O2]tI κa0 ) U ÷ κ<d (18)

Dividing Eq. 18 by αι[C2H3O2]tKd∕(l+Kd) gives an equation that can be used to examine the pH-dependence of the reaction:



161kpbsd ( l~t^K(j ) _ kp { H+} _|_ kj _j_ k2K⅞2 (19)α1[C2H3O2] tKd Ka0 {H + }
A plot of kobsd(l+Kd)∕<*1[C2H3O2]t,Kd vs {H+} at sufficiently low pH, therefore, should be linear with a slope of ko∕Kao and a y-intercept of kι. At sufficiently high pH, Eq. 19 predicts that kobsd(l+Kd)∕<¾Kd[C2H3O2]t will vary inversely with {H+}. Estimates of the constants k2Ka2 and kι can be calculated from the slope and intercept of this second plot. Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate, therefore, that the kinetic data are consistent with these trends. Refined estimates of ko∕Kao = 5.4 (÷ 2.0) M^2s*1, kι = 1.74 (÷ 0.16) M-⅛-¾ and k2 = 5.02 (± 0.12) × 10* M'⅛-ι were obtained by fitting the entire set of data in Table 1 to Eq. 19 with a Taylor's method, nonlinear regression routine (20). The previous rough estimates were supplied as initial guesses to the program. Values of the thermodynamic constants (at infinite dilution), Kaι = 1.45 × 10^2 M (21), Ka2 = 6.31 × 10^8 M (22) and Kd = 0.11 (13), were held fixed in the regression analysis and were corrected to an ionic strength of 0.2 M. Since hydrogen ion activities were measured in our experiments, a mixed concentration/activity scale was chosen, and hence the corrected equilibrium constants are given by cKaι = Kaι 7h2q . go2∕⅜sθ3' = * 1θ^2cKa2 = Ka2 7hs03-∕7s032- = 1∙θ3 x lθ^7 m> and cκd = κd¾H2(OH)CH(OH√¾H2(OH)CHO = θ∙11∙ Activity cθeffιcients were calculated with the Davies equation (23). A comparison of the fitted values of kobsdKd∕(l+Kd)α1[C2H3O2]t with the experimental data is presented in Fig. 4 and calculated pseudo-first-order rate constants are tabulated in Table 1.The possibility of general acid or base catalysis by the buffers used was not examined in this study. In previous studies with formaldehyde (6) and benzaldehyde (7), however, no buffer dependence was found. Furthermore, Jencks (24) has reported that addition reactions to the carbonyl group by strong



162nucleophiles, such as sulfite, are not catalyzed by general acids or bases.
Temperature Dependence. Kinetic studies between 15° and 35° C at pH 1.4 and 2.7 were performed in order to obtain the temperature dependence of kχ and k2. At each temperature, these constants were estimated by assuming that a plot of kobsdKd∕(l+Kd)α1[C2H3O2]t vs l∕{H+} was linear between the two data points. Values of ki and k2Ka2 were then calculated from the intercepts and slopes of these lines. The ionization fraction <¾ was computed with temperature-corrected values of cKaι and cKa2, based on the standard state enthalpies of ΔH° aι = 16.2 kJ mol·1 (21) and ΔH°8,2 = =11.7 kJ mol·1 (22). The standard dehydration enthalpy for hydroxyacetaldehyde is not known; however, it was assumed that ΔH°a ≈ 30 kJ mol'1, since the corresponding enthalpies for formaldehyde and pyruvic acid are 33.5 (25) and 32.6 (26), respectively. Activation energy parameters corresponding to kι and k2 were determined by plotting ln(k∕T) vs 1∕T. These plots were linear (see Figs. 5a,b) with ΔH≠ = (-slope∙R) = 29.9 kJ mol'1, ∆sf = (intercept - In kβ∕h )R = -156 J mol·1 deg'1, ΔH^ = 17.7 kJ mol'1 and ∆st = -117 J moT1 deg'1, where kβ is Boltzmann's constant, h is Planck's constant, and R is the gas constant.

DiscussionA comparison of the forward rate constants, kχ and k2, for several carbonyl substrates is presented in Table 2. It is evident from this comparison that hydroxy acetaldehyde reacts much more slowly than methylglyoxal, formaldehyde, and glyoxylic acid. Since an overall increase in kχ and k2 is apparent as the ο-substituent group to the carbonyl becomes more electron-withdrawing, we tested a correlation of kχ and k2 with Taft's σ* parameter. The Taft parameter is a measure of the polarizing ability of a substituent, and in the case of several



163substituents, it has the property that ^cγ∩1cq∩2 = σp1 ÷ σ∩2∙ With the limited available kinetic data, however, Fig. 6 indicates that neither kχ or k2 correlates closely with ∑σ*. It is likely, therefore, that steric effects among the substrates considered are not constant; under these conditions the Taft equation is not valid. Varying steric effects are also suggested by the wide range of ΔS≠ values.The similarities between the plots of log kι vs ∑σ* and log k2 vs ∑σ*, as well as the nearly constant ratio of k2∕k1 (~ 3 × 104 - 1 × 105) imply that a better correlation exists between log kι and log k2. This correlation, shown in Fig. 7, contains some scatter; however, the relatively good fit (r2 = 0.947) suggests that steric effects on the addition of HSO3^ and SO32' at the carbonyl carbon atom are comparable.Large differences have been observed between the activation entropies of the kι and k2 steps for all of the bisulfite addition compounds we have studied. To explain the more negative ΔSι we postulated that bisulfite addition requires a more ordered, cyclic transition state (see Fig 8a) than the activated complex of the k2 step (Fig 8b). The most negative ΔS^ values for both kχ and k2 were obtained for the hydroxyacetaldehyde-bisulfite adducts. One explanation for this may be that additional steric hindrance is introduced because of solvent bonding with the hydroxy group (as shown in Figs. 8a,b).An alternative mechanism could be invoked to explain the kinetics of DHES formation at pH < 1. Replacement, for example, of the proton-catalyzed pathway with the steps, k0'H2O∙SO2 + CH2(OH)CHO CH2(OH)CH(OH)SO3Hk-0'
CH2(OH)CH(OH)SO3H =i CH2(OH)CH(OH)SO3- + H∙,

(20)
(21)

leads to the kinetically indistinguishable rate expression:
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v = ikoll∏l αι + kιαι + k2αJ i_Kd------)[C2H3O2]t [S(IV)].I Kai J h + KdJ (22)

The value of ko' would then be ~ 0.1 M'1s^1, which is only an order of magnitude less than kp A much greater difference in the nucleophilicity of HSO3· over H2O∙SO2, however, is expected.Rough calculations were also made to ensure that the rate constant of Eq. 7 in our proposed mechanism does not exceed diffusion-controlled rates. Assuming that the pKao of hydroxyacetaldehyde is within the range of -8 to -6, the value of ko is between 6 × 106 - 6 × 108 M'1s^1. The proposed ko step, therefore, is well below the diffusion limit.
Atmospheric Implications. The rate constants obtained in this study allow us to calculate the formation rates of DHES under atmospheric conditions. Assuming that steady-state saturation is achieved in an open atmosphere containing hydroxy acetaldehyde and SO2, the rate of DHES formation is given by⅛IMESl=i⅛olHlαι + kιa, + k2α2' dt ( Kao Kd1 + Kd, prchohrcbo ⅛⅛ ’ (23) 

OιQ

where e⅛o is the ionization fraction of H2O∙SO2, P refers to the partial pressure of the reagent gases, and H* and H are the apparent and intrinsic Henry's law constants. Previously we have shown for these conditions that dehydration of the gem-diol, CH2(OH)CH(OH)2, becomes rate-limiting at pH > 5.0 (29). Over the pH region of 4-5, therefore, Eq. 23 still applies and only the k2 term is important. Since 012/0® = KaιKa2∕{H+}2, Eq. 23 can be approximated asd[DHES]d t k2KalKa2. {H+}2 It- Kd+ Kd p ττ* p TTRCHO RCHO SO2 SO2(for 4 < pH < 5) . (24)



165Assuming gas-phase concentrations of Pgθ2 = Prcho = lθ ppbv, the rate of DHES formation at pH 4 is 8.4 × 10'9 M s^1 (~ 30 μM hr'1), and at pH 5 the rate is 100 times faster. The Henry's law constants used in these calculations were ¾H2(OH)CHO = ^∙14 x lθ4 M atm^1 (12) and Hgθ2 = 1.26 M atm^1 (30). By comparison, the rate of HMS formation at pH 4 is 1.7 × 10'9 M s*1 (~ 6 ∕zM hr'1). Despite the fact that the intrinsic rate constants, kι and 1⅛, for hydroxyacetaldehyde are smaller than the corresponding constants for formaldehyde, apparent formation rates of DHES are faster than HMS. This result is due to the anomalously high solubility of CH2(OH)CHO. Therefore, hydroxyacetaldehyde-bisulfite adduct formation is not kinetically limited at pH > 4. Our results suggest that DHES is a potentially significant reservoir for S(IV).
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TABLE 1. Kinetic Data for the Addition of Hydroxyacetaldehyde and S(IV)at25°C (μ = 0.2M).
pH_ 102 [CH2(OH)CHO]tM 103 [S(IV)]tM 103 k0bsdt f±σ) s^1 lθ3 kcalc S"10.73 2.0 0.15 0.509 (±0.011) 0.5320.95 2.0 0.15 0.756 (±0.013) 0.7241.18 2.0 0.15 1.052 (±0.014) 1.0211.41 1.0 0.20 0.747 (±0.024) 0.7261.67 1.0 0.25 1.094 (±0.081) 1.0731.90 1.0 0.30 1.646 (±0.067) 1.4962.15 1.0 0.60 2.250 (±0.054) 2.1292.42 1.0 1.0 3.32 (±0.12) 3.232.69 1.0 1.0 4.92 (±0.24) 5.212.98 1.0 1.0 8.25 (±0.25) 9.023.27 2.0 1.0 33.7 (±6.2) 32.8

†Values are averages of at least four replications.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Dependence of the pseudo-first-order rate constant on[CH2(OH)CHO]t. Solid lines are least-squares fits to the data withthe following parameters: (pH 1.4) slope = 7.57 × 10^2, intercept =-1.88 × 10-5, σ = 3.07 × 10'5, R2 = 0.9977; (pH 2.1) slope = 0.227,intercept = -5.24 × 10-5, σ = 4.91 × 10^5, R2 = 0.9998. Reactionconditions: [S(IV)]t = 0.2 - 0.6 mM, T = 25° C, μ = 0.2 M.
Figure 2. Dependence of the variable, kθbsd(l+Kd)∕αι[CH2(OH)CHO]tKd on{H+} for the pH range 0.7 - 1.4. Data were taken from Table 1. Thesolid line denotes a linear least-squares fit.
Figure 3. Dependence of the variable kθbsd(l÷Kd)∕ttι[CH2(OH)CHO]tKd onl∕{H+} for the pH range 1.9 - 3.3. Data were taken from Table 1.The solid line denotes a linear least-squares fit.
Figure 4. Comparison of the calculated (solid line) and experimental values ofkobsd(l÷Kd)∕nι[CH2(OH)CHO]tKd. The solid line was calculatedwith the fitted values of ko∕Kao = 5.4 M'2s'1, kι = 1.74 M'1s^1, k2Ka,2= 8.19 × 10-3 s^1, and Eq. 19.
Figure 5. Temperature dependence of the rate constants for the addition ofhydroxyacetaldehyde with (a) bisulfite and (b) sulfite. Solid lineswere calculated from linear least-squares regressions.
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Figure 6. Correlation of the rate constants, kι (∙) and k2 (o), with Taft's σ* parameter, ∑¾c0r2 = ¾ + ¾.
Figure 7. Correlation between the second-order rate constants, kι and k2(M^⅛'1), corresponding to the addition of HSO3^ and SO32' with thecarbonyl, respectively. The solid line is a linear least-squares fit tothe data.
Figure 8. Proposed activated complexes for the bimolecular addition ofCH2(OH)CHO with (a) bisulfite and (b) sulfite.
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CHAPTER 7

Recommendations for Future Research
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Our experimental studies predict that other aldehydes besides formaldehyde may potentially affect the distribution of S(IV) in the atmosphere. Still, the answers to many remaining questions must await the results of additional research. A few of the most important research areas are outlined here.
Field Studies:

1. Characterization of the Gas-phase Aldehyde Content.

The abundance and sources of many of the aldehydes which we have identified as potential S(IV) reservoirs are not well known. This is undoubtedly due in part to analytical difficulties. A first step towards characterizing the ambient gas-phase carbonyl mixture, therefore, might be the development of improved analytical techniques. It is recommended that aldehydes such as glyoxal, methylglyoxal, hydroxyacetaldehyde, and glyoxylic acid, be high-priority targets in these field studies.
2. Characterization of the Hydroxyalkylsulfonate Content in Fog- and

Cloudwater.

Verification efforts to determine the importance of the aldehyde—bisulfite addition compounds we examined are now needed. Already sensitive techniques for detecting free aqueous aldehyde concentrations of methylglyoxal and glyoxal in fogwater have been developed in this laboratory (Igawa et al., 1988). These could be used in conjunction with total aldehyde and S(IV) analyses to infer indirectly the concentrations of bisulfite addition compounds. Very preliminary use of this approach in this laboratory suggests that methylglyoxal- and glyoxal-S(IV)



183adducts are present in Los Angeles coastal fogwater. The development of specific analytical methods for hydroxyalkylsulfonates, similar to the ion chromatographic method developed by Munger et al. (1986) for HMS, would be even more desirable.
3. Studies of the Fates of Aldehyde-Bisulfite Addition Compounds.

Under acidic conditions (pH < 4), the dissociation rates of hydroxyalkylsulfonates are slow. As a fog droplet evaporates, and as ion concentrations and acidities subsequently increase, it is likely that the sulfonate salts which form during the fog will remain as part of the haze aerosol. In order to understand fully how fog and hydroxyalkylsulfonate formation affect the distribution of atmospheric S(IV) and aldehydes, it is necessary to determine what fraction ends up as aerosol. Collection and analysis of aerosol samples, particularly after fog events, to test for possible correlations between the S(IV) and aldehyde contents are therefore recommended.
Laboratory Studies:

1. Kinetics and Mechanism of Hydroxyalkylsulfonate Oxidation by OH Radicals.

Preliminary evidence obtained in this laboratory suggests that OH radicals readily attack hydroxymethanesulfonate (HMS). (An explosive reaction in a closed cell results upon the addition of Fe2+ to a solution of HMS and H2O2. It is hypothesized that OH radicals are first generated by a Fenton's reagent mechanism (Walling, 1975) and that the heat liberated by the subsequent reaction of OH with CH(OH)SO3' is responsible for the explosion.) Actual rate constant data for CH2(OH)SO3- + OH (1)



184is not available; however, the rate constant for
CH3SO3- + OH ------ » (2)

has been determined as 1.3 × 109 M'1s^1 by Lind and Eriksen (1975). Models developed by Jacob (1986) suggest that the oxidation of HMS by OH contributes significantly to the oxidation of S(IV) in remote clouds during day-time hours, if the rate constant is similar to the methanesulfonic acid constant. Detailed studies of the mechanism and an identification of the oxidation products are needed.
2. Thermodynamics and Mechanisms of Aminoalkylsulfonate Formation.

In areas where SO2, aldehydes and NH3 are ubiquitous gas-phase pollutants, aminoalkylsulfonates may form. The formaldehyde-NH3-bisulfite adduct, aminomethanesulfonate (CH2NH2SO3^, abbreviated as AMS here) is commercially available (as CH2NH2SO3H, Aldrich), and we have found that it is easily recrystallized at room temperature. The reaction mechanism has not been established, but one possibility is as follows:
HCHO + NH3 ≈=± CH2(NH2)OH (3)CH2(NH2)OH H2O + CH2=NH (4)CH2=NH + H+ CH2=NH2+ (5)SO32- + CH2=NH2+ CH2(NH2)SO3- (6)KbCH(NH2)SO3- + H+ CH2(NH3+)SO3- . (7)

LeHenaff (1963) proposed a much more complex mechanism; however, the supporting details are unclear.Under most fogwater conditions, the zwitterion, CH2(NH3+)SO3', would be



185the dominant aminomethanesulfonate species, since -log 1/Kb = 5.75 (Albert and Sarjeant, 1984). Of the substituents, X = N¾+ and X = OH for the group, CH2(X)SO3', NH3+ would provide a more favorable inductive effect. (Their Taft parameters are σ*03+ = 3.76 and cγ*h = 1.34.) Consequently, a larger stability constant for AMS,κ = tC⅞(NH3÷)SO3-l 1 (8)ams [NH4 *J[HSO3-] [HCHO]
than for HMS is expected. In order for the concentrations of AMS and HMS to be comparable, however, Kams would have to be much larger than ∏hms because of the [NH4+] term in the denominator of Eq. 8. To determine whether or not AMS is another important S(IV) reservoir, more study is recommended.
3. Solubility Measurements of Hydroxyalkylsulfonate Salts.

These measurements are needed to address the questions raised in item 3 of "Field Studies."
Toxicological Studies:

The historical coincidence of major world air pollution disasters and fog events has been recognized (Hoffmann, 1984). While the extent of the impact that SO2(g), S(IV)(aq), and S(VI)(aq) species have had on human health during these episodes is not known, exposure of sensitive individuals to SO2 at levels > 250 ppb leads to increased rates of respiratory illness (Seinfeld, 1986). The common use of sulfite as a preservative in foods and beverages has also come under scrutiny because of its potential to impair respiration. Formaldehyde is another respiratory irritant and a potential carcinogen (National Research Council, 1981).



186In terms of developing control strategies for SO2 and carbonyl emissions, it will be important to know whether the formation of carbonyl—bisulfite addition compounds leads to an increase or reduction in health risks. Reducing the levels of SO2 emissions, for example, may lead to a greater partitioning of aldehydes into the gas phase. Toxicity studies are needed to determine the form (gaseous, free aqueous, or adduct-bound) in which S(IV) and carbonyls present the greatest health hazard.
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Abstract—Calculations are presented which demonstrate that the kinetics of dehydration of methylene glycol (hydrated formaldehyde) must be considered in determining the rate of hydroxymethanesulfonic acid formation in weakly acidic or neutral solution.
Key word index: Hydroxymethanesulfonic acid (HMSÂ), formation kinetics, methylene glycol, S(IV).

The kinetics of the reaction of formaldehyde with SO2 
to form hydroxymethanesulfonic acid (HMSA) in 
aqueous solution were recently studied by Boyce and 
Hoffmann (1984). Since the primary objective of this 
study was to apply the findings to the chemistry of 
acidic fog- and cloudwater, a low pH range (0-3.5) was 
used. We wish to emphasize, however, that extrapol
ation of this mechanism to higher pH without con
sideration of the kinetics of dehydration of methylene 
glycol may lead to erroneous predictions of the 
formation rate of the adduct.

In aqueous solution, formaldehyde is present pri
marily as the hydrate, CH2(OH)2. Over the weakly 
acidic to neutral pH range, the two possible rate 
determining steps for production of HMSA, therefore, 
are:

CH2(OH)2 ⅛ HCHO + H2O (1) 
*-d

SOΓ + HCHO ≠ CH2(O*)SOj∙ (2) 
*-,

where the dehydration of the hydrate can be catalyzed 
by H + or OH -. Rapid protonation of CH2 (O ~ )SO j^ 
follows reaction (2) to give HMSA. The notation, 
HCHO, is used to refer to the carbonyl form of 
formaldehyde. Bell and Evans (1966) studied the 
kinetics of reaction (1) and were in fact able to use 
sulfite as a scavenger over the pH range 7.5-8.5 in 
measuring the reaction velocity. They obtained the 
following rate expression for dehydration in the 
absence of general acids and bases:

V = ‰ ÷⅛h{H + } + ⅛h{OH - }) [CH2(OH)23 (3)
where k0 = 5.1 × 10^3s^1,∕ch = 2.7M^1s'1 andkow 
= 1580 M~1 s’1 at 250C and μ = 0.2 M. Equation (3) 
also describes the rate of HMSA formation if reaction 
(1) is sufficiently slower than reaction (2).

When the bimolecular addition of sulfite is rate 
determining and the system is far from equilibrium

then the rate of HMSA production is given by:

v=fci“2[iÄ;]CS(IV);ir'“[CH2O3fr“ (4)

where:
[S (IV)]free = [H2O∙SO2] + [HSO3-] + [SOj-]

[CH2O]fret = [HCHO] + [CH2(OH)2]

~ [CH2(OH)2]

α2 = *aΛa2
[H + ]2 + Kal[H÷] + KalKa2

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)
[HCHO]

[CH2(OH)2]∙
Boyce and Hoffmann (1984) have reported a value of 
k1 = 5.4 × 106 M~l s^1 and a value of Kd = 5.5

Fig. 1. Rate determining steps leading to the production of hydroxymethanesulfonate, HMSA, as a function of free [S(IV)] and pH. Boundary represents conditions at which the rate of dehydration of methylene glycol equals the rate of sulfite and HCHO addition. Calculations are based on T = 250C and μ ≈ 0.2 M.
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× 10 ^4 has been recommended by Bell (1966).
By equating Equations (3) and (4) and solving for

pH at various values of [S(IV)], the boundary between 
the regions where dehydration and sulfite addition are 
rate-determining is obtained. Such a plot is shown in 
Fig. 1 for T = 25oC and μ = 0.2 M. Values used for the 
acid dissociation constants of sulfurous acid, Kal and 
Ka2, were those determined by Deveez and Rumpf 
(1964) and Hayon et al. (1972), respectively and were 
corrected for temperature and ionic strength (Kal 
= 2.68×10^2M and Ka2 = 2.15 × 10'7 M). As 
Fig. 1 demonstrates, dehydration of methylene glycol 
can become the rate limiting step in the formation of 
HMSA above pH 6 if the concentration of free S(IV) 
exceeds 10 μM and above pH 5 if [S(IV)] exceeds 
100 μM.

REFERENCESBell R. P. (1966) The reversible hydration of carbonyl compounds. In Advance in Physical and Organic Chemistry, Vol. 4 (edited by Gold V.), pp. 1-29. Academic Press, New York.Bell R. P. and Evans P. G. (1966) Kinetics of the dehydration of methylene glycol in aqueous solution. Proc. R. Soc. 
Lond. Ser. A 291, 297-323.Boyce S. and Hoffmann M. R. (1984) Kinetics and mechanism of the formation of hydroxymethanesulfonic acid at low pH. J. phys. Chem. 88, 4740-46.Deveez D. and Rumpf P. (1964) Spectrophotometric study of aqueous SO2 in various acid buffers. C. r. Acad. Sei. Pahs 258, 6135-6138.Hayon E., Treinin A. and Wilf J. (1972) Electronic spectra, photochemistry and autoxidatioπ mechanism of the sulfite-bisulfite-pyrosulfite systems. The SO2^, SO 3^, SO 4 and SO5- radicals. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 94, 47-57.
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APPENDIX B

Stability Constant Calculations for the Pyruvate-Bisulfite 
Addition Compound
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Apparent equilibrium (dissociation) constants for the pyruvic acid (CH3COCO2H) - bisulfite addition compound were reported as a function of pH by Burroughs and Sparks (1973). Converting their results to apparent stability constants, where [total bound S(IV)]Kapp = - ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- , (1)[total free S(IV)] [total free carbonyl]

the values in Table B.l were obtained. The apparent formation constant is related to the intrinsic stability constant,Kl = fCH3C(OH)(SO3-)CO2H] (2)[hso3-] [CH3COCO2H] ’ v
by the expression:

KaPP = K1 , (3)
where

aι = [hso3-1 =____________ KadHH__________  (4)[S(IV)] {H+}2 + Kal{H+} + KalKa2
Ä = [CH3COCO2H] = _____________ KdιKd2{H÷)__________________ (5)[C3H4O3]t Kd2(l+Kd 1 ){H+} + Ka3Kdl(l+Kd2)
φi = ___________________[CH3C(OH)(SO3- )CO2H1__________________ (θ)[CH3C(OH)(SO3 -)CO2H] + [CH3C(OH)(SO3-)CO2-]≈ —iiU— (ph « 10){H+} + Ka5
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(8)
(9)
(10)
(H)
(12)
(13)
(14)

[S(IV)] = [H2O∙SO2] + [HSO3-] + [SO32-] (7)[C3H4O3]t = [CH3COCO2H] + [CH3COCO2-] + [CH3C(OH)2CO2H] + [CH3C(OH)2CO2-]
κal = fHSO3-]{H÷}[H2O∙SO2]
Ka2 = Ms2-]{H÷}[HSO3-]
κa3 = iCH3∞CO2 -]{H÷}[CH3COCO2H]
Ka._ [CH3C(OH) (SO3-)CO2 -hh+}[CH3C(OH) (SO3-)CO2H]
κdl = —iCH3COCO2H][CH3C(OH) 2co2h]
κd2 = —[ch3coco2-1 [CH3C(OH) 2co2-] ’

As in the case of glyoxylic acid, the pH dependence of Kapp described by Eqs. 3,4,5, and 6, is quite complex. The data in Table B.l reveal that the apparent stability constant is a maximum near pH 2.An estimate of Kχ = 4.56 (÷ 0.17) × 104 M'1 was obtained by fitting Eq. 3 to Burroughs and Sparks' data with a Taylor's method (Draper and Smith, 1981) nonlinear least-squares regression routine. The thermodynamic constants in Table B.2 were held fixed in these calculations. Figure B.l presents a comparison of the experimental data with the calculated Kapp values resulting from our fit. Further discussion of the similarities between pyruvic- and glyoxylic acid-S(IV) adduct stabilities can be found in Chapter 5.
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TABLE B.l Apparent stability constants for the pyruvate-S(IV) addition compound at 20° C. (Data taken from Burroughs and Sparks, 1973).
KapjL.(M'1)≈1.5 9.09 × 1032.0 1.41 × 1043.0 7.14 × 1034.0 4.65 × 1035.0 4.39 × 1036.0 4.17 × 103

*Kapp is defined in Eq. 1.
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TABLE B.2 Thermodynamic Constants for Pyruvic and Sulfurous Acid.

Constant* Value Ref.κal 1.99 × 10'2 M aKa2 1.63 × 10-7 μ bKa3 6.61 × 10-3 M cKa5 ~5.0 × IO’4 M dKdι 1.62 eKd2 16.67 €

♦Constants are defined in Eqs. 9-14.Refis, (a) Deveze and Rumpf, (1964); (δ) Hayon 
et al. (1972); (c) Becker (1964); (d) Estimated from corresponding value of Ka3 for the glyoxylic acid - bisulfite adduct; (e) Pocker et al. (1969).
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